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‘Please Give More to North
Korea’
Kwon Young-min (權寧民)
Former Ambassador to Germany
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (外交通商部)

A

s I was listening to the
government announce its
proposal to provide electricity aid to
North Korea, I could only think
about Dr. Lothar de Maiziere, the last
Prime Minister of East Germany,
whom I had accidentally met on a
train a few weeks ago. I was on my
way back to Berlin after having
presented a speech entitled, “South
Korea’s Role in the World,” at the
University of Erfurt on May 23.Dr.de
Maiziere boarded the train I was on
at the Halle station, situated within
the industrial heartland of the
former East Germany.
He said to me:“Well, how are
things progressing? Does your country plan to leave North Korea to
fend for itself? If you do, the North
will only become more stubborn
and belligerent, not only toward the
United States, but toward South
Korea as well. Korea should begin
thinking about the post-unification
era immediately.”
Dr. de Maiziere was a violinist and
a lawyer before becoming the first
and last Prime Minister of East
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Germany. He is an openhearted person with a vibrant sense of humor.
“Here in Germany, some 15 years after unification, the pros and cons of
the integration method employed
continue to linger. Of course, no one
believes that unification was itself
wrong. However, controversy has
been brewing over the amount of
money invested in the former East
Germany, which now stands at
about 1.3 trillion euros.There are
many reasons why so much money
has had to be expended. However,
indifference in the past and the lack
of a proper plan have made the cost
much heavier than it had to be.”
No one can deny the validity of his
statement.While large amounts of
money have been invested in the
five former East German provinces
since reunification, most of these
funds have been used for social welfare purposes, such as the payment
of pensions. Some of the factors
which have contributed to this situation included wages that were
higher than productivity and the political considerations taken into ac1

count when setting the exchange
rates. Nevertheless, the basic infrastructure, including highways, railways, and communication facilities,
has been noticeably improved.
Highways which were known for
their potholes during the East
German era have since been repaved
and expanded into six-lane expressways.
Moreover, the Hamburg-Berlin segment of the railway system has been
upgraded to accommodate the bullet
trains, which can now cover the distance between the two cities in an
hour and a half.The poor communic a t i o n s gr i d s , fo r w h i ch E a s t
Germany was famous, are now a
thing of the past.Indeed,the facilities
of the former East Germany have
been replaced with entirely new systems.As a result, public facilities in
the former East Germany are now
much better than those of what was
previously West Germany.
“North Korea is now much worse
off than East Germany was, so bad
that many are starving to death.
Does the North realistically believe
that it can communize the South?
T h i s i s n o t h i n g m o re t h a n a
pipedream. I know this because I
was once a citizen of the communist
bloc. If West Germany had promoted
a long-range reunification policy that
was based on the reconstruction of
East Germany, the cost of German
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reunification would not have been
as high as it ultimately was.” He continued talking until the train arrived
at Berlin.
“You should assume that none of
the facilities that North Korea is currently using will remain operable after reunification.Aid to North Korea
should be given as part of a process
of reconstructing North Korea from
scratch. I remember chuckling to
myself when I read an article which
stated that North Korean trains still
use firewood. Give them not only
food and clothing, but as much as
can be given. Such aid will unbeknownst to you have a tremendous
effect in the North, and this even
though it is a closed society. If you
can, build roads and railways and
give them electricity. Such an approach can only help to reduce the
cost of reunification.Think of South
Korea’s standing in the world.You
can afford it, can’t you?”
As I listened to the government’s
announcement regarding the provision of electricity to the North, I recalled the thoughts of Dr.de Maiziere
as we parted ways at the Berlin station, and this individual who, as the
last Prime Minister of East Germany,
did his utmost to bring about genuine
German integration.
<The JoongAng Ilbo,
July 16, 2005>
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Debate over Providing Economic
Assistance to North Korea
Kim Byung Yeon (金炳椽)
Associate Professor of Economics
Sogang University (西江大學校)

T

he South Korean government
has recently announced major
assistance projects for North Korea.
In this regard, the South-North
Economic Cooperation Promotion
Committee announced an agreement
calling for the mutual exchange of
light industrial goods and mineral
resources, the South’s provision of
500,000 tons of rice aid to the North,
and completion of the reconnection
of the Seoul-Sinuiju and East Coast
railway lines. This was followed by
the disclosure of the details of what
has been referred to as the South’s
“significant proposal” to the North.
Seoul offered to supply the North
with 2 million kilowatts of electricity
generated in the South in exchange
for Pyeongyang’s agreement to
abandon its nuclear arms program.
Thus far, South Korea’s choice of
economic assistance projects with
the North has been based on various priorities. First, the provision of
food is paramount, all the more so
in view of the need to maintain the
welfare of the North’s workforce,
which will be needed for post-uni-
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fication rebuilding. Second, mutual
interests have to this point been emphasized in terms of economic cooperation.Third, the provision of infrastructure, such as power transmission facilities and railroads, represents a far more economically
efficient undertaking than other assistance projects since these facilities can be used even after reunification. As such, the funds that the
South invests in the North’s infrastructure are not a simple expenditure but rather a cost that will eventually have to be incurred.
The South’s offer of electricity aid
to the North should be so attractive
to North Korea that it cannot easily
afford to reject this proposal. Given
the current reality in the North, in
which the rate of factory operation
has plummeted to only about 20
percent due to a lack of power, the
proposed provision of electricity
would undoubtedly result in the
greatest spillover effect for the
North Korean economy. In particular, this offer represents an initiative
that the Pyeongyang leadership,
3

which is desperately struggling to
preserve its regime, can accept without any concern for undermining its
existing system.
The construction of industrial
complex projects or special economic zones makes contact between South and North Korean
workers unavoidable, and thus involves the potential for capitalistic
ideas and behavior to permeate
deep into North Korean society. In
contrast, the supply of electricity is
essentially a “non-intrusive” form of
assistance.
Nevertheless, anyone who believes
that the provision of electricity alone
will be enough to revive the North
Korean economy is grossly misinformed.The considerable amounts of
economic assistance that West
Germany extended to East Germany
prior to Ger man reunification
proved to be insufficient to jumpstart the East’s socialist-oriented
economy.The former Soviet Union
provides a similar lesson, as the huge
amounts of “oil revenue” the Soviet
Union earned in the late 1970s and
early 1980s, which amounted to
more than 2 percent of the USSR’s
gross domestic product, failed to
save it from economic collapse.
The key to this issue is not about
the availability of external funds but
whether the previous system has undergone a fundamental restructuring.Without such a systemic reform,
any assistance to the North, no matter how substantial it might be, will
4

have only a short-term effect on the
North’s overall economic situation.
Herein lies the dilemma that the
South Korean government is faced
with. In effect, the provision of a
substantial amount of economic assistance to the North, and especially
the electricity that it so badly needs,
serves to lessen the North Korean
regime’s inclination to adopt a capitalistic-style economic system.The
major economic reforms that the
North instituted in 2002 and in the
recent past have been the result of
its desperate attempts to overcome
its acute economic difficulties.
The possibility of having a status
quo mindset take root will only be
increased if no economic recovery
is achieved and the urgency of
bringing about systemic change is
abated. Should this come to pass, the
South’s economic burden related to
the North, such as the funding
needed to support the North Korea’s
economy as well as supply electricity for North Korea, would increase
as well. While such funds would
help the North to maintain its system,this would pose a heavy burden
to the South.The seriousness of this
situation is also evident from the
fact that such costs would have to be
extended on a continuous basis.
Therefore, the proposed assistance to North Korea recently announced by the South should represent an emergency measure, not a
fundamental policy approach. In
this regard, the ideal policy for the
KOREA FOCUS, July-August 2005

South would involve the application
of “optimal pressure” on North
Ko re a i n o rd e r t o i n d u c e
Pyeongyang to carry out the desired
systemic changes of its own accord.
As such, if too much pressure is applied, there will be an increased possibility of the South having to bear
massive unification costs far earlier
than generally expected, along with
the related risks. Conversely, if too
little pressure is exerted, then the
South will find itself having to continuously expend considerable

amounts of money to help the
North maintain a socialist system
that is inevitably doomed to failure.
In this light, South Korea needs to
adjust the thrust of its unification
policy toward a direction in which
“optimal pressure” can be applied
on the North Korean leadership,
along with preparing for the process
that will ensue thereafter.
<The Chosun Ilbo,
July 15, 2005>

Kim Jong-il Should Stake His
Regime on Inter-Korean Relations
Song Young-sung (宋永丞)
Chief Editorial Writer
The KyungHyang Shinmun (京鄕新聞)

B

reaking a long silence of about
five years, Kim Jong-il, Chairman
of North Korea’s National Defense
Commission, has finally spoken out
on international issues. Kim, who
has for all intent and purpose not
been heard from since his landmark
summit with South Korean President
Kim Dae-jung in June 2000, has
been especially reticent since the
inauguration of the Roh Moo-hyun
administration in February 2003.
However, during his meeting with
Commentaries

South Korean Unification Minister
Chung Dong-young on July 17, he
freely discussed a wide range of
issues of keen international concern,
again displaying his peculiar
volubility.
According to the unification minister, the North Korean leader, in a
rapid-fire manner, expressed his
country’s readiness to return to the
six-party talks on the nuclear crisis,
rejoin the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty, allow inspections of nuclear
5

sites by the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA), resume reunion programs for separated family
members in North and South Korea,
dispatch a high-level delegation to
Seoul to commemorate the 60th anniversary of Korea’s liberation from
Japanese rule, resume inter-Korean
military talks at the general level,and
invite former president Kim Daejung to visit the North.
The chairman was also quoted as
having said that he was prepared to
give up North Korea’s missile program once his country had successfully established formal diplomatic
relations with the United States,
while also noting the high priority
he has placed on the reopening of
the cross-border Gyeongui railroad,
w h i ch w i l l l i n k S e o u l a n d
Pyeongyang, and eventually the city
of Sinuiju situated at the mouth of
the Yalu River.
All of the matters that Kim discussed are subjects that Koreans
have been anxiously awaiting positive development, while his tone
provided hopeful signs that significant progress might be in store in
the near future.Though various preconditions were mentioned as well,
the possibilities he raised could be
put into action if South Korea and
the international community are adequately convinced of Pyeongyang’s
sincerity.
However, a close examination of
the actions taken by Pyeongyang
thus far and of Kim Jong-il’s rhetoric
6

reveals that North Korea’s foreign
policy paradigm remains little
changed in substance.Kim continues
to pin all of North Korea’s hopes,and
indeed his own,on the United States.
Based on his mindset,nothing can be
resolved until Pyeongyang’s relations
with Washington are improved.
Shift in Outlook
Pyeongyang’s dogmatic stance
might be better understood when
viewed through the history and
modus vivendi of North Korea,
which has been engaged in a military standoff with the United States,
the sole remaining superpower, ever
since the Korean War (1950-53).
Nevertheless, the time has come
for a shift in North Korea’s strategic
outlook.Above all, such a change is
necessitated by the fact that South
Korea, which occupies half of the
Korean peninsula, has undergone a
remarkable qualitative transformation.The South’s previous two administrations have adopted a policy
of promoting inter-Korean reconciliation and cooperation that has gone
beyond mere words.
More substantively, a great majority of South Korean society has begun to gradually free themselves
from a long-standing perception of
confrontation and ideological abhorrence of North Korea. In fact, this adjustment has been so profound that
future administrations will be hardpressed to abandon the basic fundaKOREA FOCUS, July-August 2005

mentals of the South’s current North
Korea policy. Indeed, the developments that have taken place in recent years in the South represent
the most dramatic change during
the previous six decades of national
division of the Korean peninsula.
Therefore, it is now necessary for
North Korea to discard its outdated
approach of thinking that all major
problems can be resolved through
contacts with the United States,
which is apparently Pyeongyang’s
underlying motive, despite its outward calls for an independent resolution of the Korean peninsula question by the two Koreas themselves.
Paradoxically, North Korea’s foreign
policy relies almost exclusively on
its relations with the United States.
North Korea still fails to grasp that
it must ultimately promote its relations with South Korea before it can
settle the problems involving the
United States.The same also applies
for gaining assurances of the security of North Korea’s regime and the
reconstruction of its economy.This
inevitability of change is also true of
North Korea’s diplomacy toward
C h i n a . H ow m u ch l o n ge r c a n
Pyeongyang expect to be able to depend on Beijing for diplomatic and
economic assistance now that
China’s politics and leaders have undergone such a fundamental change
of direction? Unless timely changes
are made in Pyeongyang’s policy
outlook, North Korea’s economy
will eventually find itself becoming
Commentaries

increasingly dependent on Japan.
In this regard, Kim Jong-il may be
faced with his own difficulties, including concerns about the regime’s
internal security. In terms of political
engineering, North Korea may, to a
certain extent, believe that it needs
to sustain a kind of “hostile symbiotic relationship” with South Korea.
This need may have served as a primary motivation for North Korea’s
decision in recent years to replace
the “party-led state” system, introduced at the time of its founding,
with a novel ideology of “army-centered politics.”This reorientation, in
essence an act of desperation, can
only be seen as a tragedy for a North
Korean populace that can ill afford
to maintain an army of 1.2 million
troops.
Inter-Korean Summits
In an ef for t to overcome the
predicament his country is currently
experiencing, the North Korean
leader is advised to stake everything
on inter-Korean relations.This advice
is based on a belief that South Korea
appears prepared to earnestly engage in mutual cooperation and reconciliation with the North. However,
the sustained development of relations between the two Koreas will
require the holding of regular interKorean summits at each other’s
capital.
First and foremost, Chairman Kim
Jong-il should make good on the
7

promise he made to former president Kim Dae-jung during his visit to
Pyeongyang, and was specified in
the joint communiqué released at
the end of their June 15, 2000 summit, by paying a return visit to Seoul.
If such a visit to Seoul is not possible
due to security concerns or any
other reason, then the North Korean
ruler should do as had been suggested by former president Kim
Dae-jung and come to the Dorasan
station, located just south of the
armistice line along the Gyeongui
railway line. Barring that, he should
explain why he has thus far failed to
honor the pledge mentioned in the
joint statement.
Kim Jong-il may claim that this failure to do so is related to the complicated circumstances created by the
hard-line North Korea policy of the
George W. Bush administration,
which was inaugurated in the aftermath of the 2000 inter-Korean summit.Whatever the case, he should
demonstrate to the world the Korean
people’s ability to settle their problems independently, by fulfilling this
outstanding promise.
The paramount leader of North
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Korea should neither think of nor
have the inter-Korean relationship
be subordinate to his country’s relations with the United States or
China. He should instead contemplate upon whether the United
States, from a realistic perspective, is
fundamentally inclined to coexist
with a state like North Korea.
Just as Washington’s North Korea
policy over the past half century
has been flawed by numerous missteps, Pyeongyang’s U.S. policy has
likewise been generally ineffective.
North Korea must finally discard its
conventional tactics of seeking to
alienate South Korea. Pyeongyang
needs to realize that its practice of
holding sporadic inter-Korean talks,
as if it were doling out rewards to
Seoul, is not only counterproductive, but it has little to gain from
slighting the South.As such, Kim
Jong-il is advised to focus more on
President Roh Moo-hyun than U.S.
President Bush, and to thus turn his
attention to Seoul rather than
Washington.
<The KyungHyang Shinmun,
June 22, 2005>
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Moving toward Resolution of
North Korea’s Nuclear Issue
Jeong Se Hyun (丁世鉉)
Chair Professor
Ewha Womans University (梨花女子大學校)

A

pparently
regarding
the
development as a predictable
step, Washington did not express
any surprise when North Korea
announced on February 10, 2005
that it not only possessed a nuclear
deterrent, but plans to expand its
nuclear arsenal as well. The United
States also exhibited no particular
reaction when the North called for
the six-party talks to be converted
into disarmament talks on March 31,
or when Pyeongyang subsequently
declared that it had suspended the
operation of its nuclear reactors. In
short,the United States has responded
to North Korea’s brinkmanship tactics
with its own strategy of “malign
neglect.”
The inf lammatory remarks directed toward the Pyeongyang
regime by President Bush and other
senior U.S. officials appear to have
been designed to escalate tension, to
which North Korea has naturally responded by ratcheting up its own
war of words with the United States.
By April, mention of a “nuclear deterrent” had been replaced by refer-
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ences to “nuclear warheads,” along
with estimates of North Korea’s nuclear arsenal being increased from a
previously believed two or three to
six to eight.
Rumors even began to swirl that
North Korea was preparing to conduct a nuclear test. Fueled by concerns of an impending crisis in June,
the level of angst among the general
public reached a new peak. From
the middle of February through midMay, or the better part of three
months, the Roh administration
found itself being squeezed by
North Korea’s brinkmanship tactics
and Washington’s strategy of malign
neglect.
However, a change was seen in
Washington’s attitude in the aftermath of Pyeongyang’s announcement of May 11 that its unloading of
spent fuel rods had been completed.
Signs of a breakthrough in NorthSouth relations were evident as well.
Meanwhile, U.S. Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice again acknowledged the sovereignty of North
Korea during her tour of Europe.
9

Then on May 14, one day after U.S.
special envoy for North Korea
Joseph DiTrani met with North
Korean Ambassador to the United
Nations Park Gil-yon in New York,
North Korea responded positively to
restoration of dialogue between
South-North authorities.
Media reports indicated that
Washington had used the New York
channel to reiterate to Pyeongyang
its recognition of North Korea as a
sovereign nation, along with informing the North that it was willing to
hold bilateral talks within the framework of the six-party talks.The
United States, which had previously
refrained from responding directly to
the North’s calls to publicly acknowledge North Korea’s sovereignty and
explore the possibility of holding bilateral talks within the six-party format, shifted its stance after the North
had announced the completion of its
unloading of spent fuel rods.
Based on the experiences of 1993,
the next step that North Korea
would likely take after having suspended its nuclear reactor operations should have been relatively obvious. Given this seemingly predictable scenario, the U.S. refusal to
act until North Korea escalated its
brinkmanship tactics, with the unloading of the spent fuel rods, can
only be described as confounding.
The intransigence of North Korea,
which has ignored the South’s repeated pleas to resume North-South
dialogue until it felt that there had
10

been a change in Washington’s attitude, is deserving of criticism as
well.
Be that as it may, with the provision of fertilizer aid serving as positive momentum, inter-Korean relations are now in the process of being restored. It is widely believed
that the joint commemoration of the
June 15 (2000) Declaration and the
15th round of ministerial talks will
do much to get North-South relations back on track. Moreover, North
Korea’s response to the U.S. confirmation of the North’s sovereignty on
May 13 is also expected shortly.
At this time when North Korea is
about to make a decision about its
return to the six-party talks, the
United States must refrain from making any derogatory remarks which
might offend Pyeongyang.The attitude of North Korea’s leadership,
which appeared to have eased
somewhat after May 13, now seems
to be hardening again.This change
in sentiments has apparently been
caused by the disparaging comments recently expressed by certain
U.S. officials.
If the United States does not have
any ulterior motive and truly seeks
to have North Korea return to the
six-party talks, it should refrain from
directing any harsh rhetoric toward
North Korea, especially at this time
when Pyeongyang is weighing its return to the talks.The United States
has often claimed that if the North
has something to say, it should bring
KOREA FOCUS, July-August 2005

it up at the six-party talks.As such,
Washington would do well to heed
its own advice.
In this regard, even more important than North Korea’s return to
the six-party talks is Washington’s
adoption of more a flexible strategy
for its North Korea policy.When the
North returns to the talks, concerted efforts will be required to resolve the nuclear issue. In addition,
the other countries taking part in
these talks need to do their utmost
to prevent North Korea from walking out again, if only to deny the
North of an opportunity to use its
return as negotiating leverage.
Above all, it is incumbent for the
United States to adopt a more flexible approach.The talks are not for
admonishing North Korea.When re-

sumed,the talks need to be operated
on a principle of finding common
ground, regardless of past actions.
Too much emphasis on moral principles will only impede tangible
progress, which will inevitably result
in North Korea becoming a nuclear
state, as U.S. experts have warned.
It is thus hoped that the United
States will proceed with much prudence to assure that such an undesirable outcome does not become
the legacy of these talks.And for its
part, North Korea must be prepared
to accept the necessary compromises and participate in earnest in order to bring about a final resolution
to this issue.
<The Seoul Shinmun,
May 24, 2005>

Government Must Do More to
Repatriate Abducted South
Koreans
Editorial
The Chosun Ilbo (朝鮮日報)

T

he Roh administration is
supporting the legislation of a
special law which would facilitate
the investigation of human rights
violations suffered by the families of
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South Koreans who have been
abducted by the North since the end
of the Korean War, as well as provide
compensation for these unfortunate
victims.
11

O n t o p o f t h e ex t re m e p a i n
caused by the abduction of their
family members, many of the families of these abductees have been
further burdened by repeated monitoring and interrogation by the police and intelligence agents, who
worry that the abducted family
members might end up serving as
North Korean agents.As such, it is
only appropriate for the government
at this time, some 30 to 40 years after the fact in many cases, to take
steps to make up for the hardships
they have suffered.
There are several points that the
government needs to take into account when drafting and then implementing this special law. In particular, if the government chooses to
focus on digging up and exposing
the shor tcomings of previous
regimes while failing to provide due
compensation to the victims of
these wrongdoings, this would be
like putting the cart in front of the
h o r s e . We c a n n o t e m p h a s i z e
enough the fact that this issue
should not serve as another example of the incumbent regime’s ongoing campaign to rectify the various
wrongdoings committed in the
past.
There can be no denying that
North Korea has in the past abducted South Korean citizens from
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our territory and territorial waters,
and even other places around the
world, and then used many of
them directly or indirectly for conducting subversive operations
against the South. But it must also
be understood that South Korea’s
law-enforcement authorities are
charged with the task of protecting our citizens from such North
Korean ruthlessness.
In conjunction with the legislation
of this special law, the government
should strive to secure the repatriation of those who have been abducted by the North.Above all, the
families of these abductees seek the
truth about their whereabouts and
their safe return home.While this
matter can hardly be resolved
through the enactment of a law, this
measure must include a provision
that mandates the government to exert all efforts to secure the return of
these abduction victims.While recognizing the government’s failure
thus far to make sufficient efforts to
help these individuals, it is necessary
to lay the legal groundwork for eventual compensation for families of the
abductees as a prelude to their final
return.
<The Chosun Ilbo,
June 6, 2005>
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USFK’s Strategic Flexibility and
Korea’s National Interests
Lee Geun (李根)
Professor, Graduate School of International Studies
Seoul National University

D

uring the recent negotiations
over the future of the KoreaU.S. security alliance, the most
sensitive issue involved the “strategic
flexibility” proposed for the U.S.
Forces in Korea (USFK). Under such
a strategic flexibility concept, the
USFK troops, if a need arose, could
be deployed to an area outside the
Korean peninsula. In other words,
under this proposal,the U.S.forces in
Korea could move in and out of the
peninsula at the discretion of
Washington.
In today’s U.S.-centered unipolar
system,Washington has devised a
strategy aimed at stabilizing and sustaining the new world order, which
calls for an expedited transformation
of its military into rapid deployment
forces capable of being quickly
transported to the next trouble spot
and deterring threats to the global
system.As part of this new policy direction, the United States has sought
to expand the strategic flexibility of
its USFK troops in Korea, one of its
closest allies.
However, the Seoul government
Commentaries

has shown a markedly cautious attitude toward this proposal.This prudence is rooted in Seoul’s concern
that if USFK troops should become
involved in a conf lict between
China and Taiwan, Korea could find
itself unwittingly entangled in a regional dispute.The Korean government’s wariness of such a possibility
was clearly evident in the remarks
made by President Roh Moo-hyun,
during the Air Force Academy’s commencement ceremony held on
March 8, in which he stressed that
Korea would not allow itself to become involved in a dispute in
Northeast Asia, against its will, because of an expanded role of the
USFK.
U.S. Displeasure
Seoul’s cautious approach has
been criticized for creating discord
in the Korea-U.S. alliance relations.
Furthermore, the recent remarks by
two high-ranking U.S.officials,Acting
Assistant Secretary for East Asian and
Pacific Affairs Evans Revere and the
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Director for Asian Affairs at the
National Security Council Victor
Cha, which highlighted the fact
that increased strategic flexibility
of the USFK should be an integral
element of Korea’s own defense
strategy, have been interpreted as
an indication of Washington’s displeasure with Seoul’s apparent lack
of concurrence.
Whatever the case,a closer scrutiny
of the situation reveals that the
Korean government is not necessarily against strategic flexibility itself,
but it is concerned about the rules,
procedures, and safety mechanisms
which will need to be implemented
in conjunction with the proposed
strategic flexibility.
President Roh’s statement can thus
be construed as meaning that while
his government will support strategic flexibility of the USFK in cases
when the national interests of
Korea and the United States converge, adequate advance consultation will be required to assure proper
coordination of this flexibility.
The Korean government cannot
be faulted for adopting a firm position in its negotiations with the
United States in regard to defining
the principles, procedures, and
safety mechanisms for the implementation of the USFK’s strategic
f lexibility. Should media outlets
choose to criticize the government
for its stance on these negotiations,
which are needed to protect our national interests, due to a concern
14

that such an approach is creating
discord in Korea’s alliance relations
with the United States, the government’s negotiating leverage will be
seriously undermined.
Nonetheless, it is suggested that
the Korean government take into account the following points when
formulating the principles, procedures, and safety mechanisms related to the proposed USFK strategic
flexibility.
China-Taiwan Dispute
First, the major markets and regions of economic interest to the
United States and Korea, which now
ranks as the world’s 12th-largest
economy, overlap significantly. Since
the stability of these common areas
of economic interest is directly
linked to our national interests,
Korea needs to adopt a collaborative
position toward the U.S. efforts to
defend these markets and regions
through the promotion of strategic
flexibility.
Second, should a conflict break
out between China and Taiwan as a
result of Beijing’s efforts to destroy a
liberal democracy and market economy in Northeast Asia, Korea could
not afford to sit by idly, as such indifference would serve to jeopardize
Korea’s national interests, since the
Korean peninsula could well be
China’s next target. However, the
likelihood that China, which is now
actively taking part in the globalizaKOREA FOCUS, July-August 2005

tion process, would resort to outright aggression in Northeast Asia for
such purpose is deemed quite remote. Therefore, Korea and the
United States need to cooperate
more closely to help assure that any
nationalistic dispute between China
and Taiwan is resolved through
peaceful diplomacy.
Third, in order for strategic flexibility to become an integral element
of the Korea-U.S. alliance in the future, there is a need for efforts to facilitate confidence building between the United States and China.
Such efforts are critical since the
fundamental factor behind Korea’s

cautious position toward the USFK’s
strategic flexibility is a concern that
the United States and China might
someday come to blows over the issue of Taiwan. However, once the
United States and China are able to
build mutual trust and improve relations to the point in which a diplomatic resolution to any Taiwan-related issue can be assured, Korea
will then be able to display a noticeably more receptive attitude toward
the strategic flexibility of the USFK
forces stationed on its soil.
<The JoongAng Ilbo,
May 19, 2005>

‘Concept Plan 5029’ and the
Korea-U.S. Alliance
Soh Changrok (徐昌祿)
Professor, Graduate School of International Studies
Korea University (高麗大學校)

A

mid growing concerns about
the viability of the Korea-U.S.
alliance, Defense Minister Yoon
Kwang Ung and U.S. Secretary of
Defense Donald Rumsfeld reached an
agreement on June 5 to develop and
supplement a military contingency
plan related to North Korea,known as
“Concept Plan (CONPLAN) 5029.”
Although not an operational plan
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at this time,“Concept Plan 5029” is
intended to prepare for any sudden
changes in North Korea due to internal factors, unrelated to a war situation, including the collapse of the
communist regime or a mass exodus of refugees. Of note, the plan
does not include any references to
specific military actions, such as the
deployment of troops.
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The two countries have devised
the contingency plan through dialogue between South Korea’s Joint
Chiefs of Staff and the Korea-U.S.
C o m b i n e d Fo rc e s C o m m a n d .
However, the two sides have failed
t o ove rc o m e a f u n d a m e n t a l
disagreement over whether a sudden change in North Korea’s situation should be interpreted as a
wartime development or a peacetime
occurrence.
In this regard, a relevant example
might involve the launch of a
counter-terrorism operation in response to a concern that elements
within North Korea might seek to
provide weapons of mass destruction to terrorists. If such a military
operation is regarded as a peacetime under taking, similar to a
counter-espionage mission, then
Korea would assume operational
command and take the lead in conducting the subject action.
Conversely, if the development is interpreted as an act of war, then operational control would be assumed
by the Korea-U.S. Combined Forces
Command, or in reality the United
States.
On the surface, this disagreement
may appear to be mana gea ble
enough. However, it is possible for
t h e s e d i f fe re n c e s t o re s u l t i n
unimaginably complicated consequences if a situation arises in which
the survival of the North Korean system is seriously threatened and
China subsequently enters the fray
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at the behest of a beleaguered
Pyeongyang regime. The South
Korean military could hardly be expected to handle such a crisis situation on its own. Should such a delicate situation actually occur, South
Korea might find itself in desperate
need of assistance from the United
States and no longer able to indulge
in debate over technicalities.
In view of these circumstances, although the defense ministers of the
two countries have agreed to patch
things up and further discuss their
differing views over the contingency plan and other security issues, it would be premature to say
that Korea and the United States
have managed to settle the fundamental gaps in their alliance. One
significant result of the bilateral defense ministerial talks was an agreem e n t b e t we e n S e o u l a n d
Washington to look beyond the current fissures in their relationship as
part of the efforts to create a positive atmosphere ahead of the summit between President Roh Moohyun and U.S. President George W.
Bush, scheduled for June 10.
Growing Misgivings
The meticulously drawn up “concept plan” has the potential of being
converted into an operational plan
at any time.Therefore, if Korea and
the United States are unable to narrow their differences through close
cooperation and coordination, even
KOREA FOCUS, July-August 2005

more serious difficulties are likely to
arise in the future.
Just like in personal relations between individuals, alliances can also
experience ups and downs.As for
President Roh, who came to power
with the support of liberal forces,
and President Bush, who was reelected with the backing of neoconservatives, the gap in their perceptions is especially noticeable. On the
issue of North Korea, President Roh
places a higher priority on interKorean coexistence and stresses the
need for peace above all else, while
President Bush emphasizes the
spread of freedom and democracy
and the need to wage an unwavering war against terror, backed by
hard-line strategies, as evidenced by
the Iraqi war.
The unilateral policies of the Bush
administration have undeniably crea t e d m i s g i v i n g s a m o n g m a ny
Koreans about whether the United
States, in time of a crisis on the
Korean peninsula, will be available
to protect the interests of the
Korean people on the basis of the
existing Korea-U.S. alliance. On the
other hand, it is also tr ue that
Korea’s skepticism has caused many
Americans to question whether
Korea can be counted on as a true
friend.
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Nevertheless, it should be remembered that Korea and the United
States share the fundamental values
of democracy and freedom.We also
need to realize that both countries
share common interests, including
assurance of the peace and prosperity of the Korean peninsula as well
as the Northeast Asian region.As
such, an alliance can only develop
in a sound manner when the partner countries continue to share
common interests and values.
In this respect, Presidents Roh and
Bush should endeavor, through candid dialogue and close cooperation,
to narrow their differences on the
manner and means of maintaining
the bilateral alliance.The two leaders
should also strive to reinforce the
shared belief that both countries
subscribe to universal values and interests, along with making known to
their respective citizens the solidarity of the alliance relationship.The
upcoming summit between the two
presidents in Washington should
serve as a valuable opportunity to
ease, if not dispel, any misgivings of
the Korean and American people
and to renew their confidence in the
Korea-U.S. alliance.
<The JoongAng Ilbo,
June 7, 2005>
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Seoul Needs to Devise a New
Vision for the Korea-U.S. Alliance
Kim Young-ho (金暎浩)
Professor of International Politics
Sungshin Women’s University (誠信女子大學校)

K

orea and the United States are
currently engaged in a series of
consultative talks, known as the
Security Policy Initiative (SPI), to
draft a new blueprint for their
alliance in the 21st century. The
outcome of these talks, which are
being hosted on a rotating basis in
Korea and the United States, will
significantly influence the security
situation of the Korean peninsula as
well as Northeast Asia overall. In
particular, the SPI is fundamentally
different in nature from the Future of
the Alliance Policy Initiative (FOTA),
which it superseded last year, in that
the FOTA was primarily concerned
with the base relocation plans of the
U.S. Forces in Korea.
The ongoing Seoul-Washington negotiations are especially meaningful
in that they are being held as part of
the U.S. master plan to realign its
overseas military presence in accordance with the Global Defense
Posture Review (GPR), under which
the Bush administration is seeking to
cutback military spending by some
$50 billion through the closure of at
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least 60 military bases in the United
States over the next 20 years.
The future of the half-century-old
alliance between the Republic of
Korea (ROK) and the United States
will depend on what kind of a new
vision can be devised through the
bilateral consultative process. In particular, this new vision must be
based on the common strategic interests of the two countries and be
presented in a manner that can convince their peoples of the need for
maintaining the alliance.
A review of the history of ROKU.S. relations reveals that whenever
international politics faced a major
turning point,Washington took the
initiative in presenting a new blueprint for the two countries’ alliance,
which Seoul subsequently accepted.
For example, although the ROKU.S. Combined Forces Command
(CFC) was officially launched in
1978, the United States had worked
out plans for the command’s formation back in 1972, when Washington
adopted diplomatic measures to end
i t s a n t i p a t hy t o wa rd B e i j i n g .
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Following China’s ascension as a
permanent member of the U.N.
Security Council in 1971, as the successor to Taiwan, the United States
began to prepare for the possibility
that the United Nations Command,
which was responsible for maintaining the Armistice Agreement in
Korea, would eventually face dissolution at China’s request, and thus
came up with the CFC system. Now
that some 30 years have elapsed
since the combined command’s establishment, a crucial issue pending
between the two allies is how the
CFC structure can be adjusted
through policy coordination efforts.
Independent Stance
Since its inauguration, the Roh
Moo-hyun administration has repeatedly emphasized the need for Korea
to develop an independent stance in
regard to maintaining its relationship with the United States and formulating Korea’s security policies.
Due to the extent to which this
point has been stressed, it is now incumbent upon the Roh administration to present an innovative vision
for the alliance at the ongoing consultation sessions, along with persuading the United States to take
heed of Korea’s related interests.
If Seoul simply reiterates an outmoded position that is based on policy reports prepared a decade or so
ago, while ignoring the profound
changes that have occurred on the
Commentaries

international stage since the dawn of
the 21st century, it will be extremely
difficult to build a solid foundation
for meaningful mutual understanding between Korea and the United
States. Korea thus needs to free itself
from a shortsighted approach of
seeking to fine-tune the ROK-U.S. alliance in response to only the circumstantial changes that have taken
place in inter-Korean relations.
The existing ROK-U.S. Combined
Forces Command is an outgrowth of
an approach under which the U.S.
Forces in Korea (USFK) has been regarded as an external force committed solely to the defense of South
Korea against the threat of a specif i e d a d ve r s a r y : N o r t h Ko re a .
However, given the far-reaching
changes that have taken place in the
international environment over the
past three decades, the United States
can hardly be expected to agree to
retention of the existing CFC
regime, unless it is deemed to be advantageous to efforts to enhance the
strategic flexibility of the USFK.As a
consequence, a radical transformation of the ROK-U.S. combined defense framework, including a breakup of the CFC and a transfer in the
operational control of the armed
forces, is a likely outcome.
For sometime now,the Roh administration has been advocating the notion of a “cooperative self-reliant national defense,” but has failed to clarify the specifics of such “cooperation” between Korea and the United
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States.Accordingly, Seoul needs to
use the current negotiations with
Washington as an opportunity to
present a concrete formula to bring
about the cooperation required to
solidify the ROK-U.S. alliance and
thereby help to maximize Korea’s
national interests. Meanwhile, it will
also be necessary to gain the public’s endorsement of this initiative.
Rapid Deployment Forces
Positive measures should be taken
to pave the way for addressing problems related to the USFK’s new
strategic flexibility while maintaining the existing CFC regime.At the
same time, plans need to be drawn
up for the organization of an “ROKU.S. combined rapid deployment
forces” that would allow the mobilization of USFK and Korean troops
for deployment outside the Korean
peninsula in accordance with
“guidelines for ROK-U.S. security cooperation.”Another possible alternative would be to organize Korea’s
own “rapid deployment forces,” init i a l ly i n cl u d i n g t wo o r t h re e
br igades, which could be dispatched, along with U.S. troops, to
an operation related to the war on
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terrorism or a peacekeeping mission
under the auspices of the United
Nations.
As long as sufficient deterrence
against the threat of North Korea
can be assured on the basis of a solid
ROK-U.S. alliance, the South Korea’s
armed forces needs to free itself
from an outdated notion that it
should not step beyond our national
borders. Now is not the time to discuss a major reduction in the scale
of the armed forces, but rather to explore diverse ways of positively utilizing the militar y to enhance
Korea’s standing within the international community.
Under today’s circumstances in
which North Korea’s nuclear issue
remains unresolved and a new balance of power is being formed in
Northeast Asia, it is vitally important
to maintain the soundness of the
ROK-U.S. alliance to the maximum
extent possible.As such,effective political resolution and military leadership are urgently needed to develop
a new ROK-U.S. alliance for the 21st
century at the ongoing SPI talks between Korea and the United States.
<The Chosun Ilbo,
June 29, 2005>
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Domestic Politicking Is Hurting
Korea’s Diplomacy
Kim Tae-hyo (金泰孝)
Professor, Department of Political Science
Sungkyunkwan University (成均館大學校)

I

n response to Japanese Vice
Foreign Minister Yachi Shotaro’s
remarks, to the effect that, “Japan
cannot share information pertaining
to the North Korean nuclear issue
with South Korea,” Cheong Wa Dae
strongly demanded that the Japanese
government reprimand the vice
minister, while calling his statement
“irresponsible and diplomatically
bankrupt.”Then as Korea’s displeasure
escalated,Vice Minister Yachi sought
to clarify his remarks on May 27 by
saying: “It was my intention to
emphasize the importance of
cooperation between Korea, the
United States, and Japan. In any case,
I regret that my statement caused
such a misunderstanding in Korea.”
It was puzzling to me why these
remarks, made on May 11, only became an issue a fortnight thereafter.
While Yachi’s remarks were extraordinarily blunt, and they may have
been, as the Korean government
stated, contrary to diplomatic practices for a senior diplomat to infer
that a neighboring country is somehow “unreliable,” these comments
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were clearly made during an informal meeting held behind closed
doors, and therefore expressed “off
the record.”
Informal talks are premised on the
exchange of frank dialogue. Such
meetings are thus an effective
means of gauging sentiments on certain issues and coming up with effective resolutions to outstanding
problems.
T h e b e h a v i o r o f t h e G ra n d
National Party legislators who broke
the off-the-record rule and informed
the press of the Japanese vice minister’s remarks, without bothering to
provide the context in which they
were made, should be regarded as
ill-advised in this case.While their
desire to shed light on a mistake
made in foreign policy by the
Korean government and ruling
party is understandable, if this was
indeed their objective, then they
should have notified their own government of the vice minister’s statement and pushed for a correction in
a confidential manner.
The response of the Korean gov21

ernment to this matter has also been
less than satisfactory, as it is inconsistent with diplomatic protocol for a
government to demand a state-level
apology over non-public remarks.A
finger should be pointed at the media as well,which tends to sensationalize such incidents.In large part,the
media blindly clamored about the
derogatory nature of the subject
remarks, and Yachi’s apparent intent
to wound the pride of Koreans,
without bothering to provide any
background to the comments.
It was also nonsensical for the
Korean government, which had
learned of the Japanese official’s remarks soon after the Korean lawmakers returned from Japan, to belatedly take diplomatic steps that
were, in light of the public’s awareness of the subject comments, obviously intended for domestic consumption. Since people are often
not aware of all the pertinent circumstances, they tend to react to
such matters in an emotional rather
than objective manner. Moreover,
when a senior foreign diplomat unexpectedly expresses his views in
such an undiplomatic way, it is incumbent upon the government to
carefully examine possible factors
behind such remarks before getting
red in the face.
Given the two countries’ respective alliance relationships with the
United States, Korea-Japan ties need
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to be further improved. Based on
their shared perception of the threat
posed by an unstable North Korea
and their pride in being the only
Northeast Asian countries that advocate the values of democracy and a
market economy, the two countries
have a common interest in supporting one another.While we can take
issue with the Japanese government
for its lack of self-reflection, we cannot chastise Japan for having reservations about traditional Korea-Japan
relations.
The Seoul government’s prerogative to push ahead with what it believes to be the proper path in regard to the North Korean nuclear issue, or the direction of its alliances,
is indeed a matter of national sovereignty. But at the same time, Korea
should duly reflect on what it is
about its policies that can cause its
allies to be so fretful. In the eyes of
the Korean people, Korea-Japan and
Korea-U.S. relations now appear to
be especially fragile, which is likewise true for the triangular security
relationship between Korea, the
United States, and Japan. Korea cannot afford to have its diplomacy hurt
by domestic politicking; rather, more
attention needs to be focused on
keeping our diplomatic efforts on
the right track.
<The Chosun Ilbo,
May 28, 2005>
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‘Star’ Enterprises Are the Core of
Korea’s National Competitiveness
Kang Byung Joong (姜閣
丙 中)
Chairman
Nexen Tire (Nexen Co., Ltd.)

R

ecently, a wide variety of
diagnoses of the Korean
economy have been offered up.
In keeping with this trend, some
observers have projected a
pessimistic outlook for the economy,
which in large part has been based
on the prolonged sluggishness of
consumer spending. However, the
reality is that the competitiveness
of Korean exports, which is the
main engine of growth for the
domestic economy, has seen relative
improvement of late.Thus, while we
should always keep in mind that
although the Korean economy could
find itself faced with difficulty at any
moment, an overly pessimistic view
of the situation only serves to further
worsen the recovery process.
What underlies the concept of national competitiveness in this fifth
year of the 21st century, and how
has this concept changed over time?
In the past, the concept of national
competitiveness was based mainly
on territorial expansion.As such, national power during the imperial era
was dependent on how one’s miliCommentaries

tary strength could be used to gain
control of others’ territory.
Japan’s recent claims to Dokdo are
clear proof that it has yet to abandon
its desire for territorial expansion.
However, such a mindset is anachronistic in this 21st century in which
national competitiveness cannot be
enhanced by territorial expansion
alone. Rather, corporate enterprises
have now moved to the forefront in
terms of determining a state’s national competitiveness. Global enterprises are now engaged in a fierce
war-like competition with each
other to secure wide-open markets
around the world. Under a capitalist
structure, only top-performing enterprises can maintain a comparative
advantage, while uncompetitive businesses are doomed to failure.There
are no permanent victors in the corporate world; one moment of inattention can result in an enterprise
falling by the wayside.
It was shocking to hear the media
reports that the credit ratings of
GM and Ford, both preeminent U.S.
corporations, had been down23

graded to junk-bond levels.This
proves that even global leaders are
not immune to changes in their status in today’s fast-changing market
environment.
Korea is the world’s 11th-ranked
trading country, while its high-tech
industrial sector is highly advanced
in several regards. In a number of
sectors, including the shipbuilding,
home electronics, and semiconductor industries, Korea has attained
technological expertise and gained
control of the global market to such
an extent that even Japan has
started to envy the advancements
in high technology and dynamism
of the Korean economy, which directly competes with the Japanese
economy in various strategic areas.
Given its steadily increasing trade
volume and the advanced level of
basic technology of its high-tech industries, Korea may be able to develop into a top global economic
power. One U.S. official even went
on record as saying that Korea will
emerge as the main economic threat
to the United States within a few
years. Moreover, Goldman Sachs, a
U.S. investment firm, recently predicted that Korea’s GDP would surpass Germany’s by 2050, along with
its per capita GDP being second to
only the United States.
The current strides being made by
Korean enterprises in the global
marketplace only serve to reinforce
the likelihood of these predictions
becoming reality.Although their
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scale is not as large as that of leading
foreign multinational corporations,
scores of new Korean “star” enterprises have recently emerged, armed
with specialized technology and enhanced competitiveness, along with
a capability of earning considerable
profits in the global market.These
Korean global corporations have
also made their way into many advanced countries, including the
United States and Europe. Moreover,
these “star” enterprises are involved
not only in high-tech industries, in
which IT and the Internet are predominant, but more “traditional” sectors as well.The notable successes of
these enterprises can be attributed
to the dynamism of Korea’s society
and economy.
In this new era of global competition, a different yardstick needs to
be adopted to measure a nation’s
competitiveness and strength. It is
my belief that Korea’s national
competitiveness will depend on its
ability to create a new economic
environment.
The share of exports of Nexen Tire
Corporation accounted for 75 percent of its total sales this year, the
highest level since its foundation.
Indeed, we now export to 110 countries worldwide.And Nexen Tire
Corporation is not a large-scale corporation. However, our knowledgebased management and globalized
mindset have enabled us to stay
ahead of our business competitors
and to achieve impressive results.
KOREA FOCUS, July-August 2005

In the past, when national power
was measured in terms of territory,
Korea was regarded as a small and
weak country. However, in this era
of globalization, the situation has
changed dramatically.An enterprise
that captures a significant share of
the global market can rightfully be
called a highly competitive business.
The more such enterprises that a
particular country comes to possess,
the more powerful it becomes.
The concept of territory has since
been supplanted in this era marked
by the growing significance of cyberspace, as a mode of communication and a means of freely distributing knowledge on every aspect of
life, including information related to
business and market activities.
Cyberspace should thus be viewed
as a new territory where entrepreneurs are actively engaged in business activities. In the near future, it is
expected that cyberspace will come
to surpass real space as the predominant realm in which business transactions are conducted. In this era of
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the Internet, new criteria should be
a p p l i e d t o e va l u a t e n a t i o n a l
strength.And in this regard, Korea
has already joined the ranks of advanced countries when it comes to
Internet applications.
It is thus possible to imagine a situation in which Korea, that already
ranks first or second in terms of
Internet usage and other advanced
modes of information and communication, is able to further develop its
Internet technology such that its national competitiveness can be noticeably enhanced. Korea could then
rightfully lay claim to a vast swath of
cyber territory.As such, the concept
of national competitiveness has undergone profound change thanks to
the role of business enterprises. If
other economic players can join
hands with these business enterprises in embracing this new paradigm, the economic future of Korea
will indeed be bright.
<The Mail Business Newspaper,
June 17, 2005>
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Success of Ireland and Happiness
of Bangladesh
Hwang Hotaeck (黃鎬澤)
Editorial Writer
The Dong-A Ilbo (東亞日報)

I

2.5 percent. Its per capita GDP of
$46,482 last year surpassed even that
of Germany,France,and the U.K.
These days, economic specialists
are busily analyzing the “Ireland
Model” of economic development.
The New York Times columnist
Thomas Friedman, a three-time recipient of the Pulitzer Prize, has also
praised the miracle of Ireland in the
columns he wrote while visiting
Dublin.Thus, the question becomes,
how did this poor agricultural country of Ireland become the secondrichest country in the European
Union, behind only Luxemburg?
First, the Irish government has enabled its citizens to benefit from free
high school and college education in
order to cultivate a “capable workforce.” In addition, it has successfully
fulfilled a campaign designed to double the number of doctorate degree
holders in the fields of science and
engineering. Second, Ireland has
been able to successfully attract foreign direct investment by reducing
corporate tax rates.Third, industries
are allowed to discharge or layoff
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reland has been portrayed in
literature as a country ravaged by
famine, internal conflict, and
emigration. As a result of heavy
rainfall and extreme humidity in the
summer of 1845, a severe blight
ruined the country’s potato crop.The
resulting poor harvest of Ireland’s
main staple contributed to the death
of nearly one million people due to
starvation, while prompting another
two million to emigrate to the United
States over the following decade.
John F.Kennedy,the 35th president of
the United States, was the son of
third-generation Irish immigrants. Up
through the mid-1980s, Ireland’s
national economy was all but
bankrupt, while its college graduates
were departing the country in droves
in search of a better life.
Once “the sick man of Europe,”
Ireland has been remarkably transformed into a “Celtic Tiger” within a
single generation. From 1995 to
2002,Ireland recorded an annual rate
of economic growth of 8.8 percent
on average, which was three times
higher than the European average of

workers whenever a need arises
that contributed to a “win-win” situation, in which more people were
actually hired. Fourth, the Irish government was able to reduce labor
strikes and curtail excessive wage
hikes by means of a social pact concluded between business management, labor, and the government.
Fifth, the fact that English is a lingua franca of the Irish people has
also contributed much to Ireland’s
successful transformation.
These government efforts have led
to tangible results. For example, the
unemployment rate for this year
stood at a mere 4.2 percent,a marked
improvement over the 18-percent
unemployment levels seen in the
1980s. Furthermore, nine out of the
world’s top ten pharmaceutical
companies operate manufacturing
facilities in Ireland, as does Intel,
whose four production plants employ 4,700 employees for the manufacture of semiconductor chips and
microprocessors.The flow of emigration has been stemmed and replaced with a new trend of increased
immigration to the Emerald Isles.
The chairman of the Presidential
Commission on Policy Planning Lee
Joung-woo has pointed out in a study
that:“a few years ago, an opinion poll
found that the people of Bangladesh
were the happiest people in the
world, which implies that economic
distribution is more important than
economic growth.”While there is no
denying that economic distribution
Commentaries

is important, Bangladesh appears to
be a rather inappropriate example to
be used for comparative purposes.
According to the World Factbook,
published by the U.S. Central
Intelligence Agency, the illiteracy rate
of Bangladesh stands at 57 percent,
along with an infant mortality rate of
62.6 per 1,000 people. Moreover, its
per capita GDP is comparable to that
of the countries of sub-Saharan Africa,
while the unemployment rate in this
nation with a population of 144 million people is the world’s highest at
40 percent.The CIA survey also described Bangladesh as a poor country with a high population density
whose government has proved incapable of carrying out basic functions.
It is unclear how this highly subjective happiness index was determined; however, the Korean people
could hardly be expected to be
happy under similar circumstances.
The Bank of Korea has recently
lowered its forecast for this year’s
economic growth rate to 3.8 percent, which is not good news by any
stretch of the imagination.The time
has thus come for Korea to decide
whether it should adopt the Irish
model as the inspiration to escape
from its lingering economic slump
or to simply continue talking about
h ow h a p p y t h e p e o p l e o f
Bangladesh are despite the sorry
state of their economy.
<The Dong-A Ilbo,
July 7, 2005>
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What Is the Key to Unlocking
Corporate Investment?
Park Jongkyu (朴宗奎)
Senior Economist
Korea Institute of Finance (韓國金融硏究院)

T

he Korean economy recorded a
disappointing growth of 2.7
percent for the first quarter of 2005.
Several excuses have been offered
for the failure to reach the anticipated
3.0-percent growth level.However,in
retrospect,it is apparent that external
as well as internal circumstances
have been at work in undermining
the Korean economy’s stability over
the past few years.
While a lower rate of growth was
expected for the first quarter of this
year, since a sharp falloff in exports
could not be overcome by a sufficient expansion of domestic consumption, the 1.4 percent increase
in private consumption during this
period was nevertheless considered
to be an encouraging signal of better
things to come.
However, 2.7 percent is not a satisfactory growth rate, lagging behind the performance of the U.S.
and Japanese economies. Over the
last five years, the Korean economy
has been powerless to reinvigorate
itself, with growth rates bouncing
between a peak of 7 percent and a
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bottom of 2-3 percent. Indeed, the
Korean economy is no longer immune to a long-term economic
slump. In fact, if an economic cycle,
which is characterized by a serious
economic slump being followed by
a mild recovery, should be repeated
two or three times, the Korean
economy will have entered a socalled “lost decade” without even
knowing it.
When you consider that in the
past economic growth rates of 9-10
percent were considered to be nothing exceptional in normal years, and
that 4-5 percent growth was possible even in the worst of times, the
Korean economy now appears to be
past its prime.As such, is the Korean
economy’s peak performance a
thing of the past?
Of course, it is natural for economic growth to slow down as an
economy reaches a more advanced
stage of development.As the impending advent of an aged society
within a mere decade will make it all
but impossible for Korea to assure
the sustainability of its economic
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growth, without regard to whatever
measures it might implement, the
time for preparing for this inevitability is indeed rapidly running out. In
particular, the Korean economy
must find ways to optimize its
growth potential before the impact
of an aged society starts to take hold
in the next ten years.The government’s efforts to achieve 5 percent
growth this year seems to be consistent with this thought process.
However, the government’s desire
and actions alone cannot ensure that
its economic objectives will be realized, as evidenced by the fact that
the Korean economy continues to
struggle despite heavy government
spending.
An increasing likelihood that its inability to come up with effective
short-term solutions might cause
government officials to desperately
pursue ill-advised and arbitrary policy measures has become a source
of serious concern. Regardless of
how dire the economic circumstances might be, the government
must take care to adopt and implement economic measures based on
a far-sighted perspective.The domestic consumption-driven economic
growth policy adopted by the Kim
Dae-jung administration in 2001 and
2002 has ser ved to create the
longest-running downturn in private
consumption in the modern history
of Korea.
A closer examination of the economic growth rate during the first
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quarter reveals that special attention
should be paid to the industrial sector.Thus far, facility investment has
increased by a moderate 3.1 percent
this year despite the fact that Korean
corporations now have some 60 trillion won of financial reserves at their
disposal, as compared to the 70 trillion won which was earmarked for
facility investment last year.The majority of funds available for investment are concentrated within the industrial sector, not the government
or household sectors.
While the reckless issuance of
credit cards by credit-card firms fueled an over-consumption spree that
has now forced households to curtail
their consumer spending, the government has exhausted its available
funding due to its repeated promotion of less than successful pumppriming efforts.Therefore, 5 percent
growth and a virtuous economic cycle are possible only when the industrial sector can be encouraged to
move forward with its investment
projects.
As such, government policy should
be focused on ways to induce corporations to expand their capital investment.To facilitate the smooth flow of
industrial capital,the clogged arteries
need to be cleared.Accordingly, it is
necessary to properly understand
the reasons why the corporate sector is so reluctant to undertake investment projects despite an abundance of financial resources, and the
factors behind the recent surge in
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Korean investment abroad while domestic investment activity continues
to limp along. In reality, deterioration
in domestic corporate investment
has continued since Korea’s financial
crisis of 1997-98, which has weighed
down economic growth over the
past five years.
The role of the industrial sector in
coming to the aid of a government,
which is no longer able to assure
smooth and continuous economic
growth by itself alone, has become
ever more critical. In recent years,
Korea’s big business corporations
have tended to shun capital investment for a variety of reasons, including the inconsistency of government
policy, excessive government regulation, anti-business sentiments of the

general public, and militant labor
unions.The time has thus come for
us to ponder the possibility that the
entrepreneurial spirit in Korea has
been noticeably dampened as a result of these unfavorable factors.
Korea has been successful in curbing excessive investment;however,it
has yet to create a system to encourage the business and investment activities of the corporate sector.
Without such a system, the implementation of measures for the purpose of promoting annual economic
growth of 5 percent, regardless of
how well designed they might be,
could prove to be futile.
<The JoongAng Ilbo,
May 24, 2005>

Licenses for ‘Mom & Pop’ Stores?
Park Chanhi (朴贊熹)
Professor, School of Business Administration
Chung-Ang University (中央大學校)

T

he government has recently
announced a set of policy
measures for the troubled small
business sector. Contrary to the
expediency and cheap political
compromises in the past, the recent
measures have shown some
improvement. In particular, an effort
to assure that small business owners
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have ready access to related market
information and management
know-how deserves attention.
Differentiated approaches for the
various types of businesses also
highlight the validity of the policy
measures. However, the response
from the marketplace has not been
favorable.How can exams and licenses
KOREA FOCUS, July-August 2005

be required for “mom and pop stores”?
Absurd as this might be, beneath the
surface there are concerns about the
apparent arrogance of government
officials toward “real world business.”
Setting aside discussions on the
source of the retail sector’s problems (oversupply vs. lack of differentiation), let me first focus on the
misleading views of market competition. Requiring licenses for small
businesses essentially means a government attempt to strengthen the
viability of the incumbent players
by building entry barriers to keep
out new players. In addition, there is
no careful consideration of the welfare distribution among market players. Furthermore, the government
has announced an intention to
“guide” the launch of small businesses based on aptitude tests.
Doesn’t this reflect a contemptuous
attitude toward entrepreneurs?
Granting licenses through exams
will only generate “rent”for the competent test takers at the expense of
consumers as well as talented entrepreneurs without an aptitude for
test-taking.According to the announced measures, licenses are required for all operators of bakery and
laundry businesses, along with there
being various categories of licenses
for beauty parlors.The quality products and services of the “licensed”
shop proprietors may be acceptable
enough.However,it should be the individual consumers, not the government or its examiners, who should
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render the final judgment on the
viability of such businesses.
The licensing requirement makes
sense only when it is an effort to provide quality assurance with minimum
standards.Who is able to reflect the
variety of market tastes in an exam?
How many licenses will be allowed?
Too few license plates will cause
short supplies and unnecessary rent
for the producers.Too many license
plates will only contribute to uselessness. Simply speaking, I will be most
upset if my favorite baker has to close
his shop just because he couldn’t
pass the exam.
Another problem is the feasibility
of the policy measures. In line with
the programs of the selective training and consultation support is the
government attempt to “guide the
less competitive players” out of the
market. Is it possible to judge the viability of a business through a consulting process? What a tragic ignorance
this would be. In what country on
earth is a “consultant’s opinion”used
for the “final judgment” of an entrepreneur? It should be remembered
that the main role of a consultant’s
opinion is as a specialist’s input for
the actual decision maker.
Moreover, all the taxpayer money
spent for these absurd measures are
supposed to be handled by the
“experts” and government officials
far removed from market disciplines.
It will be a catastrophe to watch
these learned experts command the
entrepreneurs to “do this or that.” It
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seems these programs will mean a
boom for “knowledge experts”like license issuers, educators, consultants,
and franchisers amid today’s sluggish
economy. One of the simplest tenets
of economics is that creativity and innovation come about through competition. Please keep in mind all the
mistakes of the start-up promotion
policy in 1998-2000.
The ongoing woes of the small
business sector are of significance to
nearly all the working people in
Korea. In addition to its sheer size of
the domestic economy, its chronic
vulnerability usually results in unequally heavy taxation and social
welfare burdens for the salaried
workers. Behind this inequality is a
sheltering role of threatened unem-

ployment. Pressures of Yeoido politics often result in expedient policy
design and execution.
However, the stark reality of the
workforce is too fragile.What matters at this point is the arrogance toward business realities deeply ingrained in the announced policy
measures. Limiting government support to the promotion of a favorable
market environment through information provision and professional
advice truly requires much courage
and perseverance in this country.
What we need is a prudent abstinence from “exhibitionism” and
“obsession for achievement.”
<The Dong-A Ilbo,
June 3, 2005>

Real Estate Ownership and Social
Equity
Kim Tai-yoo (金泰由)
Professor of Techno-Economics and Policy Program
College of Engineering, Seoul National University

U

nder a free-market economy
system, the prices of products
are determined by the laws of supply
and demand.In this regard,real estate
can be considered a commodity that
changes hands as a result of market
transactions. However, because land
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is of a finite supply, its price is
primarily determined by the number
of buyers and their purchasing
power.
Enterprises will hire additional
workers and consume increased
amounts of raw materials in order to
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turn out more products for sale on
the market.This expanded production will tend to increase demand
for land and housing, thereby contributing to higher real estate prices.
Accordingly, increased real estate
prices can be said to result from the
hard work of entrepreneurs and
workers rather than any actual
efforts of the owners of real estate.
When the land areas occupied by
forests, farmland, rivers and streams,
and wetlands are excluded, a mere
1.6 billion square meters, or some
5.3 percent, of the 99 billion square
meters that comprise Korea’s territory are available for such uses as
housing, industrial facilities, urban
development, and roadways and
transportation systems. Korea’s population density is about 8,500 persons per square kilometer, which is
five times greater than that of
England and double that of Japan.
Korea’s real estate situation is especially problematic when viewed
from a demand per spective. A
Gallup survey commissioned by the
Ministry of Construction in October
2003 found that 68 percent of the
general public, and 72 percent of industry professionals, would invest in
real estate if such an opportunity
arose.
The fact that most Koreans are interested in acquiring and owning
real estate in order to realize a gain
when prices appreciate is telling indeed. Korea experienced sharp
spikes in real estate prices in the
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late 1970s, early 1990s, and again in
early 2000. Such price hikes were in
large part the result of loopholes in
the relevant laws and systems,
which made it possible for property
owners to reap all the gains, including those related to the hard work
of entrepreneurs and workers.
Of course, market speculators
who will go to any length to realize
a profit, including illegal practices,
have contributed to these runaway
prices as well. However, the government must also be singled out for
much criticism.This is because the
real estate policies of both the previous and incumbent governments
have been a failure.The government,
which has come to believe that its
responsibility is simply to regulate illegal market speculation, has been
wholly ignorant of the need for social equity in conjunction with real
estate ownership, along with lacking
the vision and philosophy needed to
promote national development in an
effective manner.
Real estate prices in Korea are significantly higher than that of other
leading economies. For example, the
price of the land earmarked for industrial use in Korea, to say nothing
of residential- or commercial-use
land, is two times higher than that
found in England, and five times
more than that of China.
As they contribute to a high-cost
social structure, in which wage and
rent levels increase due to the
higher costs of housing, real estate
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price hikes as a result of speculation
fuel inflationary pressure as well as
an upward trend in interest rates. In
addition, as workers develop a more
acute sense of marginalization due
to increases in the unearned income
accruing to the owners of real estate, this serves to undermine the
morale of the working class and
wor sen social-class conf licts.
Furthermore, fast-rising real estate
prices, which contribute to deterioration of corporate cost-efficiency
and social equity, are a serious detrimental to overall competitiveness as
well as sound national development.
A belief that fluctuations in real estate prices should be left up to market mechanisms appears to have
originated from an incorrect understanding of Korea’s real estate markets. Moreover, this kind of mindset
can also be identified as the reason
why the government’s real estate
policies have thus far proved to be a
failure. Not every physician is well
versed in the potential effects of a
particular medicine.As such, only
those with a proper understanding
of the limitations and possible side
effects of a medicine are truly deserving of being called a doctor.
Prescriptions for the troubled real
estate market should thus be handled by those who possess in-depth
expertise about past failures, rather
than those who profess to know
about market efficiency.
At this time, it seems necessary to
pursue a real estate policy that im34

poses heavier taxes on non-business-purpose property holdings,
and includes a concurrent increase
in the tax rates applied to the gains
realized from real estate transactions. Furthermore, efforts to stabilize real estate prices would be significantly more effective if the government put an end to its own measures that contribute to real estate
price inflation, including pumppriming initiatives, unreasonable
protests against needed tax provisions, and the misperceptions of
market principles among relevant
administrative officials.
The increase in real estate values
attributed to the efforts of entrepreneurs and workers should naturally
be shared among all contributing
parties.As such, the government
must apply the legal and institutional means at its disposal so that
due credit and compensation can be
assured.While “bulletproof” real estate owners who engage in speculative activities garner all the profits
and are allowed to flourish, hardworking entrepreneurs and workers
can be forced into business collapse
and bankruptcy, sometimes even resulting in their detention, due to
economic downturns.
The Korean economy will only be
able to reach a per capita income
level of $30,000 when all Koreans
agree to join forces to maximize
their economic potential, and to participate in productive activities designed to create greater added value
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through an assurance of proper
compensation for entrepreneurs’ initiatives and efforts as well as workers’ zeal and dedication. In order to
become an advanced country in
which an individual can harvest
what he sows and hard work is duly

compensated, the unearned income
realized through real estate speculation needs to be eradicated, once
and for all.
<The Maeil Business Newspaper,
May 23, 2005>

Fiscal Policy Is More Important
than Expenditure Amounts
Jo Ha-hyun (曺夏絃)
Professor of Economics
Yonsei University (延世大學校)

A

newly emerging phenomenon,
in which interest rates in Korea
and the United States appear to be
heading in different directions, has
caused concern among some
observers over a possible exodus of
capital from Korea and a decline in
the values of domestic assets.
While the interest rates on U.S.
short-term (three-year) Treasury bills
have already surpassed that of government bonds in Korea, the interest
rates on U.S. five-year Treasury notes
have been trending upward as well.
As recently as last year, a 2.75 percentage point differential existed between Korea’s call interest rate (3.75
percent) and the benchmark U.S. interest rate (1.0 percent). However,
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continuous interest rate hikes in the
United States amid two decreases in
Korea’s interest rates have resulted
in a narrowing of the gap, with
Korea’s interest rate now standing at
3.25 percent and the U.S. rate at 3.0
percent.
With Korea’s interest rates being
in line with those of most other
countries, in large part, and no apparent reversion phenomenon being seen in regard to long-term interest rates, a rapid exodus of capital
seems unlikely considering the related foreign exchange and other
transactional costs involved.
However, the potential for foreign
as well as domestic capital to depart
Korea in search of higher returns
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will increase significantly if such a
reversion of interest rates should
emerge and intensify. In particular,
with more than 50 percent of the
funds in the domestic capital market
being short-term in nature, which
means that they are especially sensitive to changes in interest rates, an
interest-rate reversion could result in
a more serious impact than might be
anticipated.
Then, it is possible to prevent such
capital flight through higher interest
rates? Under the Korean economy’s
current circumstances, it is no simple matter to adjust interest rates.
Despite an impressive growth of exports, the Korean economy is nevertheless experiencing an ongoing
slump in domestic consumption and
corporate investment.
Notwithstanding the robust export performance, economic uncertainty and other factors detrimental
to investment have combined to deter corporate investment, which has
noticeably dampened private consumption and investment.As such,
under the prevailing situation,
higher interest rates will directly
have a negative impact on investment activity. In this way, the Korean
economy is facing a dilemma, in
which it can neither adopt nor
abandon any of these measures.
So, what is the solution for Korea’s
economic problems? One of the alternatives available to the government is its fiscal policy.While the
Korean government, as part of its ef36

forts to maintain interest rates at extraordinarily low levels, had disbursed some 66 trillion won of expenditures through April of this year,
the effects of which are uncertain at
best.
Korea’s economic growth rate
nose-dived during the first quarter of
this year to the two-percent range,
well below the five percent predicted early this year, which will
make it all the more difficult to
reach the target of four percent
growth for 2005. Moreover, the lack
of employment growth and subsequent slump of the real economy, as
a result of Korea’s failure to attain its
economic growth target of five percent for this year, will place an
added burden on the general public.
Thus, the question becomes why,
in spite of the growth-oriented financial measures implemented by
the government, have the results
been less than satisfactory? Does
this mean that the government
needs to increase its spending?
Above all, the ultimate solution is
not related to the level of government expenditures.The core of the
problem involves the direction of
government fiscal policy, not in the
amount of its outlays. Nor is this the
result of a lack of determination on
the part of administrative officials.
In essence, it is the misguided direction of the government’s fiscal policy that is to blame for the current
economic difficulty.
By nature, complex problems reKOREA FOCUS, July-August 2005

quire the application of fundamental and comprehensive corrective
measures. Such efforts should begin
with a clear understanding of the
fact that a market economy is an
economic system in which overall
operations and growth are determined by the profit-seeking activities of individuals.Accordingly, to resolve the underlying problems it is
necessary to come up with ways to
invigorate corporate and individual
investment and to boost consumption. In other words, the Korean
economy can be revitalized and get
back on a strong growth track only
when corporations and individuals,
who are motivated by a desire to
maximize their profits, emerge at

the forefront the economy, rather
than the government.
As such, to promote sound economic growth, attention needs to be
focused on creating an environment
that is capable of stimulating corporate investment, instead of efforts
centered on expanding government
spending.
In this regard,there is a need to understand that the government’s fiscal
policies will in large part prove ineffective, in terms of contributing to
economic recovery,unless it includes
measures that are designed to boost
corporate and individual investment.
<The Korean Economic Daily,
May 30, 2005>

The Reality of the Current
Economic Slump
Yoo Byung Sam (兪炳三)
Professor of Economics
Yonsei University (延世大學校)

R

ecently, the Bank of Korea has
lowered its forecast for this
year’s economic growth rate from
4.0 percent to 3.8 percent.While the
global economy has increasingly
stalled in the face of record-high
crude oil prices, there has been no
indication that the recent pick-up in
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domestic consumption is sufficient
to offset the recent downturn in
Korea’s export growth. In fact, the
government’s promise to exert allout efforts to assure the recovery of
the Korean economy has been met
with general skepticism by the
private sector, thereby causing the
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general public to be even more
apprehensive about the economic
outlook.
The extended slump in which the
Korean economy is now mired has
led to views that 4-percent growth
rates may now become the norm in
terms of the Korean economy’s
growth potential. Korea’s rapid economic growth, which had been envied by nations the world over, now
appears to be more like a legend of a
bygone era.
A gradual decline in economic
growth rates is a natural phenomenon, to a certain extent, as an economy reaches an advanced stage;
however, the extent to which the
Korean economy has declined is so
significant that any government
would be hard-pressed to cope with
such a drastic adjustment. Japan’s
GDP and GDP per capita are seven
and three-fold greater than Korea’s.
Meanwhile, although China’s GDP
per capita is much lower than
Korea’s, its GDP is twice as large.
Moreover, the Chinese economy,
over the last few years, has consistently recorded phenomenal annual
growth rates of about nine percent
on average.When you factor in the
costs of unification, Korea’s economic outlook becomes even more
pessimistic.
Such circumstances lead one to
wonder what kind of central role
Korea can actually play in Northeast
Asia.The current situation seems
eerily reminiscent of the past when
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Korea was being pushed around by
the major world powers.
I had the opportunity to work as a
salaried employee for a two-year period during the 1970s.At that time,
my co-worker s and I regularly
worked day and night, and more often than not on holidays as well.
There was no compensation for our
overtime hours, nor was there any
pressure from the boss to remain at
the office; this “lifestyle” was simply
due to the prevailing atmosphere
and a common mindset that everyone had to put in additional efforts
in order for our country to advance.
From this month, the five-day
workweek system will be expanded
to include businesses with more
than 300 employees. Government
employees benefit from this system
as well.While most employees will
continue to work as hard as ever,it is
inevitable for this structure to adversely impact the Korean economy’s potential growth since it will
be observed by the great majority of
the nation’s workplaces.
Some observers have claimed that
this system will help enhance workers’ quality of life and increase employment opportunities through the
development and expansion of
leisure-related industries. However,
most of these benefits will be offset
in the long run by a downward
trend in national income. Moreover,
this situation can be expected to
continue until the Korean economy
reaches an advanced stage, in which
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technology is at the forefront of
d o m e s t i c e c o n o m i c a c t i v i t y.
Accordingly, since Korea has yet to
reach such an advanced stage, it appears that Korea may have uncorked
the proverbial champagne bottle
prematurely.As a consequence, the
possibility of Korea pulling itself out
of its current economic slump poses
an even more daunting challenge.
The members of labor unions who
struggle for improved living standards and the politicians who advocate a corruption-free and equitable
society must both come to terms
with today’s economic reality.As it
now stands, Koreans can look forward to a world in which the majority of us can have so-so lives but not
many of us can live well.
Based on this reality, the Korean
economy needs to emphasize the
development of technology and refrain from indulging in unproductive
festivities.The government should
thus put an end to its efforts to portray the economy in an overly optimistic light. Not only have no signs
o f a t r u e e c o n o m i c re c ove r y
emerged, there are also no assurances that even the current growth
rates can be maintained in the years
ahead. In addition, the possibility of
the economy improving to the point
in which previous rosy forecasts can
be realized does not appear to be
likely any time soon.Therefore, the
Korean government should be forthright with the public and let them
know the reality of our economic
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situation, while encouraging the
forging of a national consensus and
pursuit of our full potential capability, like that seen during the 2002
World Cup finals in Korea.
On the other hand, the government should also strive to bring
about the conditions needed to
vault the economy into its next stage
of development. In this case, education will play a key role.The first and
foremost objective of this education
is to cultivate people of ability. Such
education must be capable of cultivating cultured citizens as well as
qualified human resources who can
actively engage in the intellectual
pursuit of knowledge. Moreover,
these are the matters that need to be
addressed first before worrying about
the problems related to excessive
spending on private education or
criticizing the current educational
system for its perpetuation of vested
interests. Otherwise, there will be no
bright future for the country or our
economy.
As such, universities should be encouraged to select the most highly
qualified students.All other matters
related to education should be considered in conjunction with efforts
to assure the overall quality of the
educational system. Education is the
most important economic policy
after all.
<The Korea Economic Daily,
July 13, 2005>
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Distinguishing Real Demand
from Speculation
Shin Jang-sup (申璋燮)
Professor, Department of Economics
National University of Singapore

T

he Korean government is
reportedly preparing to launch
a real estate policy initiative that is
said to be “more powerful than the
constitution.” This move comes as
part of its continuing efforts to curb
skyrocketing apartment prices in
areas of Seoul, such as Gangnam
and Bundang, as well as rampant
land speculation in developmentdesignated provincial areas.
As speculative activities contribute
little to the national economy’s productivity, there is a need to have in
place safeguards capable of ensuring
that such activities do not distort the
smooth operation of the domestic
economy. However, in order for the
measures currently being developed
to be effective,the government must
be able to distinguish between real
demand and speculation.
In a capitalist society, a successful
economy invar iably produces
wealthy people. The variety of
provincial development plans now
being implemented, including relocation of the administrative capital,
can be understood as the govern40

ment’s efforts to create an economic
environment conducive to boosting
the economic potential and income
levels of residents of provincial areas. Overall, despite the recent economic slowdown, the number of
nouveau riche has been increasing
in Korean society.
When people become wealthy,
they tend to spend more money and
want to live in high-priced homes. In
this regard, the recent hikes in the
prices of apartments in areas like
Gangnam appear to have been
caused by increases in real demand,
to a certain extent. In reality, the
prices of smaller apartment units
have not risen as much as the prices
of the midsize and larger apartments
preferred by the wealthy.
In general, speculation arises
where real demand already exists.
For instance, speculators buy apartments or other items whose value is
expected to appreciate in the near
future. Moreover, there are also many
cases in which speculators buy and
sell such items among themselves,
thereby resulting in higher prices,for
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housing units or some other item related to speculative transactions.An
investigation conducted by the
National Tax Service revealed that 60
percent of the apartment units sold
in the Gangnam area since 2000 had
been purchased by those who already owned three or more such
units.This clearly indicates that speculation has had a significant impact
on the upward spiral of apartment
prices.With this in mind, the government needs to devise a strategy that
can help to satisfy real demand while
preventing speculative activities.
Under previous administrations,
real estate policies were supplybased initiatives that were founded
on a belief that speculation would
be eradicated once supply was increased to the point where actual
demand could be adequately satisfied.While various measures, including the introduction of a heavier
capital gains tax, were adopted to
curtail speculative activities, these
were essentially ineffective when it
became evident that they were not
intimidating enough to discourage
speculators.
Meanwhile, the incumbent government appears to be concentrating on finding ways to root out speculative demand, while all but ignoring actual demand. Unlike land,
whose supply is limited by nature, it
is possible to increase the supply of
housing units.As such, the development of additional apartment units,
no matter how high priced they
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might be, will contribute to a dampening effect on housing prices.That
being the case, the government
should strive to acquire a better understanding of the nature of actual
demand and begin to implement
measures designed to increase the
supply of apartments in an effort to
address actual demand.
Excessive government control
over the redevelopment projects, as
a means of preventing rich people
from getting richer, will only encourage more people to engage in speculative activities. Furthermore, there
are certain areas where it is simply
impossible to curb high housing
prices. For example, it is unrealistic
to expect that the price of housing
in Manhattan or Beverly Hills would
be at levels which are affordable for
middle-income families.
Rather than simply reinforcing the
capital gains tax in order to curtail
speculation, the focus should be
placed on increasing property taxes
in a differential manner. Speculation
will continue to be rampant as long
as speculators believe that a significant enough gain can be realized after the payment of such capital
gains tax.
Moreover, if the capital gains tax
is increased, many potential sellers
would then be reluctant to offer
their properties for sale.Thus, an increased emphasis on real property
taxes represents a more efficient
means of thwarting the efforts of
those seeking to acquire multiple
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apartment units for speculative
purposes.
On the other hand, a uniform increase in property taxes could be
construed as a measure aimed at penalizing the wealthy. Moreover, such
a move runs the risk of imposing a
penalty, for engaging in speculation,
against those who own two housing
units even though their ownership
of these units may not be for speculative purposes.The incumbent government’s efforts to impose steep increases in real property taxes have
already faced stiff opposition from
provincial governments.
However, the general public
would have little reason to oppose a
sharp hike in the real property taxes
levied against those who own two
or more housing units for speculative purposes. Since a similar differ-

ential-taxation system has already
been implemented for automobile
ownership, there is little reason why
the same should not be applied for
real property ownership as well.
Several practical matters still need
to be addressed before the government can adopt alternative measures capable of curtailing speculative demand and better satisfying
the actual demand for housing
units.After a national consensus is
attained, effective measures can be
developed based on the existing legal structure.Thus, there is no need
for the government to agonize over
how to come up with measures
that are “more powerful than the
constitution.”
<The Korea Economic Daily,
July 13, 2005>

Developing a Support System to
Patent Bioengineering Technology
Hwang Woo Suk (黃禹錫)
Chair Professor, College of Veterinary Medicine
Seoul National University

T

homas Edison, who was known
as the “king of invention,”
acquired a total of 2,332 patents
during his lifetime. It is said that as
soon as he completed something, he
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would immediately file for a patent
for his latest invention, which
included the electric light bulb,
phonograph, and motion-picture
projector. The protection that his
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inventions were granted under the
patent law enabled Edison to earn
large sums of money, which
eventually was used to establish the
Edison General Electric Company.
U.S. President Abraham Lincoln, who
was granted a patent for a creation of
his own,emphasized the importance
of encouraging invention in noting
that the patent system added the fuel
of interest to the fire of genius.
At this moment,there are countless
scientists who are forgoing sleep in
order to conduct research that might
contribute to the advancement of humankind. Nonetheless, there is currently no more important task than
protecting the results of their research efforts under a patent system
so as to ensure that they are properly
rewarded for their hard work.
In my particular field of bioengineering,the issuance of patents began
in 1971 when Ananda Chakravarty, a
microbiologist and employee of
General Electric (GE), received a
patent for his genetically-engineered
bacteria that was used to clean up
oil spills.These days, practically
every country grants patents for inventions, as long as some useful purpose is being served.As such, today’s bioengineers strive to develop
new technology as well as to acquire patents for the results of their
research.
Inadequate Resources
Since a significant amount of inCommentaries

vestment and long-term efforts are
required to develop new technology, and the results of bioengineering research can be more easily
misappropriated than is the case
with other fields, the application
of a patent system for the bioengineering sector is of the utmost
importance.
However, my personal experiences have proven to me that protecting research results through a
patent process is not so simple a
task as it might appear to be.
To assure that the results of
painstaking research work are adequately protected, proper research
procedures must be in place. In this
regard, efforts are necessary to: conduct a thorough check in advance to
verify that the subject invention has
not already been patented, fully understand the patent systems both at
home and abroad, and assure that
the eventual research results can in
fact be protected under the patent
process.To this end, a support system must be established that is capable of systematically and professionally overseeing not only the efforts of
researchers but also the management
of their research results.
First and foremost, such an institutionalized patent support system
needs to be established at universities, which currently account for
some 10 percent of the nation’s research and development (R&D) activities. In 1982, Columbia University
became the first university in the
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United States to set up an administrative unit that was responsible
solely for the filing of patents and
the licensing of proprietary technology. Since 2000, it has been reported
that the university has earned more
than $100 million in annual royalties
from the licensing of its patented
technologies.
Systematic Management
Korean universities also started
to establish and operate technology transfer centers in 2001. My
u n i v e r s i t y, S e o u l N a t i o n a l
University (SNU), established the
SNU Industry Foundation to handle
matter s related to professor s’
patent rights; however, as for the
efforts to support those actually
conducting the day-to-day research
in the laboratory, there is still much
to be improved. Most universities
assign only one or two staff members to carry out these tasks, along
with allocating a woefully insufficient budget for the preparation and
submittal of domestic and foreign
patent applications.
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Universities should serve as a
foundation for the country’s R&D efforts and function as an incubator
for the propagation of research results that can be disseminated to private industry.To do so, a systematic
support system must be implemented, which is capable of conducting a prior analysis of the
patents related to various research
activities, and the kind of protection
available for research results under
existing patent rights.
Korean universities need to systematically secure and manage patent
rights in order to develop their own
source of university funds, as is the
case with prestigious universities in
other countries.The foregoing can be
thought of as my humble suggestions, based on my experiences as a
researcher, as we prepare to commemorate the invention of a rain
gauge, by Jang Yeong-sil during the
reign of King Sejong the Great of the
Joseon Dynasty, as part of the Day of
Invention to be held on May 19.
<The Dong-A Ilbo,
May 17, 2005>
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Acknowledge Korea’s Foreigners
Stephen Curtis Revere
Professor
Hanyang University (漢陽大學校)

K

orea’s Immigration Bureau
adopted an excellent system to
assist foreigners about three years
ago. Prior to the implementation of
this system it was very difficult,if not
impossible, for foreign residents in
Korea to properly fill out a document
or register online because of the
different registration numbering
systems for Korean residents and
resident aliens. The Immigration
Bureau, to their credit, went to great
lengths to resolve this problem by
conducting a complete overhaul of
the registration number system for
foreigners residing in Korea.
The current alien registration system is now similar to that for Korean
residents. Most importantly there are
the same number of digits, allowing
it to be inputted into the space allotted for Korean citizen numbers on
forms or websites.The first set of
numbers denoting date of birth, is
followed by a second set of numbers
that begins with a 5 (denoting a foreigner) and then a 1 in the case of
males, and a 2 in the case of females.
For example, the number 8001015200000 would refer to a foreign female born on January 1, 1980.
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However, the Immigration Bureau
has to date been the only major organization willing to give recognition to this improved system.Thus
foreigners cannot use their Alien
Registration Number (ARN) to
register for Korean e-mail or portal
sites, nor for the wildly popular
mini-homepage sites. Moreover,
while people with a Korean Resident
Registration Number (KRRN) can
sign up to watch Korean television
abroad, those with an ARN still
cannot.
As the president of Hanoemo
(Hangungmal haneun oegugin
m o i m : T h e Ko re a n - S p e a k i n g
Foreigners Club), I attempted to create an online site for members using
a Korean website. I had to eventually
settle for off-line gatherings, however, as most of the foreigners found
it too complicated to register for the
Korean company’s website.
I also encountered huge obstacles
when I applied for a credit card. It
took mountains of paperwork, tons
of phone calls, and over three
months to finally receive a credit
card because of the complicated
documentation process. Even after
45

receiving it, however, the problems
were not over. I once tried to buy a
ticket for a flight in United States
over the Internet, only to be greeted
by an ever-recurring error message,
stating that the Korean resident registration number entered was incorrect.Any computer user can sympathize with how infuriating it is to
keep hearing that error message:
“dink”!
Each year, the thousands of foreigners who come to Korea to learn
the Korean language receive an
ARN. In addition, tens of thousands
of other people, including foreign
company employees, teachers, and
workers, come to Korea each year all of whom receive an ARN.The
number assigned to them remains
theirs even after they return home
from Korea. Most foreigners who
have lived in Korea for an extended
period of time will probably continue to maintain an interest in or
seek to do some work that is related
to Korea. It is my firm belief that
these people can play a crucial role
in helping to further invigorate the
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Korean economy and improve
Korea’s image abroad. It is like sending out thousands of supporting
Korean ambassadors around the
world every year.
However, this golden opportunity
to promote Korea will be lost to
some extent if these individuals are
not provided with the chance to
participate in Korean media and culture.With hallyu (the Korean wave)
sweeping across Asia, Korea should
take advantage of every opportunity
to assure the continuation of this
phenomenon.Attention needs to be
focused on the sheer disregard with
which Korean corporations and the
Korean media treat those motivated
to come here to work and to learn
about this country. (For those who
would like to express their support
for a law forcing organizations to accept the ARN, please sign the online
petition found at: http://www.petitiononline.com/korea/petition.html.
<KyungHyang Shinmun,
May 14, 2005>
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Internet Abuse and a Real-Name
System for Users
Park Kwang Joo (朴光珠)
Editorial Writer
The Munhwa Ilbo (文化日報)

A

lthough not a new phenomenon,
the “ocean of information” that
is the Internet has been increasingly
swamped with all manner of
pollutants. Unlike the off-line
sphere, the Internet is dominated by
various kinds of wrongdoings and
degradation. Indeed, indiscriminate
personal abuse and verbal obscenity
have too often far exceeded
acceptable norms. On occasion, it
even escalates beyond personal
attacks or contempt for individuals to
become a form of group terrorism.
When the particular behavior of a
certain individual emerges as a target for criticism among netizens, a
kangaroo-court situation often develops, without regard to whether
the person actually committed the
subject “offense” for which he is
accused.
One example of this is the socalled “dog poop girl”case, which recently created a swirl of controversy.
A university student who did not
clean up the excrement of her pet
dog in the subway was harshly condemned after photographs of the
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“crime scene” were uploaded onto
the Internet. She suffered not only
cyber abuse but also off-line humiliation as her identity and a photo
were disclosed over the Internet.
The anonymity and facelessness,
which create the possibility for such
debasement, are inherent characteristics of the Internet.The perpetration of thoughtless verbal assault
when one’s name and face are hidden can be likened to “throwing
stones at a frog.”Those throwing
stones may be amused by their actions, but the frog is at risk of being
seriously injured or even killed.
Victims of cyber assault are subjected to a psychological shock that
can cause serious mental anguish. If
an appropriate escape cannot be
found, these victims can end up resorting to such extremes as suicide.
Last year, a mobile phone video was
circulated on the Internet that
showed a few students at a middle
s ch o o l i n C h a n g wo n , S o u t h
Gyeongsang Province who were
bullying fellow students.
The video fueled public indigna47

tion among netizens, who then deluged the school homepage with
protests and profane chastisement.
Appalled by the spread of the controversy, the principal resigned and
committed suicide. On the surface,
this drastic action may be viewed as
an expression of his sense of responsibility for the social controversy
caused by the video of the bullying
incident at his school.
However, his death can also be
seen as the result of a kind of mob
lynching carried out by Internet
users.The principal must have found
it unbearable to endure the psychological shock to his professional
pride as an educator amidst a flood
of condemnation via the Internet.
This case demonstrates how the accumulated degradation and obscenity of unrestrained anonymous netizens can intensify the brutality of
such a group assault.
While this incident happened
sometime ago, similar cases of cyber abuse occur all too regularly.
Recent examples of abuse victims
include an office worker who quit
his job and disappeared after being
criticized for betraying his girlfriend, a middle school student
who ran away from home because
she was blamed for causing her
teacher’s suicide, and a university
student who withdrew from school
temporarily because he was accused of attacking students in the librar y. These are all cases of attempts to escape from reality be48

cause of the potentially devastating
impact of online criticism.
Recently, there has been active discussion of the need to introduce a
real-name system for Internet usage
as a means of minimizing such online abuses. Under the proposed system, only users who complete a registration process, which includes
personal information like resident
ID number, would be allowed to access various Internet sites and post
comments or transmit messages.The
introduction of such a system is
now being carefully reviewed not
only at the private level but the governmental level as well.The Ministry
of Information and Communication
has been assigned the task of working with outside consultants to conduct the relevant research on this
matter.The ministry is expected to
receive the research results in
August and to formulate specific
measures by October.
It has become painfully evident
that there is a limit to relying on netizens’ own sense of ethical behavior
to properly regulate online activities.Accordingly, Prime Minister Lee
Hae-chan has repeatedly called for
an Internet real-name system to be
implemented. However, it is also
clear that an Internet real-name system will not be a “cure-all” that can
comprehensively eradicate all the
problems related to the Internet’s
anonymity, including cyber abuse, or
itself be capable of improving the
propriety and soundness of our
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Internet culture.The careless introduction of an Internet real-name system may lead to the foolish mistake
of unduly restricting the one venue
in which the freedom of expression
should be encouraged.The system
may reduce wrongdoings, like cyber
abuse, but also create a ripple effect
that contributes to other crimes,
such as illegal access to and leakage

of personal information.As such, it is
necessary to also think about ways
to promote ethical Internet behavior, based on voluntary user participation, before imposing restrictions
on Internet usage, which needs an
open structure to fully flourish.
<The Munhwa Ilbo,
July 2, 2005>

Tasks of Second Korea-Japan
Joint History Research Committee
Sin Ju Back (辛珠栢)
Research Fellow, The Institute for Social Development and Policy Research
Seoul National University

T

he first Korea-Japan Joint
History Research Committee
wrapped up its activities on May 31,
2005. This committee represented
the first joint efforts of the two
countries to hold regular meetings
on history-related issues at the
governmental level. As such, this
gathering and its proceedings were
of notable significance. Moreover,
this initiative was also auspicious in
that it allowed the two parties to
clearly identify differences and
similarities in their views of history
by undertaking joint research on 19
subjects related to the historical
interaction of Korea and Japan.
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However, the first committee
failed to have the results of its joint
research projects actually reflected
in history textbooks. Of particular
note, although the research was
conducted in a collaborative manner, the two sides nevertheless prepared separate papers on the same
subjects. As such, differences in
their emphasis were clearly evident in regard to certain topics. For
example, on the subject of the
Hideyoshi Invasions, the Korean
side focused on the overall circumstances of the invasion, and
pointed out Japan’s glorification of
the incident, while the Japanese
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side showed a keen interest in the
militar y preparations during a
three-month period prior to the
conflict.
Although the heads of state of
Korea and Japan agreed in February
of this year to form a second such
committee, a significant obstacle has
since arisen. In this regard, the
Korean side has suggested that the
word “Textbook” be included as part
of the name of the committee and
that a new subcommittee on textbook research (history education)
be established for the purpose of
overcoming the shortcomings of the
fir st committee. However, the
Japanese side indicated it is not able
to accept these proposed measures
because they would not be compatible with its textbook approval and
publication system.
In the case of Europe, the determination of those in power played an
instrumental role in facilitating
European cooperation on history
textbook-related issues, including
those of Germany. In contrast, the
Japanese authorities have steadfastly
refused to extend sincere cooperation on this matter, with no signs of
any positive change in sight.This obstinacy on the part of Japan can be
understood from the fact that unlike
Germany, for whom joining the
European Community was perceived as being essential for its survival, the leaders of Japan do not
view cooperation with its Northeast
Asian neighbors as being a matter of
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utmost importance. And in fact,
Japan places much greater emphasis
on the Japan-U.S. alliance.As evidence of this reality, in the 2005 edition of the textbook distributed by
H u s o s h a P u bl i s h e r s , t h e a n t i American references found in the
2001 edition have been toned
down, while the importance of looking beyond Asia and maintaining
close ties to the United States has
been increasingly highlighted.
The kind of cooperation that we
need today calls for pending historyrelated issues to be addressed in a realistic and specific manner, along
with the related results being directly disseminated to teachers as
well as students.To this end, there is
no need to insist on having the term
“Textbook” included in the name of
the second committee or requiring
that the joint research results be incorporated into textbooks. Such demands ignore the right of teachers
and students to make autonomous
choices, while also failing to take
proper account of Japan’s textbook
selection system. Sometimes a
roundabout route can end up being
a shortcut.
Meanwhile, Korea’s own textbooks and views on history need
to be subjected to critical debate as
well. A comparison of the
European experience with that of
Korea, China, and Japan clearly reveals that cooperation on the subject of history textbooks can only
yield beneficial results when it is
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based on sound bilateral relations.
To assure that the research efforts
can proceed smoothly, the committee members need to be autonomous “individual” scholars,
rather than “representatives of
their country.”
In order to achieve more tangible
results, the second joint research
committee on history should establish a mid- to long-term plan that is
based on a gradual approach.The
fundamental reason why cooperation is sought on this initiative is
not simply to rectify the incorrect
descriptions of history found in
textbooks. Rather, it is to eradicate
the historically rooted prejudice, ignorance, and hostility of our peoples, while enhancing mutual trust
and cooperation to assure peaceful
relations. Reviewing and jointly
compiling textbooks is just one
step, or a kind of springboard, for
achieving a new take-off in bilateral
relations. In particular, since the
textbook issue is related to myriad
historical matters outstanding be-
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tween the two nations, its resolution could serve as a key to untangling the ensnarled Korea-Japan
relations.
In reality, however, it is necessary
to understand that we have not
reached a point in which it is practical to directly review history textbooks. For instance, some people
insist that the three countries
should make private-level efforts to
publish a joint textbook, entitled
“Future-Opening History,” and carry
out a joint project between the governments of Korea, China, and
Japan as well. But this kind of demand is a fantasy and clear evidence of our lack of mid- to longterm plans for pursuing a gradual
resolution to this matter.While the
time has come to think about the
activities of the second committee,
a similar sense of urgency should
be applied to drawing up viable
long-term plans.
<The Hankyoreh,
June 4, 2005>
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People Who Care about Nature
Are More Beautiful than Flowers
Cho Hong-sup (趙弘燮)
Vice Editor-in-chief
The Hankyoreh

T

he landscape of Kissidougou,
which is situated in the northern
area of Guinea in Central Africa,
between the equator and the Sahara
Desert, is truly unique. The land is
dotted with about 800 forest patches,
which stand out like island oases.
This area has long been identified
as an example of the ongoing
“desertification” phenomenon. It
serves as living proof that forests,
even those with dense growth in the
past, can become barren because of
farmers’ abusive land use, including
such practices as excessive grazing,
leaving behind only splotches of trees
and greenery that resemble tiny
islands.
But recent research conducted by
anthropologists has yielded more
promising results.Through their
decades-long dedication and refusal
to give up, the local residents have
managed to restore forest areas in
the vast desert lands.As part of these
efforts, people have rooted out bush
undergrowth to prevent fires from
spreading and planted countless
trees. Human and animal excrement
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have enriched the soil, while dry
farming methods have helped to retain soil moisture and promote the
growth of trees.These dedicated efforts have enabled forest areas to be
restored on what had become barren land. Satellite photos of the area
verify what had happened.
Human hands also have the ability
to add to the richness and abundance of nature. It is often thought
that people promote conservation
only when they see nature being
lost.This perception is based on the
wanton development and indiscriminate destruction of the natural environment that seems to be occurring
everywhere. In this regard, it is possible to separate people from nature in
such a small and crowded country
like Korea?
For instance, nearly 100,000 people passed through the seven rest facilities located in the Mt. Jiri grounds
last year as they trekked from ridge
to ridge. If this is the case in such a
remote mountain area, then one can
only imagine what the situation is
like in Korea’s urban cities,where 80
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percent of the population is concentrated. Because of this, the matter of
properly managing the natural environment of city areas is of the utmost importance to conservationists. Restoring the decimated natural
environment in urban settings, along
with learning how to better coexist
with nature in this process, is now
just as critical as protecting endangered animal and plant species, or
preserving sites with spectacular
scenery.
In this regard, the opening of
Seoul Forest on June 18 is welcome
news indeed. This vast tract in
Ddukseom, previously used as a
racecourse and a golf course, has
been transformed into an eco-forest
in an effort to satisfy the residents’
thirst for natural surroundings in
their city. I remember being surprised to hear that the Golden Gate
Park in San Francisco, which I found
dark even in the daytime because of
the dense growth of large trees
there, was actually a manmade park
built on an area of sand dunes.Will
S e o u l Fo re s t b e c o m e l i k e t h e
Golden Gate Park in another 130
years from now?
Among the efforts to restore the
natural environment of urban areas,
which are being conducted on an
unprecedented scale these days, the
creation of Seoul Forest is only one
example. Cheonggyecheon Stream
will again flow with clean waters in
the not so distant future, while it is
hardly possible to remember that
Commentaries

Noeul Park and Haneul Park in
Nanjido were built on the site of a
for mer garba ge dump. Stream
restoration has become a pet project
of local autonomous governments,
and there has been a noticeable
movement to create biotope zones
in downtown settings, including the
small ecological park being created
on the rooftop of our Hankyoreh
building.
The restoration of nature in urban
areas can contribute to higher property values for nearby parcels or
houses,along with providing a space
where residents can relax. But it also
can have other benefits for people.
Once restored, nature develops its
own vitality.
From the standpoint of humans,
nature may be an inconvenience or
even pose a danger. Removing the
surface plates of covered up streams
and restoring their natural f low
means that preparations are required to prevent flooding, while
the possibility that children are
likely to play in or even fall into the
water must be accepted as well.This
situation can be likened to an organic farmer who decides against
the use of pesticides and then finds
himself waging a nettlesome struggle against insects and weeds.
A restored natural environment
demands that people make changes
as well.Above all, we need to learn
how to appreciate and coexist with
nature. Citizen participation in the
restoration process of the natural en53

vironment is required in order to
heighten their sense of responsibility for the environment and their
neighborhood. Only through such a
process can the seeds be sown for
an “ecological sensitivity”among citizens. It is the caring touch of people

that enables flowers to bloom on
what was once barren land.That is
why people who care about nature
can be more beautiful than flowers.
<The Hankyoreh,
June 16, 2005>

Click Korea Website: http://www.clickkorea.org
Access to Korean Arts and Culture
The Korea Foundation operates a website, Click Korea (http://www.clickkorea.org),
to provide high-quality online content about Korean arts and culture in English. First
launched in 2002 as a pilot website, Click Korea has developed into a gateway to Korea,
providing information on Korean artistic and cultural events, essays on Korean arts and
culture, and information about Korean Studies. The Korea Foundation hopes that a
wide audience will enjoy the information on Click Korea.
Click Korea is composed of the following five sections:
Events
This section contains information about artistic and cultural events in and out of Korea,
including performances, exhibitions and cinema. Also offered is information on major
theatres and performance venues, and about regularly scheduled performance activities
in Korea.
News
Readers can find news briefs in this section that deal with current events in Korean arts
and culture at home and abroad.
Essays
This section offers about 1,400 English essays on Korean arts and culture that are
classified by about thirty themes, such as architecture, painting, music, religion, nature,
cinema, living, and artisans.
Food
Essays on Korean food culture are provided, along with photographs.
Korean Studies Info
This section provides information about Korean Studies activities and programs all over
the world, including Korean Studies courses, scholarships and grants; online lectures;
conferences; Korean Studies scholars; and Korea-related books.
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William J. Sebald and the
Dokdo Territorial Dispute
Jung Byung Joon (鄭秉峻)
Assistant Professor, Department of Culture and History
Mokpo National University (國立木浦大學校)

wo distinguished Americans played a role in the territorial dispute
over Dokdo Island.One was John Foster Dulles,who served as U.S.
special envoy to the Treaty of Peace with Japan, which was signed
in San Francisco on September 8, 1951, and later became U.S. Secretary of
State. The other was William J. Sebald. In particular, Sebald is best
remembered for his fervent lobbying on behalf of the Japanese
government’s claim to Dokdo before and after the San Francisco Peace
Treaty. Unfortunately, little else has been made known about Sebald.
While his name appears in a research paper published by Korea’s
Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries, he was referred to as “Ziebold”
rather than Sebald. In another study, Sebald is described as an American
political adviser to the Japanese Provisional Government, an assertion supported by the Korean media and other studies as well. On the other hand,
a study conducted by senior Korean researchers identified him as a political adviser to the Japanese government whose lobbying efforts prior and
after the signing of the San Francisco Peace Treaty helped to tilt U.S. views
on the sovereignty of Dokdo in Japan’s favor.Although his actions severely
undermined Korea’s claim to Dokdo, little seems to be known about his
personal background or his career activities. In this regard, the only verifiable information about him appears to be that he once worked for the
Japanese government as a political adviser.
However,William J. Sebald was neither a lobbyist nor an adviser of the
Japanese government. Rather, he was a regular ambassador-level diplomat
of the U.S. State Department, who from 1947 to 1952 also served as U.S.
political adviser, Head of the Diplomatic Section of the Supreme

T
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Commander for Allied Powers (SCAP), and chairman and member of the
U.S.Allied Council for Japan. Moreover, from 1949 through 1951, in his capacity as a U.S. political adviser to SCAP, he was actively involved in the
preparations and negotiations related to the San Francisco Peace Treaty
(1951). He later served as U.S. ambassador to Burma and Australia. His full
name was William Joseph Sebald.
This paper seeks to briefly examine Sebald’s career activities, with a particular emphasis on his role during the U.S. occupation of Japan, his views
on Japan, and his influence on Korea’s interests and Korea-Japan relations.
Sebald started his career as a navy officer, and then went on to serve as a
lawyer and diplomat thereafter. He entered the U.S. Naval Academy in
1918, and served in the U.S. Navy until 1930, and again from 1942-45. He
was assigned as a military attaché to the U.S. embassy in Tokyo, where he
took Japanese-language courses from 1925-28.Although he left the Navy
in order to practice law, he reenlisted in 1942 and served until 1945.
During the Pacific War, he worked in the Office of Naval Intelligence.
Sebald was a lawyer as well.After graduating from the law school of the
University of Maryland, he practiced law in Washington, D.C. and the state
of Maryland, and also maintained a law office in Tokyo in the 1930s. In the
final phase of his professional career, he served as a diplomat who played
an active role during the reconstruction of Japan, the Korean War, and the
San Francisco Peace Treaty. From 1947-52 he served in turn as a U.S. political adviser on Japan, Head of the Diplomatic Section of the Supreme
Command for the Allied Powers, and chairman and member of the U.S.
Allied Council for Japan. Later, he was appointed U.S. Ambassador to
Burma (1952-54), Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs
(1954-57), and U.S.Ambassador to Australia (1957-61).
As a result of his three closely intertwined careers, Sebald acquired an indepth knowledge of the Japanese language, culture, society, and law, which
led to his becoming enchanted with Japanese culture. Upon graduation
from Annapolis, he was appointed a military attaché to the U.S. embassy in
Japan. Ordered to learn Japanese, he enrolled in Japanese courses in
Karuizawa, Nagano Prefecture, where he met Edith Frances de Becker,
whom he married in 1927. Sebald’s father-in law was British, while his
mother-in-law was Japanese. His father-in-law, Joseph Ernest de Becker,
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who settled in Japan at the onset of the 20th century, became an expert in
Japanese law and translated and published numerous books on law-related
subjects. His mother-in-law, a painter, died in 1926 from injuries suffered
during the Great Earthquake of 1923.
Sebald began to develop an understanding of Japanese law before his
marriage by working with his future father-in-law on the translation of relevant materials into English.As such, Sebald helped to disseminate information on Japanese law in the West even before the outbreak of the
Pacific War. From 1927-28, he was responsible for investigating and overseeing Japan’s compliance with the Washington Disarmament Agreement,
signed in 1922 between the United States and Japan.When Sebald returned to the United States in 1928, he was offered a partnership in the
law firm owned by Becker,who died in 1929.In 1930,Sebald left the naval
service and enrolled at law school, passing the bar exam three years later.
In 1933, he took over his father-in-law’s law firm in Kobe, Japan. His law
practice and experiences in Japan during this period helped to launch another one of his careers: an expert in Japanese law. In 1939, he was investigated by the Japanese Special High Prosecutors’ Office on suspicions of
espionage, which led to his departure from Japan in June of that year.
After contacting a friend who was the head of the Far East Section of the
Investigation Bureau of the United States Navy, Sebald was assigned to
F22, the Pacific Operations Section of the Combat Intelligence Division
within the Headquarters of the Commander in Chief of the United States
Navy, a position which involved the handling of classified information.As
such, references to W. J. Sebald can be found in documents dealing with
how U.S. intelligence managed to break the secret codes of the Japanese
military.
Sebald’s Experiences and Understanding of Japan
Sebald’s Position with SCAP
In the aftermath of the Pacific War, Sebald volunteered for a post in the
Office of the Political Adviser to the Supreme Commander for the Allied
Powers in Japan. On December 3, 1945, he was appointed as special assistant of the Auxiliary Foreign Service and assigned to the staff of the acting
William J. Sebald and the Dokdo Territorial Dispute
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U.S. Political Adviser to the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers,
where he served as an adviser on Japanese law. In February 1946, Sebald
was promoted to the position of political reporter upon the dismissal of
John K. Emmerson from the post due to suspicions that he was communicating with communist elements.The position of political reporter enabled Sebald to come into contact with prominent Japanese political,business,and social leaders (With MacArthur in Japan,William J.Sebald,1965,
p. 44, hereafter referred to as “Sebald memoirs”). Sebald, whose postings in
Japan had to this point been considered temporary assignments,became a
full-time Foreign Service officer after passing special examinations in 1946
(Sebald memoirs, p. 57). He also served as an assistant and adviser to
George A.Atcheson, who was then the head of the U.S.Allied Council for
Japan.
The most significant civilian position within the Supreme Command for
the Allied Powers was the post held by George A.Atcheson, who served
concurrently as a political adviser (POLAD) dispatched by the U.S. State
Department to General Douglas MacArthur, the Supreme Commander for
the Allied Powers; Head of the Diplomatic Section of the Supreme
Command for the Allied Powers; and chairman and member of the Allied
Council for Japan. POLADs were senior State Department officials who
were dispatched as personal advisers to leading U.S. military leaders to
provide their expertise on diplomatic and political matters.This particular
position involved advising General MacArthur on U.S. policy toward Japan
as well as diplomatic and political matters related to Japan, and as such
was the most important non-military position in Japan during the postwar period.The diplomatic section of SCAP handled all diplomatic matters
involving Japan, whose own diplomatic structure had been dismantled following its formal surrender.
For its part, the Allied Council for Japan was established for the purpose
of assisting SCAP during a meeting of the foreign ministers of the United
States, Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, and China, held in Moscow in
December 1945. In reality, this body served as an advisory group for these
countries on matters pertaining to Japan.Although originally installed as
chairman of the Allied Council for Japan, General MacArthur, due to concern that his role on the council would interfere with his duties at SCAP,
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assigned the position to Atcheson.As the holder of the above-mentioned
three positions,Atcheson essentially served as MacArthur’s civilian adviser
and the most influential U.S. civilian official in Tokyo.
Atcheson was a Chinese specialist who started out as an assistant interpreter in Beijing and Chongqing. His diplomatic career in China began in
February 1924 with his appointment as deputy council. He later served as
council in Tianjin (1928), Fuzhou (1928), and Nanjing (1934), before being
appointed as council for the U.S. embassy in Chongqing in December
1942. He was later promoted to the rank of foreign officer, second class in
July 1944 and then to foreign officer, first class in May 1945. On
September 7, 1945 he was dispatched to SCAP as a political advisor, and
then promoted to the rank of ambassador-level diplomat on May 30, 1946.
While in Chongqing, Atcheson came into contact with prominent
Koreans, such as Cho Soang and Kim Koo, from whom he learned about
the activities of the Korean Provisional Government in China. In this way,
Atcheson was an archetypical “old China hand.”A senior diplomat within
POLAD, John Steward Service, highly regarded Atcheson as a distinguished
China specialist. Interestingly, at one time, Service was investigated for suspicions of sympathizing with communist elements.
In his role as political adviser representing the U.S. State Department,
Atcheson would often butt heads with MacArthur.The general, who came
to be known as the “new Japanese emperor”as a result of his Asia-first policy outlook, sought to assure that Japan was rebuilt into an anti-communist bulwark. MacArthur was of a mindset that the proposed Japanese reforms would make it possible for the communist agents masquerading as
Japanese liberals to foment a communist revolution. More to the point, he
believed that measures, such as the removal of public officials from the
former regime, payment of compensation, and curtailment of business
monopolies would only serve to exacerbate the domestic problems of
Japan.And as such, he pushed for Japan’s reestablishment as the “natural
leader” of Asia, while implementing only superficial reforms and leaving
power in the hands of the old guard.
In fact, debate over how Japan should be rebuilt emerged from the time
of the onset of the Pacific War.As the United States prepared plans for the
eventual occupation of Japan in 1944-45, U.S. Undersecretary of State
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Joseph C. Grew, who had served as U.S. ambassador to Japan before the
war, and other officials, such as Eugene Dooman, maintained a viewpoint
that, while Japan had veered off course, it could easily be returned to the
international community of nations if it implemented necessary reforms.
On the other hand, supporters of the New Deal and many leading economists argued that fundamental political and economic restructuring was
required to ensure the development of a democratic and peaceful Japan.
This debate ended with the political defeat of Grew in 1945.
After the war, a conflict emerged among the U.S. political advisers on
Japan, in particular between China specialists, such as Atcheson and
Service, and Japan specialists like Max Waldo Bishop. In this regard, Sebald
noted,“the basic difference was over the degree of repression which
should be applied to the Japanese”(Sebald memoirs, p. 43).
Atcheson died in an airplane crash in August 1947. Immediately thereafter, based on his discretionary authority, MacArthur appointed Sebald
to the dual posts of Head of the Diplomatic Section of the Supreme
Commander for the Allied Powers, and chairman and member of the U.S.
Allied Council for Japan (Sebald memoirs, p. 60).As a U.S. diplomat with
much experience in China,Atcheson had vivid memories of the atrocities committed by Japan in Northeast Asia during the first half of the
20th century.As such, with MacArthur’s appointment of Sebald, a young
and disciplined naval lieutenant with pro-Japanese sentiments, he was replacing an adviser who had advocated the thorough dismantlement of
Japan’s militarism.Thus, Sebald’s meteoric rise within diplomatic circles
was more the result of Atcheson’s accidental death and MacArthur’s personal preferences rather than his diplomatic expertise. While his appointment represented a stroke of good fortune for Japan, it would lead
to negative consequences for Korea.
The U.S. State Department opposed Sebald’s appointment as U.S. political
adviser to SCAP, and according to press reports had intended to appoint
Maxwell M. Hamilton, an experienced diplomat, to the post in October
1947. However, MacArthur rejected the State Department’s plan to appoint
Hamilton on the grounds that he was a China specialist and not an expert
in Japanese affairs. MacArthur advised the State Department that there was
no need for any change,while noting that Sebald was admirably performing
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his duties.In the end,Sebald was appointed as acting U.S.political adviser to
SCAP,a position which he maintained through January 7,1949.The appointment of Sebald, a “worthy student of the ‘School of General MacArthur,’”
who thus abandoned his naval uniform to don a diplomatic trench coat,
was a subject of controversy not only within the U.S. State Department, but
the Soviet press as well (Sebald memoirs,p.61).
As such, in October 1947, Sebald was concurrently serving in the three
most significant civilian positions in Japan.At that time, Sebald was also an
avid supporter of a “reverse course” policy toward Japan.This period was
marked by a deepening of the Cold War confrontation and invigoration of
Japan’s lobbying efforts of the United States.The Allied Council for Japan
became an instrumental part of Japan’s systematic lobbying efforts, which
included the participation of diplomats from the State Department, such
as Max Bishop, Joseph Grew,Valentine, and Allison. Japan’s objectives included preventing the democratization of the nation and abandonment of
its militarist policy, reestablishing its relations with the Asian continent,
and linking of its economic recovery to the economic development of
Korea.
Since Sebald was not a regular career diplomat and his rank was thus
lower than that of the above-mentioned diplomats, his influence on the
planning and implementation of U.S. policy toward Japan, under
MacArthur, was in all likelihood rather minimal.As such, Sebald did not
pursue Japanese interests at the expense of U.S. interests, but rather, as an
assistant to MacArthur, sought to promote the views of the general, who
himself displayed pro-Japanese inclinations. Nevertheless, even this minimal influence played a decisive role in Japan’s relations with other countries, especially in regard to Korea.As the U.S. State Department did not regard Korea-Japan relations as a high-priority issue, Sebald’s views and decisions formed the basis for relevant U.S. policy measures. In this regard,
Sebald never hesitated to protect Japan’s interests at the expense of
Korea’s.
Sebald’s Views of Japan: Enchantment and Anti-communism
Sebald was openly pro-Japanese as well as a fervent anti-communist
who had become captivated by the Japanese people and their culture.
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Sebald lived in Japan during the final years of the so-called “Daisho democracy,” which had been regarded as a period when democracy and freedom
blossomed in Japan. In his eyes, Japan was a modern, civilized, and compassionate country that boasted clean and well-organized cities, an orderly
society, and kind and diligent people, as well as a sincere and thrifty social
environment. In this vein, Sebald stated in his memoirs:“Twenty years of
direct and indirect contact and years of study of Japan’s language, history,
and culture had given me unique knowledge of Japan and its people”
(Sebald memoirs, p. 23).
As previously mentioned, Sebald married a British-Japanese woman and
became acquainted with many leading figures in Japan. In his capacity as
U.S. political reporter immediately after the war, Sebald maintained a close
relationship with right-wing political leaders. He also exhorted his staff to
meet as many Japanese as possible, particularly in government, the professions, and business, and those who had been purged by SCAP (Sebald
memoirs, p. 66). He became personally acquainted with members of
Japan’s royal family, high-ranking military officers, and politicians, including Nomura Kichisaburo, the Japanese Ambassador to the United States
and admiral at the time of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor; Prince
Takamatsu, the younger brother of Hirohito; and Kurusu Saburo, special
envoy to the United States at the time of the attack on Pearl Harbor. Sebald
regarded the then Japanese ambassador to the United States Shidehara
Kijuro, and Yoshida Shigeru as members of the Japanese elite, while noting:“These patriotic Japanese were among our good friends”(Sebald memoirs, p. 67).
Based on these perceptions of Japan and the Japanese people,Sebald became obsessed with the thought that Japan’s militarists were to blame for
the Pacific War and not the country’s political, economic, and ideological
deficiencies.
He described in his memoirs (p. 20):“As the great American war machine drove ever closer to Japan and began direct air and sea bombardment of the islands once believed invulnerable from foreign assault, I began to think more frequently of the smiling villagers and the gentle people
which form the backbone of that nation.The people had been enslaved
by fanatical and arrogant militarists and a relative handful of their support62
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ers;then had been driven into a war which the country as a whole neither
wanted nor was equipped to fight.”
However, Sebald showed little interest in identifying these militarists
and the handful of their supporters,or in how the war criminals should be
punished. Nor was he overly concerned with how to deal with the ideology of the Japanese imperial system, Shintoism (Japan’s national religion),
Japan’s monopolistic zaibatsu, or the exploitation of its former colonies.
Sebald even lavishly praised the Japanese Emperor, who was himself a
war criminal.When Sebald and his wife visited Hirohito at Hayama Palace
in 1946, the latter did them a special favor by allowing them to use a
“more familiar form of everyday conversational Japanese instead of the difficult and stilted court language.” He described his meeting with the royal
couple in his memoirs as follows:“We discovered that our hosts were two
simple, charming people who had adapted themselves to the new Japan
and the complexities brought on by the presence of an Allied military occupation. Edith and I were tremendously impressed by the simplicity and
unassuming manner of the royal couple, their interest in and curiosity
concerning the everyday occurrences in the so-remote world about
them”(Sebald memoirs, p. 68-69).
Furthermore, Sebald was opposed to the purging of Japanese war criminals and reform of the zaibatsu system, believing that communists were
behind such efforts. In spite of Japanese opposition, purges were carried
out in the political, military, economic, media, education, and judicial sectors as part of the process of democratizing the country. In this regard, the
Government Section of the SCAP purged 201,815 of the 717,415 Japanese
who were subjected to screening (Sebald memoirs, p. 86).While conceding that the issue of purges was a political matter of grave concern to the
State Department, Sebald was nevertheless highly critical of the
Government Section for not having discussed such purges with the
POLADs or the Diplomatic Section. He also believed that the release of
known communist elements at the end of 1945 and subsequent purge of
rightists only served to increase the communist threat in Japan.
Moreover, Sebald emphasized the fact that the zaibatsu system was part
of the intrinsic nature of Japan’s business sector, and as such the business
entities could not be regarded as war criminals. He was also opposed to
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the dismantling of the zaibatsu on the grounds that such a move was not
only being pushed by Washington, but the Soviet Union as well. Sebald
also thought that the reforms being pursued were counterproductive in
nature (Sebald memoirs, p. 89).
Believing that Japan should serve as a bulwark of anti-communism in
Asia, from 1946, Sebald started to serve as a mouthpiece for political and
business leaders by openly expressing his concern about the potential
communization of Japan (Sebald memoirs, p. 44-45). He also agreed with
the claims of Japanese rightists that SCAP and the United States were encouraging the rise of radical leftism and communism in Japan.Among
those who conveyed their concern about the spread of communism in
Japan to Sebald were members of the royal family, such as Prince
Takamatsu, and court officials like Terasaki Hidenari, a graduate of Brown
University who married an American.Terasaki served as an adviser to
SCAP and a liaison to the Emperor (Sebald memoirs, p. 47, 96-97).
Sebald used the alleged communist infiltration of Japan, orchestrated by
the Soviet Union, to justify his pro-Japanese stance. In this regard, the most
significant position he held at that time was as chairman of the U.S.Allied
Council for Japan. In accordance with MacArthur’s own viewpoint, Sebald
began to use this position to disseminate anti-communist propaganda.
While the Soviet Union was critical of the occupation forces’ interference
in the labor movement, as well as matters related to basic labor laws, compensation, land reform, and revision of the national public service law,
Sebald spared no efforts in launching an offensive against the Soviet
Union’s refusal to allow Japanese civilians and soldiers to return to Japan
after the war. Immediately upon his ascension to the post of Chairman of
the U.S.Allied Council for Japan, Sebald started to campaign against the
Soviet Union, while claiming during a council meeting held on October
29 that the Soviet Union was still detaining 761,000 Japanese POWs
(Sebald memoirs, p. 138-149).
This issue of detained Japanese soldiers and civilians became the foundation of his campaign against the Soviet Union in 1949-50.As part of
these efforts, Sebald claimed that a total of 374,000 Japanese soldiers were
still being detained in the Soviet Union, as of 1948, and that among these
thousands were being indoctrinated to become communists.This Sebald64
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led offensive also involved the display of letters, postcards, and petitions
sent by the families of these missing POWs and civilians in the council’s
conference room (Sebald memoirs, p. 138-149).These actions were in
large part responsible for the demonstration, involving some 400 Japanese
nationals, staged as a protest of the Soviet Union in December 1949 in
front of the hotel where the Soviet delegation was staying. Moreover, his
campaign against the Soviet Union resulted in Moscow’s boycott of all
council activities for a six-month period in 1950.
This anti-Soviet campaign was carried out with the full support of
MacArthur, who was a staunch anti-communist as well, and was closely associated with the efforts to establish a new direction for Japan. In this regard, Sebald even claimed that the proceedings related to Japan’s supposed biological warfare at the war crimes court in Khabarovsk in the
Russian Far East would uncover nothing but fabricated accounts.
His pro-Japanese penchant reached a peak with the creation of Japan’s
self-defense forces at the start of the Korean War. In July 1950, when
MacArthur allowed Japan to organize a 75,000-man national police reserve force and to increase its coast guard by 8,000 men, Sebald contended: “Probably the greatest help which Japan gave to the United
Nations and to SCAP at this time was its prompt agreement to establish
an internal security force (Sebald memoir, p. 197).This national police reserve force, which eventually evolved into Japan’s self-defense forces, was
thus actually created by the United States. Sebald is also on record as saying that he “was struck by the zest of the drills, the high morale, and the
energy demonstrated by officers and men” when he visited one of the
self-defense forces’ training camps (Sebald memoirs, p. 198).
Sebald regarded Prime Minister Yoshida Shigeru, who was known as “Mr.
Conservative”and an example of “one-man politics,” as the most capable of
politicians.Yoshida, who served two separate terms as Prime Minister, was
in power for a total of seven years and two months,from May 1946 to May
1947, when the focus was on the restoration of Japan, and from October
1948 to December 1954, during which time the Treaty of Peace with
Japan was signed. Sebald once referred to him as a “Japanese Churchill”
(Sebald memoir, p. 96-98).
On the other hand, his perceptions of Korea were quite the opposite.
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Sebald wrote:“From the thirties,when I had crossed the country six times,
I had retained the impression of Korea as a nation of sad people — oppressed, unhappy, poor, silent, and sullen.The postwar circumstances and
President Rhee’s harsh character made the Koreans even more flinty and
trying for a number of United States political advisers to the American
commanding general.These men and other United States officials assigned
to Korea visited our POLAD office during their various trips through
Tokyo, and we came to know them well”(Sebald memoir, p. 181).
Of course, Sebald was not the only individual with a distrust of Korea
and its political leaders. John J. Muccio, the first U.S. ambassador to Korea,
as well as U.S. military intelligence officials stationed in Korea, believed
that Rhee Syngman was a dictator with a penchant for fascism.While both
Rhee and Yoshida were conservatives, as well as staunch anti-communists, the former was a political exile and member of Korea’s provisional
government that had demanded Korean independence, while the latter
was a cultured diplomat. Overall, Sebald’s extreme orientalism-based bias,
vis-à-vis Korea, led to a significant disparity in the U.S. attitude toward
Korea and Japan.
Sebald did not refrain from making known his contempt for the Korean
mission in Japan. He had the following to say about the Korean diplomats
who asked for Sebald’s help in handling problems within the Korean community in Japan:“Unfortunately, a succession of heads of the mission for
the Republic of Korea, with one exception, vied with each other in terms
of their ineptness and mediocrity.The exception was Chung Ham Pun,
who carried the rank of ambassador. Educated in the United States, Chung
spoke English with a Boston accent” (Sebald memoirs, p. 182). Sebald also
made sarcastic remarks about Korea’s Minister of Defense Shin Sung Mo,
during the latter’s visit to Japan in October 1949, saying that he doubted
that Shin, who had once been the captain of a British merchant ship, was
qualified to serve in his post (Sebald memoirs, p. 182).
Role of Sebald in the Territorial Dispute over Dokdo
Sebald’s Role in Japan’s Preparations for the Treaty of San Francisco
The Japanese government began to prepare for an eventual peace treaty
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right after its defeat in the war. From the fall of 1945,Yoshida Shigeru, who
served as Foreign Minister of the Shidehara cabinet, along with foreign
ministry diplomats, Shigemitsu Mamoru and Ashida Hitoshi, began to implore the heads of the Treaty and Political Departments that they assure
that Japan would avoid the harsh fate that befell Germany following World
War I, in the form of the Versailles Treaty of 1919. Having participated in
the Paris peace conference as diplomats, they advised the heads of these
departments to avoid a “forcefully imposed peace.”
Accordingly,an Executive Committee for Research on a Peace Treaty was
established on November 21, 1945 within the Foreign Ministry.While the
director of this committee was, Sugihara Arata, the head of the Treaty
Department, the committee consisted of the heads of the political, economic, treaty, investigation, management, and general affairs departments,
with Shimoda Takeso,the head of the Foreign Ministry’s Treaty Department
I, serving as the executive secretary.The responsibilities of this Executive
Committee included the undertaking of preparatory research on an eventual peace treaty, a division of tasks and the posting of the necessary personnel, and the formulation of unofficial reports for executive meetings,
the Vice Foreign Minister, and the Foreign Minister.
The Executive Committee was also responsible for thoroughly preparing for an eventual peace treaty.The research and the drafts of the peace
treaty prepared by the Foreign Ministry were carried out in four different
stages.The initial Executive Committee meeting held in January 1946 was
followed by decision-making on relevant research subjects.The selected
subjects for papers included four on general issues related to “Japan’s basic strategies regarding the signing of a peace treaty,” six on the political
consequences of such a treaty,and seven on economic matters.After deliberating on these matters on 16 occasions, the 1st Report of the Executive
Committee for Research on a Peace Treaty was published.
This report outlined Japan’s basic strategies regarding the signing of a
peace treaty, the necessary preparatory steps which would have to be
taken to set the stage for such a treaty, basic principles, a comparison and
analysis of the Allied Powers’proposals and Japan’s own desired outcomes,
and the formulation of countermeasures to deal with any foreseeable discrepancies between Japan’s proposals and those of the Allied Powers on
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political and economic issues.The Executive Committee placed much importance on territorial issues as well as the restoration of Japan’s sovereignty and war reparations. The committee used the contents of the
armistice and peace treaties signed by the Allied Nations with Germany
and Italy in order to identify and delve into a variety of possible situations
that Japan could face while concluding a peace treaty.
The committee members were also greatly preoccupied with finding
ways to expand Japanese territory. In particular, they developed a theory
that in accordance with the Cairo Declaration, in which the Allied Powers
declared that they had no intention of seeking the expansion of their
own territory, Japan should have, what were considered its territories
prior to the war, returned to its control. During this period, Executive
Secretary Shimoda frequently visited the offices of Sebald, who was then
a political adviser on Japan, and a de facto U.S. chargé d’affaires in Japan.
Shimoda is even said to have secretly delivered the Executive
Committee’s report to Sebald in the dead of the night. Shimoda recalled:
“The report, related to all aspects of a peace treaty, consisted of dozens of
volumes containing tens of thousands of words.Accordingly, the U.S. government must have received these materials and then used them as reference sources during the crafting of the rough draft of the Treaty of Peace
with Japan.”
For his part,Yoshida recalled:“I was of a mindset that it was necessary
for us to do something during the drafting of the treaty to ensure a favorable outcome for Japan.In particular,I believed that it was important to do
our utmost to ensure that the Allied Powers did not wrongly interpret the
meaning of the passage ‘territories which it had taken by violence and
greed’contained in the Potsdam Declaration.In this regard,the report contained an enormous amount of data, with seven volumes on territorial
matters alone.”
The territorial issues that the report dealt with included Okinawa,
Hokkaido, the Kurile Islands, Habomai, and Ogasawara.The person in
charge of conducting a thorough investigation of all the facts related to
such territorial matters, prior to the filing of the report, was an expert on
treaties, Kawakami Kenzo who worked for the Treaty Bureau of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
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Shimoda claimed:“SCAP was hesitant until 1946 to accept any Japaneseprepared documents on the proposed peace treaty in deference to the
opinions of the Soviet Union and other allied powers; however, as the U.SSoviet confrontation intensified,Washington began to recognize the value
of these documents and eventually came to accept them.”
As the U.S. State Department and MacArthur stressed the need for a
peace treaty with Japan to be signed at the earliest possible date, the
Japanese government undertook efforts in early 1947 to establish contact
with the Allied Powers through various channels.Their objectives were
two-fold: First, to find ways to initiate negotiations with the Allied Powers
in order to avoid a “forcefully imposed peace”; and second, to feel out the
Allies about the extent to which the objective of realizing a total demilitarization of Japan, that had been widely supported during the early stages
of the Allied occupation of Japan and at the onset of the Cold War, was
open to negotiation. In July and August 1947, Japanese Foreign Minister
Ashida held meetings with George Atcheson, the Head of the Diplomatic
Section of SCAP,Whitney, the Head of the Civilian Political Section of
SCAP, and W. McMahon Ball, the Commonwealth delegate to the Allied
Council for Japan, during which time he presented a file containing nine
proposals that the Japanese government hoped would be included in the
treaty negotiations. However, Atcheson and Whitney, both of whom
strongly supported the democratization of Japan, refused to accept this
file.
With the Foreign Ministry’s efforts to contact the United States through
SCAP having failed, Sebald decided to intervene. On September 20, 1947,
he relayed a message to Washington from the Japanese Emperor himself
that had been forwarded to him by a Foreign Ministry official assigned to
the royal family.The Emperor’s message indicated that Japan would allow
the United States to lease lands on Okinawa for a 25- to 50-year period.
The Japanese Emperor had already told MacArthur during their fourth
meeting (May 6, 1947) that he believed that the United States, and not the
United Nations, or the Far East Committee, should be directly responsible
for the security of Japan.
After having succeeded Atcheson, Sebald began to actively pursue the
conclusion of a peace treaty that would be beneficial to Japan. Claiming
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that strong support from Japan’s political parties would be essential for the
conclusion of a peace treaty with Japan, Sebald arranged for U.S. special
envoy Dulles to meet with Japanese political party leaders on four different occasions in February 1951, thereby bringing the Japanese position to
the forefront.When no progress was made during the meetings between
Yoshida and Dulles, Sebald emphasized the urgent need to conclude a
peace treaty through his friend Kazuo Okazaki, the chief secretary of the
Japanese cabinet.This prompted Yoshida to appoint a foreign ministry official, Iguchi Sadao, as deputy-minister in charge of treaty negotiations.
April 1951 marked a watershed period in terms of Korea’s interests related to the Treaty of Peace with Japan.The United States, while aware of
Korea’s political status, had to this point intended to have Korea participate in the negotiations and sign the treaty. In spite of the fact that the
United Kingdom and Japan were opposed to Korea’s participation, since
Korea was not a member of the Allied Powers who had declared war
against Japan, the United States remained steadfast on this point. However,
in a meeting held during the second visit of Dulles to Tokyo (April 7-23,
1951),Yoshida Shigeru described the ethnic Korean residents in Japan as
communists and criminals, while arguing that if Korea were allowed to
participate in the treaty process, these untoward Koreans would stand to
benefit while Japan would be exposed to serious political and economic
consequences. In the end, Dulles and the U.S. State Department accepted
this Japanese position.
Around this time, the United Kingdom completed its own draft of a
peace treaty (April 7, 1951), and duly notified the U.S. government of this
fact.“Dulles’ last day in Japan,April 23, 1951, was devoted to an intensive
review of a British draft treaty we had just received” (Sebald memoirs, p.
266). According to Sebald, Dulles had a conference lasting for several
hours in Sebald’s office with Prime Minister Yoshida,Vice Foreign Minister
Iguchi Sadao, and Nishimura Kumao, the knowledgeable head of the
Japanese Treaty Bureau of the Foreign Ministry and a skilled technician.
The Japanese, who had been given a copy of the British draft preferred
the American version to the technically and comprehensive United
Kingdom document”(Sebald memoirs, p. 266).
The British draft of the treaty included a map that identified Japanese
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territory.The map that I found at the U.S National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) is significant for several reasons. First, it is the only
map prepared in conjunction with the San Francisco conference.The
United States as well as the other members of the Allied Powers never prepared an official map,and no official map was incorporated into the Treaty
of Peace with Japan that was signed in San Francisco.Accordingly, this was
the only map officially recognized by the United Kingdom, a key member
of the Allied Powers and the closest ally of the United States, during the
preparations and eventual conclusion of the peace treaty. Second, this
map clearly identifies Dokdo as being outside of Japanese territory and
within the Korean territorial boundry, as delineated by a bold line, thus effectively putting an end to all conflicting claims to Dokdo.
Third, and most significantly, the United Kingdom openly corrected a
mistake contained in a previous draft of the treaty, in which Dokdo was
described as Japanese territory, by recognizing it as Korean territory in the
final version of the draft.The British government presented a first draft of
the treaty (February 28, 1951) in which Ulleungdo and Jejudo as well as
Dokdo were included as part of Japan.As indicated by its description of
Liancourt Rocks, the international name for Dokdo, as Miancourt, the first
British draft was only a “very rough and preliminary draft.”The second
British draft, prepared in March 1951, correctly identified Jejudo,
Ulleungdo, and Dokdo as Korean territory. On April 7, 1951, the United
Kingdom presented its third and final draft of the proposed peace treaty
with Japan. Having clarified the above-mentioned territorial matters in
March 1951, a map was finalized accordingly and attached to the final
draft submitted to the U.S. government.
Sebald and Dulles heatedly debated the British draft.The Japanese were
opposed to the British draft on the grounds that it created the psychological disadvantage of seeming to fence Japan in by drawing a continuous
line around Japan. Meanwhile, the Japanese government was also actively
seeking to persuade the United States of the validity of its claims. Given
these circumstances, it is highly likely that Sebald played an instrumental
role in helping Japan to achieve its objectives.As the United States stood
to gain the most from the conclusion of a peace treaty with Japan, which
would effectively exclude the Soviet Union from Japan while Tokyo was
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willing to grant the lease of land on Okinawa for the establishment of U.S.
military bases,Washington began to pay more attention to Japanese interests in regard to such issues as war reparations, national security, and
territorial matters.
None of the three countries — Korea, the U.S.S.R., and China — which
were involved in territorial disputes with Japan related to Dokdo, the Four
Northern Islands, or the Senkaku Archipelago, were invited to participate
in the San Francisco Peace Conference. Had the British draft been accepted, Korea’s now seemingly never-ending territorial dispute with Japan
would have been clearly resolved. In addition, Sebald strenuously opposed
the British demand that a “war guilt” clause be inserted in the final treaty,
on the ground it would undermine the entire concept of the non-punitive
treaty as it had been developed, and at a minimum,“such a clause would
have created great difficulties in obtaining Japanese acceptance of the
treaty as a whole” (Sebald memoirs, p. 265). Sebald even reviewed in advance an English copy of the draft of Yoshida’s speech at the San Francisco
Peace Conference,and advised him to deliver his address in Japanese,with
the English version being read simultaneously by an interpreter (Sebald
memoirs, p. 278-279).
Sebald’s Influence on the San Francisco Peace Treaty
The first through fifth U.S. drafts of the treaty excluded Dokdo from the
list of Japanese territories and specifically identified it as Korean territory.
The fifth U.S. draft, which was prepared on November 2, 1949, and was intended to be distributed to U.S. embassies abroad, also specified that
Jejudo, Ulleungdo, and Liancourt Rocks (Dokdo) were part of Korean
territory, while excluding these islands from the list of Japanese territories.
Upon its receipt of the fifth U.S. draft, the Japanese government
launched intensive lobbying efforts of its own through Sebald. In a
telegram that he sent from Tokyo to W. Walton Butterworth, the U.S.
Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (November 14, 1949),
Sebald recommended:“the decision of the Allied Powers on Liancourt
Rocks (Takeshima) be reconsidered,” in stating:“Japan’s claim to these islands is old and appears valid. Security considerations might conceivably
envisage weather and radar stations thereon.” In addition, in a document
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sent to the U.S. Secretary of State on November 14, 1949, he stated:“With
regard to the disposition of the island formerly possessed by Japan in the
direction of Korea, it is suggested that Liancourt Rocks (Takeshima) be
specified in our proposed Article 3 as belonging to Japan. Japan’s claim to
these islands is old and appears valid,and it is difficult to regard them as islands off the shore of Korea.”As a result, in Article 3 of the sixth U.S.
draft, presented on December 29, 1949,Takeshima (Liancourt Rocks)
was included as a part of Japan, with this version of the draft becoming
the future basis for the delineation of territorial waters as well.
The following reasons were outlined in the Commentary on the Draft
Treaty of Peace with Japan prepared in July 1950 to explain the decision
to transfer sovereignty over Dokdo (Liancourt Rocks,Takeshima) to Japan:
“The two uninhabited islets of Takeshima, almost equidistant from Japan
and Korea in the Japan Sea,were formally claimed by Japan in 1905,apparently without protest by Korea, and placed under the Jurisdiction of the
Oki Islands Branch Office of Shimane Prefecture.
“They are a breeding ground for sea lions, and records show that for a
long time Japanese fishermen migrated there during certain seasons.
“Unlike Dagelet Island a short distance to the west,Takeshima has no
Korean name and does not appear ever to have been claimed by Korea.
The islands have been used by U.S. forces during the occupation as a
bombing range and have possible value as a weather or radar station site.”
This commentary, prepared by U.S. government officials, perfectly mirrored the claims of Sebald and Japan that Dokdo was not only a part of
Japanese territory, but that it could be used by the United States as a radar
or weather station.While clauses dealing with the territorial dispute between Korea and Japan were deleted from the seventh U.S. draft of the
peace treaty with Japan and thereafter (August 7, 1950), it seems clear that
Sebald’s comments about Dokdo, which he expressed in November 1949,
influenced the U.S State Department’s stance about its ownership.
No documents are available which clearly explain why Sebald believed
that Dokdo was part of Japanese territory. However, his close relations with
Shimoda appear to have allowed him to gain useful insight into the measures that Japan undertook in preparation for the peace conference, particularly in regard to Japan’s territorial claims.Moreover,his pro-Japanese sentiWilliam J. Sebald and the Dokdo Territorial Dispute
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ments were no doubt a factor as well. Of particular note, his views were
identical to the Japanese claims presented by Kawakami of the Japanese
Treaty Bureau, who claimed that Dokdo had been incorporated as part of
Shimane Prefecture prior to Japan’s annexation of Korea in 1905.
In addition, Sebald may well have obtained pertinent information from
informal channels, such as the Executive Committee for Research on a
Peace Treaty, as well as formal sources, including Japan’s Foreign Ministry.
Article 8 of the Potsdam Declaration stipulated that the Japanese territory was to be defined as follows:“The terms of the Cairo Declaration shall
be carried out and Japanese sovereignty shall be limited to the islands of
Honshu, Hokkaido, Kyushu, Shikoku, and such minor islands as we determine.”As a result, the Japanese government launched all-out lobbying efforts to have the Kurile Islands, Okinawa, and Ogasawara included as part
of the territory of Japan. In conjunction with these efforts, the Japanese
government in 1946-47 published a four-volume series of publicity papers, which specified Japanese claims to several islands:Volume 1:The
Kurile Islands, the Habomais, and Shikotan (November, 1946);Volume 2:
Ryukyu and other Nansei Islands (March 1947);Volume 3: Bonin Island
Group and Volcano Island Group (March 1947); and Volume 4: Minor
Islands in the Pacific, and Minor Islands in the Japan Sea (June 1947).As
such, the order in which the Japanese government published the volumes
reflected the relative significance placed on the subject islands.
Volume 1 dealt with the four disputed islands north of Sakhalin which
the Soviet Union also claimed;Volume 2 with the Ryukyu Islands which
were placed under the trusteeship of the United States in 1951;Volume 3
with Ogasawara and Iwo Jima; and Volume 4 with islands in the Pacific
Ocean and East Sea, including Dokdo and Ulleungdo. In this way, Japan
sought to claim that Dokdo and Ulleungdo were an integral part of its territory. Consisting of 16 pages, including the cover and two maps,Volume 4
contained five pages of text and two maps dealing with Dokdo and
Ulleungdo. On both of the maps, the Japanese Foreign Ministry had indicated that these two islands belonged to Japan.The contents of this volume were cited almost verbatim in Sebald’s telegram (November 1949),
which as mentioned above had a direct impact on the sixth U.S. draft of
the peace treaty with Japan.
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Japan has long argued that its recognition of Liancourt Rocks predated
the modern era. However, the first record that confirms Japanese knowledge of Dokdo is the Onshu shicho goku (Records on Observation in Oki
Province) published in 1667:“...The Liancourt Rocks became known to
Europeans in 1849 when the French whaler Liancourt, after which the island was named, found the island....” Here, attention should be focused on
Japan’s claims there was no Korean name for Liancourt Rocks, when
Dagelet (Ulleungdo) did in fact have a Korean name, and that these islands
did not appear on any Korean maps. On February 22, 1905, the governor of
Shimane Prefecture enacted Ordinance No. 87, which declared that
Liancourt Rocks belonged to the Oki Islands District of Shimane Prefecture.
The claims made by Japan’s Foreign Ministry that, unlike Dagelet Island,
Liancourt Rocks did not have a Korean name and that they did not appear
on Korean maps are not true. However, these untruths did serve to influence the views of the U.S. State Department on Dokdo’s ownership. From
May to July 1951, the period immediately preceding the conclusion of the
San Francisco Peace Treaty, a geography specialist,S.W. Boggs, who worked
for the Office of Information Resources (OIR) of the U.S. State
Department recorded the relevant “facts,” based on citations from Japan’s
above-mentioned Volume 4, including the points that Dokdo had been
claimed by Japan without any protest from Korea in 1905 and also that
Korea had thereafter never claimed sovereignty over Dokdo. Moreover, although Liancourt Rocks did not have a Korean name,this was not the case
with Dagelet (Ulleungdo).
As part of his efforts to lobby for and promote the Japanese position on
Dokdo, Sebald relayed distorted information about Dokdo to the U.S. government. Meanwhile, the Korean government and its people, unaware that
Dokdo was the target of Japanese lobbying efforts during the negotiations
leading up to the peace treaty, failed to take proper measures to counter
Japan’s diplomatic maneuvering.What’s more, the Korean government
failed to provide the United States and other members of the Allied
Powers with accurate information and reliable data on the Dokdo issue.
Under such circumstances, it was only natural that the U.S. State
Department made the mistake of siding with the Japanese position.
In addition to his support for the Japanese claim to Dokdo, Sebald also
William J. Sebald and the Dokdo Territorial Dispute
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stated that such an outcome would be desirable for the United States from
a national security standpoint, as U.S. weather and radar stations could be
installed on the island. Under SCAPIN No. 1778, Dokdo was designated as a
bombing range, which resulted in damages to some ships and residents of
Ulleungdo due to a U.S. bombing exercise conducted on June 9, 1948.As
such, these national security considerations suggested by Sebald may have
been a reflection of the general opinion of SCAP as well.However,based on
the fact that the primary reason why Japan sought to incorporate Dokdo
into its territory in 1905 was to install an observation facility there in order
to monitor the activities of the Russian fleet during the Russo-Japanese
War, there is a strong likelihood that the idea of installing weather and
radar stations on Dokdo actually originated from the Japanese government.
This Japanese effort to have Dokdo recognized as a part of Japan, by offering to make the Dokdo site available to the U.S. military, was undertaken on an elaborate scale. During the 10th meeting of the Foreign
Affairs Subcommittee of the Japanese Diet (February 6, 1951),Yamamoto
Toshinaga, a member of the Democratic Party from Shimane Prefecture,
called for Japan to implement “special measures” for territories being administered by the occupation forces, such as Habomai, Shikotan, and
Takeshima, so that their control would be reverted to Japanese government entities, including the central, provincial, local, or municipal governments. In this regard, Shimazu, the Head of the Political Bureau of the
Foreign Ministry, replied that the government had already “conducted
ample studies,” which had carefully reflected the people’s opinions.
However, he stressed a need for the people to “understand whatever action the government takes,” as these “special measures” involved the potential destruction of Dokdo due to its designation as a bombing range.
During the 13th meeting of the Foreign Affairs Subcommittee (May 23,
1952),Yamamoto Toshinaga asked:“Is there any truth to the rumor that the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs plans to designate Takeshima and the adjacent
areas as a bombing range based on a belief that this will make it easier to
have these areas recognized as part of Japanese territory?”To this, the Vice
Minister of Political Affairs of the Foreign Ministry Isahara responded:“All
in all, that is the general aim that is being pursued.”
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The Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) between the U.S. military and
the Japanese government came into effect as part of the Treaty of Mutual
Cooperation and Security that was concluded between Japan and the
United States in 1951. In turn, a U.S.-Japan Joint Committee was created to
oversee the implementation of the SOFA agreement. On July 26, 1952, the
Joint Committee reached an Agreement on Military Facilities and Areas,under which, in accordance with the Foreign Ministry’s intent,Takeshima
was recognized as part of Japanese territory that could be used by the U.S.
military as a bombing range.Then in September 1952,the Dokdo bombing
incident occurred.As a result of the vociferous complaints of the residents
of Shimane Prefecture, the Japanese government, through a subcommittee
of the Joint Committee, reached a decision on March 19, 1953 that
Takeshima would be excluded from the list of areas which the U.S.Air
Force could use for bombing exercises.
Shortly before this decision was reached, during a joint session of the
Foreign Affairs and Judiciary Subcommittees of the Japanese Senate
(March 5, 1953), the Head of the Treaty Bureau of the Foreign Ministry
Shimoda clarified:“The measures that have been taken are intended to establish the legal basis for the Japanese claim to Takeshima.” Four months after this process of approving and then revoking Dokdo’s designation as a
bombing range,the Japanese government notified Korea that the actions it
had taken, vis-à-vis Takeshima, were proof that the island was in fact a part
of Japanese territory.As such, the Japanese government actively sought to
have the U.S. recognize Takeshima as part of its territory by engaging in
such activities as disseminating untrue information, carrying out deceptive schemes like the designation of Dokdo as a bombing range, and of
course through Sebald’s personal lobbying efforts.
Unbeknownst to Korea, Japan actively lobbied the United States
through Sebald to have Dokdo recognized as part of its territory well before the establishment of the Republic of Korea by such means as spreading inaccurate information and actively engaging in various intrigue.
Sebald’s willingness to advocate the Japanese position on this territorial
dispute with the U.S. State Department was based on his conviction that
Dokdo was indeed a part of Japan.
In addition, when the Dokdo issue became a flashpoint between Japan
William J. Sebald and the Dokdo Territorial Dispute
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and Korea as a result of the declaration of the Rhee Syngman Line in 1952,
Sebald expressed his opinion that Japan’s rightful claim to Dokdo was
clearly spelled out in the San Francisco Peace Treaty.As such, there can be
little doubt that Sebald was convinced that Dokdo was an integral part of
Japan. Nevertheless, he maintained that the Dokdo issue should be resolved through direct negotiations between Korea and Japan, rather than
the Allied Powers or SCAP.
In November 1954, when Japan’s Embassy Minister in Washington, D.C.,
Shigenobu Shima asked Sebald, who was then serving as Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Far Eastern Affairs, about the U.S. stance on the possibility of
Japan taking up its Dokdo claim with the International Court of Justice
through the U.N. Security Council, Sebald suggested that a bilateral settlement of the issue was a more desirable option than taking the matter to the
International Court of Justice.However,he also advised the minister to “continuously claim Japanese rights through a steady exchange of memoranda
of understanding or submittal of other relevant documents to the Korean
government,lest Japanese territorial rights be rescinded due to negligence.”
Uneasy Start to Korea-Japan Relations after the Pacific War
The conclusion of the San Francisco Peace Treaty in 1951 marked the
starting point for Korea-Japan relations after the Pacific War. During the
process leading up to the conclusion of this treaty, major issues of contention emerged between the two countries.These included: whether
Korea should participate in the San Francisco Peace Conference, which
was directly related to Korea’s status vis-à-vis the Allied Powers; the legal
status of ethnic Korean residents in Japan; territorial issues (Dokdo); and
the framework and agenda for future Korea-Japan meetings.
At the time of the San Francisco Peace Treaty, Sebald further endeavored
to promote Japan’s interests, in regard to the above-mentioned contentious issues, by making the Japanese views known to the U.S. State
Department while also emphatically presenting his personal views on
these matters.
He contended:“there were some 600,000 Korean residents in Japan,
many of whom were Communists and anti-Rhee (Sebald memoirs, p. 71).
This was not only the opinion of Sebald but also that of Japanese ultra78
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rightists and the Japanese government as well, which conveyed these
views to the MacArthur headquarters through Yoshida Shigeru.
Sebald’s influence over Korea-Japan relations reached a peak during the
debate over the course of Korea-Japan meetings. Sensitive issues that
needed to be addressed included: the format of the meetings (bilateral or
multilateral), role of SCAP and/or the U.S. government in the talks, and the
setting of a meeting agenda. Sebald effectively deprived Korea of an opportunity to successfully promote its interests by asserting that these contentious issues should be resolved within the framework of bilateral negotiations,along with opposing any U.S.role as a mediator or participant.As Lee
Jong-won has pointed out,it is evident that Sebald’s position was in keeping
with the Japanese approach based on the fact that while the Korean government demanded U.S. participation in the negotiations, the Japanese
government displayed an altogether passive stance toward the talks.
The initial Korea-Japan meeting was convened on October 20, 1951 in
the conference room of the SCAP Diplomatic Section. Sebald claimed that
while Iguchi Sadao, the chief Japanese negotiator, opened with “a conciliatory and friendly statement,”Yang You Chan, the then ambassador to the
United States and Korea’s chief negotiator, delivered a “scorching indictment of Japanese actions in Korea for the previous forty years,” and demanded payment of “an indemnity so huge that it would have bankrupted
Japan,” and that the “conference slowly collapsed after futile attempts to
agree upon an agenda” (Sebald memoirs, p. 287). Sebald also pointed out
that Yang could hardly expect Japan’s cooperation by exhibiting such an
antagonistic attitude.
With the end of World War II, Korea was liberated from the yoke of
Japan’s colonial rule. However, the country soon found itself divided into a
Soviet-occupied North and a U.S.-occupied South,with military authorities
ruling both Koreas.After three years of military rule, the Republic of Korea
was established in 1948.While under military rule, the sovereignty of the
Korean people was not recognized and the country was not free to determine its own diplomatic course, which resulted in Korea’s interests not
being duly recognized in the San Francisco Peace Treaty.The major powers’ view of Korea at this time was evident from the United Kingdom’s remark that the simple recognition of Korea’s independence was all that
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Korea could hope for.This was the standing of Korea within the international community in 1951, while the Rhee Syngman government did not
have any realistic means of rectifying this situation.
On the other hand,despite being guilty of committing war crimes, Japan
was not divided nor fully subjected to military rule.Although SCAP did exercise an indirect form of control, Japanese politicians directly elected by
the people were able to establish a cabinet system. Japanese sovereignty
was recognized, and they retained the ability to conduct indirect diplomacy through SCAP.A central liaison office was even set up in 1945 to
function as a conduit between the Japanese government and SCAP, with
Okazaki Katsuo serving as secretary general and Shirasu Jiro as deputy director. Shirasu, a close associate of Yoshida, is a representative example of
the Japanese nationals who harbored an intense resentment of Korea.
Shirasu was known to have several friends in the Far East Section of the
U.S. State Department, including Sebald.
Most Koreans think that Dokdo is an issue that concerns only Korea
and Japan, and that it is a matter related to historical and territorial
rights. On the surface, the Dokdo dispute can be said to have emerged
immediately after Korea’s declaration of the Rhee Syngman Line in
January 1952, when the Tokyo government lodged a protest with the
Seoul government. However, in reality, the Dokdo dispute does not have
its origins in Korea-Japan relations, but instead is rooted in U.S.-Japan
relations before and after the San Francisco Peace Conference of 1951.
The key decisions related to Dokdo were made by the United States,and
not Korea or Japan.As a result of the decisions made by the United States
in 1951, a basic framework for Korea-Japan relations, including the Dokdo
issue, was established.The Japanese government was convinced that it
had been successful in getting the U.S. government to recognize Dokdo as
Japanese territory during the process leading up to the San Francisco
Peace Conference. On the basis of this conviction it began to publicly lay
claim to Dokdo.The United States adamantly supported the Japanese position on Dokdo until the mid-1950s. However, upon realizing that the
Dokdo issue was a potential tinderbox that was capable of disrupting
Korea-Japan, Korea-U.S., and Japan-U.S. relations, Washington began to
feign a neutral position on this issue.
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Was William J. Sebald a key policy-decision maker of the United States?
The answer to this is a resounding no. He simply served as a conduit
through which the U.S. State Department, the Supreme Command of
the Allied Powers, and the Japanese government could communicate
with each other. Based on this channel, Sebald managed to steer the direction of U.S. government policy in favor of Japan.This was the extent
of his actual power.
During the period in which the Japanese government was not able to
exercise its diplomatic sovereignty, Sebald emerged as the only functional
channel for Japan-U.S. communication. During the 1949-51 period leading
up to the Treaty of Peace with Japan, Sebald exerted all-out efforts to promote Japan’s interests, before winding up his career as a regular diplomat.
He was not an influential figure within the MacArthur headquarters or
at the U.S. State Department. Nor did he contribute much to the formation
of U.S. policy toward Japan or the Far East. However, as a Japan specialist,
he did contribute to the U.S. East Asia policy of designating Japan as its
proxy in Northeast Asia. Initially, Sebald towed the line of MacArthur’s proJapanese policy, openly backing Japan’s interests eater on.While Sebald always considered U.S. interests in the conduct of his activities,he never did
anything to promote Korea’s interests.As a result of Sebald’s activities, the
United States was able to achieve its policy objectives, while Japan was
able to protect its interests at the expense of Korea’s, thereby causing
Korea-Japan relations to fall into disarray. Consequently, while Sebald has
been appreciated as a good friend of the Japanese, he has been reviled in
Korea as an individual with pro-Japanese sentiments whose one-sided involvement has created the seemingly intractable Dokdo dispute.
<Yukbi, Critical Review of History,Vol.71, Summer 2005>
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s has been the case in other countries, constitutional issues are
rapidly emerging as a matter of growing significance for Korea’s
democracy. In particular, the parliamentary decision in 2004 to
initiate impeachment proceedings against President Roh Moo-hyun, and
the Constitutional Court’s ruling that the government’s proposal to
relocate the capital city was unconstitutional, constituted a significant
turning point in Korea’s democracy from a theoretical, systemic, and
practical standpoint, as these developments catapulted matters related to
Korea’s Constitution and constitutionalism to the forefront of the Korean
political arena.
From the standpoint of a constitutional agenda, the impeachment case
of the President represents the most significant incident to emerge since
Korea’s democratization movement in June 1987 and the subsequent
adoption of a democratic constitution.And as such, it should be seen as
much more consequential than the merger of three political parties in
1990, or the aborted agreement to introduce a cabinet-oriented system,
which had been reached between Kim Dae-jung and Kim Jong-pil in
1997.
The institutional and political fallout from the attempt to impeach the
nation’s top executive, which began with the National Assembly’s railroading through of a parliamentary resolution calling for the initiation of impeachment proceedings against the President on March 12,2004,and concluded with the Constitutional Court’s rejection of the impeachment mo-
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tion on May 14, 2004, are anticipated to linger for an extended period of
time. In addition, this incident is expected to create new and significant
challenges in the fields of constitutional studies and political science, in
terms of the appropriate theoretical responses and countermeasures
which should be pursued.
Why have so many matters related to the Constitution emerged as issues
since the democratization of Korea in 1987? What is the remedy for these
ills? The process through which the impeachment case of the President
unfolded has clearly revealed the characteristics and limitations of today’s
Korean democracy.Although the entire incident was played out within
only a two-month period, it brought to light all of the macroscopic and institutional political problems which have historically plagued Korea.As
such, Korea’s democracy will only be able to advance to the next stage
when both the negative and positive lessons that can be gleaned from the
problems, which have emerged since democratization, are duly addressed
and proper alternatives instituted.
This paper delves into various micro- and macro-level,structural,and institutional issues, which became evident during the course of the impeachment proceedings of the President, from the perspectives of political science and constitutional studies.There is also an attempt to evaluate this incident from a standpoint of the theoretical issues related to this case, and
their linkage with the key characteristics of Korea’s contemporary politics,
and to assess specific theoretical and practical alternatives.
Accordingly, this study seeks to apply political and constitutional theories, and the characteristics of Korean politics, to analyze the impeachment case and discuss potential alternatives.Therefore, the ultimate goal
of this paper is to go beyond a basic analysis of the impeachment incident
and to critically review the conditions and prospects for the advancement
of Korea’s democracy.
While the field of constitutional studies can be said to have remained
faithful to its inherent function as a normative science but had neglected
to address the political and societal realities in Korea, those in the field of
political science have tended to pay insufficient attention to the
Constitution, which defines the framework for the country’s politics.This
ignorance of reality, on one side, and of the Constitution, on the other, has
Korea’s Constitutional Democracy and President Roh’s Impeachment Case
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served to neglect the need that Korea’s democratic institutions and actual
circumstances should develop in a simultaneous manner.
However, a series of developments in the aftermath of the impeachment case has made it apparent that these two fundamental elements can
no longer be separated from one another within Korean society. How will
the fields of political science and constitutional studies thus respond to
this change in the prevailing reality? This fundamental issue can hardly be
expected to be resolved until these normative and reality-oriented sciences can merge with one another as part of a process of “converting the
constitutional debate into a social science”of its own.
Impeachment Case of President Roh and Korean Democracy
While on the surface the characteristics and implications of the impeachment proceedings of President Roh might appear to have been relatively straightforward, in reality a much more complex structure was at
work.What started out as a simple confrontation within the parliament
steadily escalated into clashes involving the National Assembly versus the
President, civic organizations versus the National Assembly, and political
parties and civic organizations versus one another.
The political discord that started as a dispute between the President and
an opposition party ended up as a constitutional matter that gave rise to a
highly complex web of strife, or more succinctly, the reaching of a crossroads at which the nation faced either a prolonged crisis of democracy or
an advancement of its democratization process.This escalation of the political struggle within the National Assembly to the point at which a constitutional problem emerged in effect ushered in a full-fledged linkage of
the political and constitutional spheres and of Korea’s legislative and judicial branches.As such, the rule of law and constitutional matters have
since emerged as core issues on the political agenda.
The above-mentioned escalation of political friction to the point where
a constitutional problem emerged is indeed highly significant. In particular, the first-ever parliamentary decision to initiate impeachment proceedings against an incumbent President in the history of Korea was bound to
have a significant impact on the development of Korea’s democracy, re84
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gardless of how the Constitutional Court ruled on this matter.The primary consequence of this incident can be identified as a growing awareness that debate over the implementation of democracy is essentially
meaningless in Korea as long as fundamental constitutional issues are not
duly analyzed and addressed.
Therefore, the impeachment case of the President is of significance in
two regards. First, this incident not only has its origins in Korea’s lack of
sound institutions and political negotiation skills, but it also provided an
opportunity to highlight the constitutional and institutional issues that
must be resolved in order to advance Korean democracy. If the decision to
initiate impeachment proceedings resulted from various heretofore unresolved factors, then the constitutional and institutional matters related to
this decision will undoubtedly lead to future problems. Consequently, the
situation boils down to the democratic capability of Korean society to link
together two separate factors: causal analysis and the formulation of
proper countermeasures.
Second,the decision to initiate impeachment proceedings had the effect
of turning the April 15 general elections into a kind of national referendum and a decisive event that would seal the fate of the case. In other
words, the electorate was required to either accept or reject the impeachment proceedings and to decide whether they should support the
President or the National Assembly’s majority decision.
With the general elections serving as a national referendum, this had the
effect of subjecting the Constitutional Court to civic organizations’ reaction to the parliamentary decision to initiate impeachment proceedings
before it could reach a decision of its own. In this way, the Constitutional
Court’s decision came in the aftermath of the legislative branch’s and civil
society’s declarations of their positions on this issue.
Regardless of President Roh Moo-hyun’s personal intentions, the general
elections effectively became a referendum on his popularity, which had
been used to confirm popular support of the regime under the authoritarian rule of Park Chung Hee.The outcome of the general elections can thus
be seen as civil society’s rendering of its “verdict” on an issue that could
not otherwise have been subjected to a national referendum.As opinion
surveys taken prior to the impeachment proceedings indicated, a political
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structure featuring a smaller ruling party and a larger opposition party
would have been all but inevitable if it had not been for the National
Assembly’s radical decision to initiate impeachment proceedings against
the President.As there is a clear tendency of defiance among Korean voters, the victory of the ruling camp in the April 15 general elections can be
understood as resulting from the public’s opposition to the attempt to impeach the President being more prevalent than their dissatisfaction with
President Roh’s supposed missteps.
A third aspect of this impeachment case that can be identified is the aggregated manifestation of several political schisms.These included the political confrontation between pro- and anti-Roh Moo-hyun forces, the institutional tug-of-war between the President and the National Assembly, and
the ideological struggle between conservatives and progressives as well as
between institutionalized politics and the politics of civic society.Thus,
while on the surface, the primary confrontation appeared to be between
pro- and anti-Roh forces, in reality a deeper clash between progressives
and conservatives was underway as well.
In addition, these complicated conflicts also appeared across different
sectors, including the “conservative” National Assembly being pitted
against the more “progressive” civic organizations.As a notable exception,
in terms of the politics of modern Korea, a constitutional issue, in this instance the attempted impeachment of the President, emerged at a time
when the establishment structure was functioning normally.This constitutional crisis of 2004 was thus entirely different in nature from earlier
crises in 1960, 1979-80, and 1987, when such problems emerged following the collapse or malfunction of the Constitution and other existing
governance mechanisms.The emergence of the recent constitutional matter under normal circumstances may well signify the importance of the
constitutional issues which have arisen in the post-democratization era.
The realignment and merger of political parties caused by the ruling
camp’s break-up played an instrumental role in the emergence of this constitutional crisis.As such, a change in the political landscape was behind
the subject constitutional crisis.The break-up of the previous ruling party
created a situation in which the new governing party, the Uri Party, became a minority in the National Assembly.
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Collaboration between the former ruling Millennium Democratic Party
(MDP) and the opposition Grand National Party (GNP) enabled those in
support of impeachment to secure enough votes to push through the firstever impeachment motion in the history of Korean democracy. Ironically,
the self-imposed split-up of the ruling party, which significantly reduced
the President’s political base within the National Assembly, made the passage of the impeachment motion possible.The alliance between the MDP
and GNP, regarding the initiation of impeachment proceedings against the
administration,can hardly be explained without a proper understanding of
these rapid changes in political party allegiances.
Fourth, from a systemic and constitutional standpoint, the impeachment
case of the President represents a counterattack by conservative elements
against the progressive forces, whose influence has grown dramatically
since the pro-democracy demonstrations of June 1987.The conservatives,
who in the aftermath of the presidential election of December 2002 began
looking for ways to deal with the ever-expanding power of the progressive
forces, sought to use their majority control of the National Assembly to
overturn the results of the presidential election through a constitutional
mechanism: the impeachment of the President.At least from a constitutional perspective, this effort can be construed as a legal initiative to bring
about a change in power, not a coup attempt.
In this way, the conservative forces sought to take advantage of the fact
that they controlled a majority in the National Assembly to overturn a decision that had been made by a majority of the voters. In using the rule of
law to undermine democracy, the conservatives of Korea, who failed to
seize power in the 1997 and 2002 presidential elections, pursued an opportunity to launch a legal counterattack, which in this case took the form
of impeachment proceedings of the President.
Finally, the impeachment case implies a fundamental change in the nature of Korea’s democracy. Up through 1987, democratization in Korea
was taken to mean the restoration of a “democratic system.” However,
since the democratic liberalization in 1987, democratization has come to
be associated with the “implementation of democracy” under a restored
system.The fact that Korea was unable to make much progress in developing democracy in the aftermath of the reestablishment of democratic instiKorea’s Constitutional Democracy and President Roh’s Impeachment Case
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tutions contributed in part to the impeachment case, which in turn
brought to light the institutional shortcomings that have arisen since the
restoration of democratization.
Therefore,Korea’s democratic forces,which had been preoccupied with
the promotion of various civic movements and reforms, have failed to undertake the preparations needed to deal with such constitutional and institutional issues. In any case, the impeachment proceedings of the
President provided an opportunity to conduct a fundamental evaluation
of the civic movement and Korea’s institutional structure, as well as the relationship between civil society and Korean political parties, in regard to
the further development of democracy in Korea.
Political, Legal, and Constitutional Issues of the Impeachment
Case
The impeachment proceedings of President Roh Moo-hyun can be analyzed from a political, legal, and constitutional standpoint. First, from a political perspective, the impeachment case can be seen as the result of a
combination of Roh Moo-hyun’s election, the subsequent split-up of the
former ruling party, conflict between the President and the opposition
party, and various blunders committed by the President himself.
As the confrontation between the President and the opposition party
reached an intractable gridlock under which a breakthrough based on
compromise and dialogue was no longer possible, the National Assembly
went to the extreme of attempting to impeach the President in order to
take up what was effectively a political issue with the Constitutional
Court.Accordingly, this action marked a transformation from normal politics to constitutional politics, or the advent of a modern feature of democracy, in this case the judicialization of politics. However, civil society’s activities in regard to this matter continued even after this confrontation became a constitutional issue; thus proving that constitutional matters cannot be separated from politics, and that efforts to resolve political issues
through the judicial process can never be entirely successful.
Second, from a legal standpoint, the impeachment case was a manifestation of the deficient state of Korea’s legislative processes such as a consti88
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tutional defect or legislative deficiency,and not an issue related to any “violation of the law” by the President. In democratic countries, and especially
parliamentary democracies which subscribe to partisan politics, a president plays the role of both chief administrator and political party leader.
However, in the case of Korea, there is no legal framework, including the
Constitution, which sets forth detailed provisions pertaining to the dual
roles, and the bounds of activities of the president.With this in mind, the
impeachment motion can be said to have been rooted in a legal defect, regarding the extent of the activities that a president should perform in connection with his administrative and political roles. Being aware of this situation, the Constitutional Court chose to render an extremely ambiguous
compromise ruling.
In its May 14 ruling, the Constitutional Court, in citing Article 6 (1) of the
Law on Political Parties, recognized the President’s right to engage in political party activities, but ruled that the President had violated the required
impartiality during elections, on the grounds that:“Public officials should
conform to the provisions of Article 7 (1) of the Constitution that states
they are servants of all citizens.” Furthermore,the court noted:“The Law on
the Election of Public Officials and Law on the Prevention of Election
Irregularities do not permit the president to engage in election campaigning” (Article 60 (1)(d)).As for the basis of its ruling, the Constitutional
Court stated:“The status of private individuals who are free to engage in
party activities designed to promote the interests of the political parties to
which they belong should be distinguished from that of elected officials
(constitutional institution) who,as servants of the nation’s citizens,have an
obligation to promote the public interest.”
Under the circumstances in which the Constitution essentially defines
the cause for the impeachment of a president by simply stating that the
executive can be impeached, when a president violates the Constitution
or a law in the execution of his duty (Article 65 of the Constitution), clear
regulations related to the dual duties of a president are all the more critical. Strictly speaking, this constitutional defect, in regard to the dual duties
of the president, would effectively disqualify any party from initiating impeachment proceeding against the president. If legal grounds do not exist
to regulate relevant conduct, then no violation can have occurred. Due to
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this legislative deficiency, no valid grounds existed for an impeachment
motion against the President in March 2004.
The same holds true even when the roles of the president are not divided and his status is defined as an integrated constitutional institution.
In this instance, the reasoning is such that if the parliament’s decision to
initiate impeachment proceedings on account of a violation of the election laws was in fact clearly and concretely legitimate, then all previous
presidents from Rhee Syngman to Kim Dae-jung should have been impeached as well for such practices as meddling in elections, providing
election funds, influencing the nomination of candidates,and suppressing
opposition parties.
An argument that impeachment proceedings could not be initiated
against these former presidents because of the authoritarian nature of
their governments is not valid, as the opposition parties could at least
have proposed such impeachment motions, especially so after the onset
of the democratiztion movement.As such, the National Assembly needs
to clearly spell out the scope of the provisions related to the impeachable
offenses that might be committed by a president, such as high crimes and
misdemeanors.
In addition, the nature of the president’s activities as the nation’s chief
administrator, and those which fall within the scope of his activities as
party leader, need to be clearly set forth in relevant laws.Any attempt to
impeach a president for a mere violation of his obligation to remain impartial in an election without such well-defined regulations can only be seen
as an undemocratic effort to deny a president’s right to serve as a party
leader.
Moreover, the problem is that any attempt to initiate impeachment proceedings despite such a legislative deficiency runs the risk of denying
the basis of the party politics, which exemplifies contemporary parliamentary democracy, and obstructing the president from engaging in lawful partisan activities, which in turn might only serve to encourage the
conduct of unlawful partisan activities, as has been the case in the past.
As such, any attempt to enforce impeachment-related legal provisions in
accordance with a belief that a president should serve merely as a public
official and as the nation’s top administrator would in effect be the
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equivalent of denying the basic principle of a parliamentary democracy
based on a multiparty political system.
Third, and more fundamentally, all the problems stemming from the
“1987 Constitution,” which itself was a product of the June 1987 democratization movement, emerged at the same time.The adoption of the 1987
Constitution was not so much the product of a deliberation process, in
which civil society’s demands were duly reflected and its participation
was assured, but rather the result of RTT (round-table-talks) politics
among the political elite.As the short-term compromise of such RTT politics did not result from due deliberation but instead was reached between
individuals with conflicting interests, this hodgepodge agreement became
the source of future crises which have persistently engulfed constitutional
politics. Such problems have emerged on the following three levels.
The first problem in this regard was the limited scope of those who negotiated the deal on the adoption of a democratic constitution.As the representatives of the existing political parties under the then authoritarian
structure, which was being increasingly challenged by civil society, were
the sole parties to the agreement on a revised Constitution, the process of
amending the existing constitution, and the rules of the game, involved a
situation in which the main actors in the repeal of the former constitutional order and those who oversaw the construction of a new system
were different groups.Consequently,the only people who took part in the
construction of this new constitutional system were representatives of the
previous constitutional order.Accordingly, while parliamentary delegates
selected from the outgoing system were instrumental in the formulation
of this new constitutional order, there were no representatives from the
civil society who was at the forefront of the movement to bring about
constitutional change through this process.
In 1960 and 1987,during two pivotal turning points in the forging of democratic changes to the constitutional system, the democratic civil society, which made possible such constitutional changes, was all but excluded from the process of bringing about the changes.Thus, while civil
society contributed to an uprooting of the former structure, it was prevented from taking part in the construction of a new system.Therefore, in
Korea, those who tore down the former system and those who formed
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the new framework have never been one and the same.This has been one
of the reasons why Korean democracy has since been marked by a failure
to reflect democratic reality at the constitutional level.As such, the characteristics of those who are selected to devise a sound constitutional order
are a matter of the utmost importance. Moreover, the method in which
these individuals are selected is pertinent as well.
In this regard, an interesting fact can be noted that could potentially
shed light on the process under which the existing Constitution, resulting
from the June 1987 democratization movement,was formulated.Of the 65
co-chairs of the National Movement for a Democratic Constitution,formed
on May 27, 1987, only eight were career politicians. Prior to the
Democratization Declaration of June 29, the democracy campaign was
completely under the control of this movement. However, somewhere between the issuance of this declaration and September 16 of that same
year, when a draft agreement on the amendment of the constitution was
reached, the movement’s leaders were squeezed out of the process of
preparing a democratic Constitution, which then became the prerogative
of the political elite from the ruling and opposition parties, or the members of the so-called “eight-man political summit.” Moreover, half of these
eight individuals were participating in their capacity as representatives of
the authoritarian system that was to be replaced.
From a theoretical standpoint, the revolutionary moment, which occurred as part of the June 1987 democratization declaration, was directly
related to the contradictory nature of the concepts of revolution and constitution, and of the movement and institutions that arose during the
process of moving toward a constitutional democracy. Politics during this
kind of a revolutionary moment is led by a civil society that is composed
of a wide range of diverse organizations.While politics during such a moment involves a participatory and egalitarian nature, once such a revolution has achieved its goals and the process of moving toward a constitutional moment is underway in earnest, then the subsequent process of
structural institutionalization is initiated as well. Politics during this constitutional-moment stage is led by established political parties,which emphasize economic issues, while the coalition that prevailed during the revolutionary moment is dismantled.As such, the revolutionary agenda is re92
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placed by a constitutional agenda, thus limiting the scope and sphere of
democracy to that of the constitutional agenda.
The Constitution born of the June 1987 democratization declaration is
an example of the limitations resulting from the discontinuity of these
two moments, which occurred during the development process of
democracy in Korea.As such, the reason why Korea’s constitutional system has remained unstable is that civil society was suddenly removed
from the process of preparing the Constitution, while the 1987 politically
engineered agreement has failed to embody the subsequent social
changes that have occurred, thus resulting in a structural inability of the
current Constitution to deal with or resolve the actual problems which
have emerged within Korean society.
Second, the compromise reached on the adoption of a democratic
Constitution was based on the near-sighted political self-interests of the
participants rather than efforts to create a sustainable democratic constitutional system. If the truth be told, the same can be said of all constitutional amendments that have been adopted in Korea, including the founding Constitution, Second Republic Constitution, Third Republic
Constitution,Yusin (Revitalizing Reforms) Constitution, Chun Doo Hwan
Constitution, and the June 1987 Constitution.
The 1987 Constitution was less the product of efforts to create a stable
democratic constitutional system than an attempt to replace the former
constitutional system in order to prevent any one party from maintaining
a prolonged grip on power, and to promote the interests of the three
main negotiating parties, led by Roh Tae-Woo, Kim Young-sam, and Kim
Dae-jung.
The trade-off of short-term interests during the process of forming a
new constitutional system invariably involves stratagem, ambiguity, and
apprehension.As a consequence, there has always been a high likelihood
of serious constitutional issues emerging since the related process involved a melding of the interests of the three major participants. Such
problems were inevitable regardless of whomever came to power thereafter.And in this sense, these problems were inherited by the Roh Moohyun administration.
Third, the two problems mentioned above indicate that the 1987
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Constitution contains serious problems in terms of the governing power
structure.The most relevant of these problems has been the single fiveyear presidential term and the uncoordinated timing of the presidential
and general elections.As such, an overlapping of these two problems has
created chronic difficulties, like a divided government, in which the ruling
party maintains only a minority status in the legislature.
To overcome the problems related to a divided government, which has
beset the Roh Tae-Woo, Kim Young-sam, Kim Dae-jung, and Roh Moo-hyun
administrations, those in power have resorted to such undemocratic
schemes as the merger of political parties, recruitment of opposition lawmakers, and even the initiation of impeachment proceedings.The persistent nature of such actions since the advent of democracy clearly indicates that Korea’s constitutional system has failed to properly address the
political clashes, which exist in society, within its structure.
As such, the inherent problems of the constitutional system have served
to create divided governments, retard development of parliamentary politics based on dialogue and compromise, hamper bipartisan cooperation,
and undermine the administration’s ability to perform its duties. From the
Roh Tae-Woo regime and thereafter, divided governments characterized by
a confrontation-based relationship between the president and the
National Assembly, which has prevented the emergence of a culture based
on rational compromise and coexistence, have been the norm.While this
may have fostered the democratization of the implementation process it
has also resulted in delaying the consolidation of democratic institutions.
The impeachment case is a representative example of the culmination of
these successive constitutional problems.
Sovereignty and Representation: Dual Democracy and
Constitutional Populism
What are the theoretical underpinnings of this clash between the
President and the National Assembly over the impeachment case? Rather
than being simply a confrontation between the administrative and the legislative branches, the struggle may well be seen as an example of the confrontational relationship between direct and indirect democracy, between
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participatory democracy and representative democracy, and between
plebiscitary democracy and parliamentary democracy. Here, the conclusion
that should be reached is that these conflicting elements should be brought
into convergence with one another for the sake of the advancement of
Korea’s democracy.
Seen from a perspective of democratic theory, the attempted impeachment of the President is ultimately related to the need to develop a proper
understanding of the concepts of sovereignty and representation, or the
matter of institutionalization. In reality, such issues directly related to the
development of Korean democracy may never have come to the forefront
if the impeachment case had not occurred.This is because the Korean
people have had little concern about the potential clash between direct
and indirect democracy, which has been brewing under the surface
throughout the history of Korea’s democratic development. However, being regarded more important than the matter of whether a parliamentary
or presidential system should be adopted, and whether the presidential
conduct in question involved an impeachable offense, this clash may well
become the most significant post-democratization issue prompted by the
impeachment case. In this regard, the confrontation between Rhee
Syngman and the Korean Democratic Party, which flared up during the
early stages of the preparations for the advent of Korea’s constitutional
system, can be perceived as having been a clash of a similar nature.
Above all, the impeachment case, which included clashes between the
President and the parliament, and between the parliament and civil society, brought to light the dualistic nature of sovereignty under a representative democratic system. In other words, this highlighted the conflicts
between popular and parliamentary sovereignty, and between civil and
parliamentary power, that represent a constant source of tension in a
representative democracy.
In terms of the issue of the representation of sovereignty,this can be said
to involve a struggle between direct and indirect representation.While a
monistic understanding of democracy places similar values on democracy
and parliamentary sovereignty, a dualistic understanding of democracy
does not necessarily put the legislative rights of elected political elites on a
par with the people’s views. Rather, the two may be valued differently, givKorea’s Constitutional Democracy and President Roh’s Impeachment Case
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ing rise to frequent conflicts. Related to such disputes, the Constitutional
Court and other courts should step forward as the guardian of people’s interests and perform their function as the protector of democracy by preventing any infringement on democracy from being committed by elected
political elites who have failed to duly accommodate public views.
In the event of a clash between the citizenry and the parliament, or between the President and the parliament, in a representative democracy, as
was the case with the impeachment proceedings of the current President,
there emerges the problems of the nature and the extent of the powers
which the people have delegated to their representatives, and also the matter of who should have the final word when there is a conflict between the
people’s representatives, in this instance, the President and the parliament.
Generally speaking, popular sovereignty, which is delegated to the parliament under a representative democracy, can be represented by the government in a broader sense, in particular the parliament. Such a premise is viable when a democratic settlement can be reached and decisions are made
within the parameters of the democratic system, and the views of the
government, parliament, and the citizenry intersect each other.
However, problems of a completely different dimension are likely to
emerge when the principles and functions of the democratic system itself must undergo change, or the government, parliament, and civil society come into conflict with one another.An electoral victory does not
necessarily give a government or parliament the right to reach decisions
that go against the will of the public.As such, the routine decisions made
by an elected government or parliament cannot ignore the people’s
right to exercise their sovereignty.
If the actions routinely performed by the government or parliamentary
representatives that fall within the confines of a constitutional democracy
can be referred to as normal politics, then those matters that call into
question the principles and nature of a constitutional democracy can be
labeled as constitutional politics. In contrast to normal politics, citizens’ direct participation may be unavoidable during instances of constitutional
politics that erupt when the decisions reached by the government and
the parliament fail to resolve outstanding problems through regular political processes.This can be understood as being rooted in the fact that the
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people are the ones who are tasked with the responsibility of changing or
supplementing the decisions made by the government or parliament.
In such instances, the decisions reached by the people’s representatives
can either clash with or supplement those made by the people themselves.The broad civil participation exhibited during the impeachment
case is a clear example of a situation in which normal politics became constitutional politics as a result of the deadlock caused by the struggle between the President and the parliament, and between the representatives
and the people.
When the laws and systems that make democracy possible are seen
from a standpoint of dual sovereignty, then the claims made during the
impeachment case, that the people should respect the law and not oppose the National Assembly’s impeachment motion, but rather wait for a
decision by the Constitutional Court, are justifiable only when an assumption is also accepted that the opposition party should wait until the next
presidential election in deference to the people’s choice.This is because
such reasoning is more consistent with the concept of constitutionalism.
However, when constitutional populism,discussed below, is taken into account, such a contention can hardly stand up to reasonable scrutiny.
Blocking the exercise of differing but more fundamental sovereignty does
not concur with the ideals of democracy.This problem poses both an institutional dilemma and an inherent difficulty affecting contemporary
democracy, particularly in regard to the choices to be made during the period between elections.Therefore, when the parliament’s views clash
with those of the public, or when problems cannot be resolved within
the framework of constitutional democracy, society begins to search for
alternative means of addressing these issues.
Constitutional populism, which helps to deepen democracy by increasing the people’s participation in the political process, can be seen as an alternative that can be used to resolve constitutional issues through an expansion of democracy.Accordingly, there is a need to embody popular mobilization and the people’s participation in constitutional politics within
the Constitution itself.Such an approach is designed to ensure the consolidation of democracy through a combination of institutions and participation, without denying or destroying democracy when the existing system
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fails to properly resolve constitutional issues.This may well be a more democratic method than is the case in a monistic democracy under which
citizens’ views are delegated to elected officials.
When exclusive decision-making rights are granted to political elites
without any civil participation, there can be no assurance that constitutional issues will be resolved in a manner that conforms to democratic
principles. In addition, there is also a need to incorporate the following
two approaches: one, a structural approach in which similar values are
placed on the citizenry, parliament, participation, and the system itself;
and two, a populist approach in which participation is considered to be
superior to the system itself.The resolution of the problems caused by a
discontinuity between the revolutionary and constitutional moments will
become possible when Korea incorporates these two approaches.
When we consider the issue of sovereignty raised by the attempted impeachment, the notions of proceduralism and radical democratic planning
— as introduced by Jurgen Habermas, who has been critical of liberal
democracy and sought to reconcile the concepts of democracy and
rights, and laws and justice — can also be interpreted as falling within the
scope of this issue.This is because when all individuals perceive their basic rights as an opportunity to freely and equally take part in the process
of forming laws, the principle of democracy can emerge as a system of
rights.Accordingly,rights emerge during the process of forging democracy
at a fundamental level, which can serve as a mechanism for creating a legal framework. The extent of legitimacy of democratic procedures is
rooted in the democratic principles of the processes themselves rather
than any pre-established consensus of civil society.
The reason why the Korean people have had to take into account the issues of sovereignty and representation in connection with Korea’s democracy is that as the political participation of the citizenry, masses, multitudes, people, and crowds has increased, politics is being transformed
from the narrow “representative politics” of the past into today’s “network
politics,” in which the notions of participation and representation flow in
a similar direction. Moreover, the vertical accountability of a democratic
government toward civil society has become all the more important.
Despite the advent of democratization, a serious problem has emerged
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in Korea in the form of a growing erosion of the support base of political
parties.This trend toward a distorted form of representation has been
prompted by the high degree of autonomy of the parliament, or more to
the point, the widening gap between the public’s sentiments and the way
that parliament has voted on particular issues. In a contemporary democracy, parliamentary opinions should reflect those of the general electorate.
However, the Korean political party structure can rightfully be seen as a
malfunctioning system that is unable to properly represent the public’s interests. If sovereign monism were indeed justified, then parliamentary actions should be bound by the people’s sovereignty.Therefore, it is self-evident which one should take precedence over the other when a gap exists
between the two.
The National Assembly’s need for a decision from the Constitutional
Court is evidence not only of the inability of the political circles to resolve
the subject issue on its own, but also of an expansion of the roles of the
Constitutional Court as well as the general public. In this regard, the decision of the National Assembly to initiate impeachment proceedings
against the President was an attempt to exercise parliamentary sovereignty over the people’s sovereignty.This contention is supported by the
following three factors: 1) the views of the people, as reflected in various
public opinion polls taken before and after the impeachment decision, 2)
the civic opposition that flared up right after the impeachment decision,
and 3) the way the electorate voted during the general elections.
What steps can the people take when their representatives’ views are
not aligned with their own? Under circumstances in which there is no
constitutional mechanism that can be used to recall incumbent representatives or to conduct a mid-term evaluation of their performance, such a
confrontation between parliamentary sovereignty or rights and the people’s sovereignty or rights is bound to result in problems that can hardly
be resolved through an institutional process.Thus, the people’s intervention in constitutional issues becomes justified when normal politics is suddenly transformed into constitutional politics.This is in keeping with the
fact that the two primary principles of modern constitutionalism can be
likened to an assurance of civil rights, which in turn, can be considered to
be as important as the separation of power.
Korea’s Constitutional Democracy and President Roh’s Impeachment Case
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In particular, the 1987 Constitution differentiates the level of people’s
sovereignty.Although, the Constitution assigns equal powers of popular
representation to the President and the National Assembly — Article 41
(1) of the Constitution:“The National Assembly shall be composed of
members elected by universal, equal, direct and secret ballot by the citizens,” and Article 67 (1):“The President shall be elected by universal,
equal, direct and secret ballot by the people” — a superior standing is assigned to the President in terms of his role as the representative of the
state, as set forth in Article 66 (1)(2):“The President shall be the Head of
State and represent the State vis-à-vis foreign states.The President shall
have the responsibility and duty to safeguard the independence, territorial
integrity, and continuity of the State and the Constitution.”
Consequently, it becomes evident that, in accordance with the constitutional spirit and principles, civil rights and direct representation should
be placed above parliamentary sovereignty. In other words, even under
the existing representative democratic system, the superiority of people’s
sovereignty can be fully utilized and expanded when the theory of dual
sovereignty of the Constitution is positively applied and interpreted.
Rule of Law and Rule of Majority: Constitutionalism and
Democracy
The most significant dilemma facing Korea’s democracy in connection
with the impeachment case involves a situation in which the standards
of the Korean society’s collective judgment and the future of Korea’s
democracy were left up to the wisdom of nine individuals on the
grounds that this was necessary under the rule of law.As such, the paradox of this impeachment case was that the results of a political process,
or a presidential election, could be nullified by the Constitutional Court’s
decision. If this had actually come to pass, it would have represented a
case in which a handful of individuals could nullify a public majority.
Since a legal judgment by nature implies a legal winner and loser, victory
and defeat, justice and injustice, and rightness and wrongness, such an
outcome has the effect of reducing the room for such democratic principles as balance, compromise, and coexistence.Therefore, as recourse to
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legal proceedings more than often means the failure of politics, in order
to uphold the principles of a democratic system it is necessary to resolve
such problems before legal action is required.
That being the case, is it possible for Constitutional Court justices, who
are not elected officials, to stand above the collective view of the general
public? On what grounds can non-elected officials impeach a duly elected
representative of the people? Isn’t the rule of law intended to ensure and
advance democracy? Furthermore, what is the relationship between the
law and democracy? The critical question that the impeachment case
poses for Korea’s democracy may well be how “the rule of law, constitutionalism,and the increased tendency toward the judicialization of politics
should be interpreted.” In the past, Koreans perceived their democracy
based on a fundamental structure that the conflicts between the state and
civil society, and the rule of law, were the essence of democracy.
There is no denying that the rule of law is the product of a democratization process intended to overcome authoritarianism and that the rule of
law has contributed to the promotion of human rights and democracy as
well. However, such a traditional understanding, that was formed at a time
when the state repeatedly enforced policies without regard to public
opinion and when those in power behaved in ways that breached the
spirit of the rule of law, should now be rectified.Without such a rectification how can we interpret the complicated issues involving the overlapping conflicts between the government and the National Assembly, the
people and the National Assembly, the National Assembly and the courts,
and between the people and the courts?
When we consider the exercise of actual power, roles, and functions beyond the level of the institutional separation itself, the division of power
in Korea can be said to have gone through the following three stages:
First, under the authoritarian system in place prior to democratization,the
Korean government was an integrated system led by an administration
that was headed by a president.Whereas the president enjoyed monarchic power, the roles of the legislature and the judicial branches were
significantly limited.
Second, with the democratization of 1987 serving as momentum, a
substantial separation between the administrative and legislative
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branches took place, under which the parliament enjoyed a substantially
expanded role. Moreover, as the president was denied the right to dissolve
the National Assembly while the legislature, as part of the reaction against
the past authoritarianism, was empowered to impeach the president, the
previous power balance was reversed in this regard.
Third, the steady growth in the power of the judicial branch since the
onset of the Kim Dae-jung administration, along with the attempted impeachment against President Roh Moo-hyun further adding to this momentum, Korean democracy has witnessed a genuine separation of the
administrative, legislative, and judicial branches, while for the first time
there are indications that this separation is occurring in a positive manner. In this regard, the fact that the Constitutional Court is itself a product
of democratization is telling indeed.
In addition to the growing demands for the rule of law, a noteworthy
phenomenon has emerged since the inauguration of the Kim Dae-jung administration, and has become more pronounced during President Roh
Moo-hyun’s term in office, in which democracy and politics have become
increasingly judicialized.As a consequence, the role of the judiciary, including the Constitutional Court and other courts, has been significantly
expanded.
Political issues have increasingly been turned over to either the
Constitutional Court or other courts, where they have been, or are in the
process of being, resolved through constitutional or judicial rulings.
Moreover, on key issues, the interests of the three branches have often
clashed.As democratization has progressed and the trend toward judicialization of politics has deepened, there has been a growing tendency to refer high-profile sociopolitical issues to the judicial system, including the
National Security Law, dispatch of troops to Iraq, relocation of the administrative capital, and grounds to avoid military service due to religious reasons.The phenomenon of Alexis de Tocqueville’s “Replacement of Politics
with the Rule of Law” has become a common trend in today’s advanced
democratic countries.
One point worthy of note in connection with the relationship between
democracy and the rule of law, which includes constitutionalism, is the
self-contradiction displayed by those political parties that voted to im102
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peach the President and to subject their decision to the rule of law, in this
case a ruling by the Constitutional Court.
The political and legal significance of the following three-point phenomenon of self-denial exhibited during the impeachment process and of the
course of the development of democracy in Korea is by no means straightforward.This is because those who initiated the impeachment effort not
only denied the rule of law themselves but also perceived that: politics
stood above the rule of law, people’s opinions above those of the National
Assembly, people’s sovereignty above parliamentary sovereignty, and people’s power above parliamentary power.Therefore, the fundamental limits
of any contention that places the rule of law and democracy on a par with
one another were clearly on display in the impeachment case as well.
From both a constitutional and legal standpoint,if the President’s unconstitutional and illegal conduct was serious enough to warrant his impeachment, his apology should not have been enough to put an end to what
would in essence have been proper, lawful, and constitutional efforts to
initiate impeachment proceedings against him. However, the repeated assertions made by those political parties who supported the impeachment
initiative, to the effect that if the President had apologized they would not
have initiated impeachment proceedings, is tantamount to their recognition of the fact that it was they who were in fact violating the Constitution
and other laws by seeking to resolve the issue of impeachment through
an overt political act, a presidential apology, or an admission that the president’s alleged violations of the law were not serious enough to warrant
impeachment.
Second, the calls which emerged from certain members of the opposition for the withdrawal of the impeachment motion represents a typical
reaction of a “supremacy of politics and denial of the rule of law”mindset,
in that they attempted, again through a political act, to repeal a legal measure in order to mitigate the civil resistance that arose in opposition to the
impeachment motion. In this way, they displayed a Janus-type attitude, as
they sought to deny the rule of law by initiating impeachment proceedings while at the same time calling for the President, the Constitutional
Court, and the people to respect the rule of law. In light of the fact that an
absolute majority of the public were clearly opposed to any attempt to imKorea’s Constitutional Democracy and President Roh’s Impeachment Case
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peach the President from the outset, their decision to nevertheless initiate
the process constituted not only a denial of the Constitution but also an
act of self-contradiction.
Third, another serious problem was the significant internal strife that
emerged within the two main opposition parties against those who spearheaded the impeachment case.This dissension can also be likened to an act
of self-denial that was based on a sudden awareness that the impeachment
motion was not only groundless but also did not comport with public opinion.The move by the two opposition parties to hold their leadership accountable for the impeachment fiasco and to replace them prior to the general elections represented an attempt to reject their leadership through
their own actions before the voters had the chance to reject them in the
elections.Thus,the leadership of the parties behind the attempt to have the
President ousted ended up paying for their miscalculation by themselves
being forced out.
As for Korea’s democracy, the debate over issues related to constitutionalism, legalism, and the rule of law has historically been characterized by
considerable contradiction and duality. For example, during the impeachment process, those who advocated respect for the Constitution, the rule
of law, and parliamentary decisions, as well as for people to wait for the
ruling of the Constitutional Court, were the very same people who favored the “Chun Doo Hwan Constitution” over the 1987 Constitution.
Meanwhile, the Constitutional Court previously ruled that the Fifth
Republic, during which time many of those who promoted the impeachment initiative were active,“had shattered the basic liberal democratic order that forms the basis of the constitutional order and thus contributed
to a lengthy setback for Korea’s democracy.”
According to this ruling by the Constitutional Court, those who spearheaded the impeachment initiative, while clamoring for respect of the
Constitution and the rule of law, were also the core of the anti-constitutional forces which had “shattered the liberal democratic order.” Such a situation, in which the same people who had previously preferred an undemocratic constitution and opposed adoption of the existing Constitution were
now claiming their respect for the Constitution as the justification for their
attempted impeachment of the President can only be seen as the epitome
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of antinomy.Herein lies a contradictory application of the rule of law,which
clearly reveals that these calls for the respect of constitutionalism and the
rule of law were in fact a subterfuge for ulterior political motives.
A discrepancy between the rule of law and democracy is a significant
matter both from a theoretical and practical standpoint.Throughout the
development of democracy, the concepts of democracy and the rule of
law have been entangled in an antithetic relationship, which take the form
of conflicts between voting and the law, the rule of majority and the rule
of law, and majoritarianism and constitutionalism. In the real world, these
clashing interests are manifested as disputes between the parliament and
the courts (including the Constitutional Court) and between politicians
and judges.Thus, while in a system in which the Constitutional Court and
other courts are granted supremacy, the role of democratic rule may be
curtailed,when the legislature reigns supreme,the judicial system is relegated
to secondary status or serves in a subordinate role to the parliament.
A general trend has emerged in which the Constitutional Court and
other courts have been increasingly gaining the upper hand in this ongoing tug-of-war. In essence, this means that the courts no longer accept legislative measures at face value.This phenomenon has been referred to as
either a judicialization or constitutionalization of politics. Politics can be
said to be judicialized when the courts attempt to play a role in revising
the rules related to “democratic competition,” which is often prevalent
during periods of political impasse.
Conflicts between the rule of majority (democracy) and the rule of law
take the form of the clashes between those who use votes and laws as the
basis for their actions.The issue of which branch, the legislature or the judiciary, should play the lead role in a particular situation ultimately boils
down to “politics.”While laws cannot be separated from politics,“a constitutional nation can exist,in principle,without democracy.”As such,democracy and the rule of law cannot be harmonized with one other. During the
initial stages, Korean democracy developed thanks to the rule of law.
Today, however, the rule of law continues to ensure democracy, but at the
same time imposes severe restrictions on it as well.This matter constitutes
a key theoretical and practical issue of the impeachment case, and is thus
a challenge that Korea’s democracy must now address.
Korea’s Constitutional Democracy and President Roh’s Impeachment Case
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A final issue is that of the unalterable nature of the Constitution, or the
idea that the Constitution represents a “classical text.”The Constitution
cannot retain its original spirit and principles forever, but rather must be
adapted to the demands of the times.Any particular constitution that loses
its flexibility and adaptability due to its rigidity and unalterable nature becomes a dead letter that is estranged from reality, which can only reflect
its original values and direction.This is because all constitutions are ongoing endeavors that can continue to be relevant only when regular constitutional studies are conducted on all aspects related to the interpretation
of legislation.Therefore, the legal stability of an existing system formed in
the past cannot fully be assured.
The most important issue that arises when the Constitution and democracy are comprehensively scrutinized is that constitutional justification is
derived more often from political and social realities than from formalistic
legal standards.This means that constitutional practicality, not the idea of
the unalterable nature of the Constitution or of the Constitution being a
classical text, is more significant in that it can play a more positive role in
the development of a democratic society.Accordingly, a desirable and
proper path for a Korean democracy that finds itself restricted by the rule
of law may well be democratic constitutionalism rather than traditional
constitutional democracy.While in the latter, constitutional patterns are
formed by democratization enabling democracy to move beyond constitutional limits, in the former, constitutionalization stands above democracy
and serves to restrict it to the extent allowed by the Constitution.
Moreover, the Constitution involves the making, crafting, designing,
structuring, and restructuring of orders, systems, and values in order to enhance the quality of life of a society. But such a definition is not applicable
as long as the adaptability and alterable nature of the Constitution are not
recognized.Thus, even if we accept the law’s stabilizing function, an evaluation of the fundamental significance of the Constitution and of legislation
in general remains necessary.The legitimacy of democratic legislative procedures can only be derived from a process that involves a mutual understanding of the rules that regulate the people’s everyday lives as well as
the public’s active participation.
As such, only when the law, in accordance with democratic proce106
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dures, retains its internal relationship with social integration, can it fulfill
its stabilization function. Otherwise, the law’s stabilization function runs
the risk of being rejected by civil society, as witnessed during the 1987
struggle between those seeking to preserve the existing constitution and
those calling for its amendment.The lack of democratic procedures exhibited in the recent developments in Korea to reverse the progress of
democracy by resorting to “legal decisions” cloaked in the rule of law
and constitutionalism have made it such that the law can no longer carry
out its minimum stabilization function.
Chronic Characteristics of Korean Politics and Constitutional
Issues
This study of the attempted presidential impeachment, initiated on
March 12, 2004, has addressed several of the pertinent issues related to
both political science and constitutional studies,while seeking to uncover
a common linkage between the two. However, the study uncovered that
rather than being abstract issues separated from reality, these theoretical
matters have in large part been derived from the actual reality of Korea’s
democracy.Therefore, unless these issues are discussed in conjunction
with the major characteristics of Korea’s political sphere, there is a likelihood of the related analysis and recommended alternatives being off the
mark.
Moreover, when viewed in conjunction with the issue of the
Constitution and institutions’ role in the development of democracy, few
incidents better exhibited the characteristics of Korean politics than the
impeachment case.This is why the impeachment case should be regarded
as one of the most significant events in Korea’s political history, and also
serve as a starting point to address and resolve all outstanding constitutional issues in order to further the development of democracy in Korea.
The chronic features of politics in Korea can be summed up as follows.
First, Korean politics has been exemplified by a persistent disruption and
alienation between normal politics and constitutional politics. The
Constitution has also been approached from two different viewpoints.
One involves a trend of separating the Constitution from politics, which
Korea’s Constitutional Democracy and President Roh’s Impeachment Case
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has consistently ignored the role of the Constitution in normal politics.
During normal periods, the Constitution is not perceived as an agreement
that is meant to regulate Korean society.Thus, the Constitution has not
been internalized as the overriding regulator of political activities.
On the other hand, all major changes of Korea’s contemporary politics
have concerned the Constitution or the constitutional system.The June
democratization movement that gave birth to today’s democracy, as well
as the major changes during the Rhee Syngman and Park Chung Hee
regimes, all had constitutional issues at their core, or more succinctly involved a struggle between those bent on protecting the existing constitution and those seeking to amend it.The reality is such that all major political conflicts in Korea have led to constitutional clashes, which have ultimately led to constitutional issues. During normal periods, constitutional
issues have tended to be downplayed by the general public as well as the
National Assembly. However, most political crises have quickly turned into
constitutional controversies.
Second, from the standpoint of constitutionalization and institutionalization, the substantial disruption and alienation between movement politics
and institutional politics, and between civil society and the parliament,
should not be overlooked. One of the notable aspects of contemporary
Korean politics has been the role of widespread civil resistance movements involving clashes between a powerful state and a staunch civil society, including the April 19 Student Revolution, the uprisings in Busan,
Masan, and Gwangju, and the June 1987 democratization movement,
which resulted in the toppling of the authoritarian regimes of Rhee
Syngman, Park Chung Hee, and Chun Doo Hwan.
However, huge gaps emerged in regard to the extent in which grassroots
demands were reflected in the constitutionalization and institutionalization
processes during the course of creating a new system. In other words, although authoritarian regimes were overthrown in large part by a resolute
civic movement, the public’s role declined sharply or disappeared altogether during the formulation of a new system. Consequently, civic intervention in the sphere of legal institutions, with the exception of a few
cases,has been essentially nonexistent since the advent of democratization.
That being the case, could a resolution that combines Korea’s political
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characteristics with democratic and constitutional theories be a feasible
alternative? The following discussion outlines potential constitutional
amendments that will have to be considered in the future in order to address the problems associated with the existing constitutional system,
which became evident during the impeachment process.The first matters
to be addressed relate to the process and parties responsible for overseeing amendment of the Constitution, including: 1) who should be allowed
to participate, 2) what should be the scale of this organization, 3) what
methods should be involved, and 4) how long should their term of service
be? In this regard, one key issue is that of the public’s participation in the
process of amending the Constitution.This in essence involves the issue of
constitutional populism mentioned above.
The adoption of a new Constitution or constitutional amendments can
no longer be a process that involves only a small number of representatives
or elites who do not represent the interests of civil society. In light of the
manner in which the 1987 Constitution was established, and the subsequent limits and problems associated with constitutional democracy in
Korea, it is apparent that citizens’ ability to present their views and participate in the reform process will be an essential element in any effort to
sharply expand democracy beyond the limits of constitutionalism.As such,
civil society needs to refine its own democratic and constitutional proposals and assure that these measures are duly considered by the constitutional
group to be formed within the legislature.A desirable method of assuring
this might involve the undertaking of separate constitutional studies by political parties and civil society,followed by the formation of a constitutional
review body within the National Assembly prior to any full-fledged constitutional debate or parliamentary agreement on revising the Constitution
involving representatives of the political parties and civil society.
Once the Constitution’s function of restricting democracy has been
properly understood and a decision is reached to restore the positive relationship between the Constitution and democracy, then attention should
again be focused on the theory of dualist sovereignty,which denies the existence of an egalitarian relationship between parliamentary sovereignty
and democracy. In seeking to resolve a clash between the Constitution
and democracy from the standpoint of a dualist democracy, it will be necKorea’s Constitutional Democracy and President Roh’s Impeachment Case
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essary to promote the coexistence of normal government decisions and
the decisions made by the general populace at specific times by distinguishing and then integrating popular and parliamentary sovereignty and
normal and constitutional politics. Just as a natural science experiences
discontinuity and epochal advancement at the moment of a rare scientific
revolution that creates a new paradigm, the justification for a fresh “constitutional” renovation and subsequent phenomenal progress can be provided by ensuring citizens’ participation at the point where constitutional
politics begins to diverge from normal politics.
Such emphasis on citizen participation and decision-making is a product
of the institutional need for popular sovereignty to be reviewed independently of the legislative activities of the government or representatives.
Such a dual democracy and the dualistic process of legislation are more
democratic than the monism that the government has been exercising,
under which it has delegated power to the people after elections.When
such a dual democracy is adopted, then the theoretical basis will be
strengthened for people’s intervention in constitutional issues, apart from
elections.This would also accommodate the widened range and opportunities needed to overcome the limitations of electionism that must be
done away with in order to usher in a highly advanced democracy. Of
course, the constitution to be formulated should specify a deliberation
process, which includes the creation of a constitutional “agenda and proposal”as well as the exchange of viewpoints, followed by a final codification
process.
Second, all administrations that have come to power since democratization, including the incumbent Roh Moo-hyun administration, have faced
“(supra) constitutional” issues, which have included: pledges to conduct
mid-term evaluations, mergers among three political parties, promises to
amend the Constitution in favor of a parliamentary cabinet system, proposal for a nationwide referendum, and the impeachment case. Moreover,
every administration since democratization has been unable to overcome
the situation of a divided government without resorting to such abnormal
means as circumventing party politics, making constitutional promises, or
initiating impeachment proceedings.The successive occurrence of these issues clearly reveals the underlying problem of the constitutional system:the
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clashes between civil sovereignty and the public’s representatives.That being the case, a constitutional or institutional mechanism is needed that can
reflect civil sovereignty during the periods between the presidential and
general election cycles.
When no institutional device is available to enable the people to exercise their sovereignty until the next presidential election, the overlapping
and clashing of the civil sovereignty encompassed in the two constitutional bodies of the presidency and the legislature, as well as civil society’s
passion for direct democracy, could prove difficult to control.Accordingly,
there is a need to assure an overlap between the two. Potential alternatives in the regard would be to allow a president to seek re-election but
for a presidential term of four years, have the timing of presidential and
general elections coincide with each other, and increase the number of
representatives selected under the proportional representation system to
one-half the number of those elected from electoral districts, along with
having parliamentary elections between presidential elections to serve as
a kind of “mid-term evaluation.”
Third, it is necessary to restructure the system of rights and the division
of power.The classical constitutionalism that endorsed separation of the
three branches of power was a product of Western liberalism’s constitutional engineering aimed at preventing monocratic regimes and the dichotomous nature of democracy during the stage in which nation-states
were being formed.Therefore, this framework placed an emphasis on order
and stability rather than such concepts as participation and democracy.The
fact that such a system has failed to ensure stability has been well evidenced by Korea’s democracy, and this even after democratization. Under
current circumstances, in which citizens’ role in politics has expanded noticeably, democracy and political stability can hardly be ensured as long as
mechanisms capable of curtailing public participation remain in place.Two
reform-oriented processes are thus needed to deal with this situation.
In this regard, a process is required to expand citizen participation in the
legislative, judicial, and administrative branches through such means as the
popular recall of elected officials or legislative appeals, established in accordance with specific conditions and procedures. In doing so, a new concept
of separation of the three branches of power can be introduced that enKorea’s Constitutional Democracy and President Roh’s Impeachment Case
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compasses the state, the representative system, and civil society.This can be
understood as a means of considerably upgrading vertical accountability.
Nevertheless, such civic participation should not create a system
which makes possible an excessive imposition of civil society’s private
interests or a subordination of public interests to private concerns.
Horizontally, a system based on a 21st-century-type separation of the four
branches of power should be introduced. In addition to the legislature,
administrative, and judicial branches of power, a fourth branch should be
established, consisting of the bodies responsible for the supervisory
oversight of the other three branches and related interest groups, such as
the public prosecution, the Board of Audit and Inspection, Election
Management Committee, financial and economic supervision organizations, and human rights organizations. Parliamentary and civil oversight
of these bodies should be ensured as well.This can be seen as an effort
to markedly improve horizontal accountability.
Conclusion
In terms of Korean politics, constitutional issues have now become a
matter that must be resolved in order to ensure the further development
of Korea’s democracy. Unless the aforementioned constitutional issues are
resolved forthwith, Korea’s democracy will find itself being challenged
from two standpoints.
First, as constitutional norms have failed to reflect the characteristics
and reality of politics in Korea, normal politics will be further alienated
from constitutional politics, democracy from constitutionalism, and the
rule of majority from the rule of law, thereby leading to increasingly frequent clashes. Should this come to pass, procedural resolutions to practical social and political issues “within the scope of the Constitution” will
become all but impossible. In particular, unless civil society’s demands are
accommodated as part of the constitutionalization or institutionalization
processes of establishing constitutional norms, the divergence between
the two will only worsen. For this reason, it is proposed that democratic
constitutionalism be adopted rather than constitutional democracy.
Second, due to the frequent emergence of constitutional issues, efforts
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to seek resolution of such matters through democratic means are destined
to fail, thus contributing to a succession of weakened democratic administrations. If there is no resolution of the constitutional issues that have persistently emerged under all governments from the Roh Tae-Woo administration and thereafter, the social costs needed to address such issues will
further increase, while the democratic capability of Korea’s society and
government will continue to be eroded.
The adoption of a new constitution or the amendment of the existing
one is not so simple as changing a few provisions related to the power
structure prior to an election, but rather a process that requires in-depth
public debate and the pooling of people’s wisdom to reach a consensus
on a philosophical vision, collective interests, and the future directions of
society.As the history of Korea’s democracy has shown, as the conflict between various interests becomes more acute in the run-up to an election,
any attempt to expeditiously push through a constitutional amendment is
likely to fail to create a desirable constitutional structure.
As people have shown an increasing tendency to institutionalize general interests and concerns, as opposed to specific or immediate interests when not dealing with issues of their particular concern, it is recommended that we begin now to hold discussions on how to forge an ideal
constitutional system and social order. Judging from our past experiences, it can never be too early for the academic circles and civil society
to embark on the preparations needed to bring about a constitutional
amendment that is capable of embodying our future vision and Korea’s
own democratic philosophy. Korea’s political science and constitutional
studies are now facing an all-important test that calls for “socio-scientification” of the constitutional debate in order to present alternatives
which incorporate the spirit, principles, and structure needed to ensure
a promising future.
<The Korean Political Science Association,
Korean Political Science Review,Vol. 39, No. 1, Spring 2005>
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Korea’s Job-creation Policy
Measures and Related Tasks
Kim Gi Seung (金基承)
Director, Economic Policy Analysis Team
National Assembly Budget Office (國會豫算政策處)

mong the myriad economic problems that Korea is faced with
today, the most urgent matter is that of finding ways to create
additional employment opportunities.The Korean labor market’s
job creation capability has been diminished of late, thus creating a serious
problem for the Korean economy.Therefore,it is timely and appropriate to
examine the background and factors behind the failure of the Korean
economy to provide adequate employment opportunities, in spite of its
sustained economic growth. In addition, this paper suggests policy
measures that the government should consider to implement in an effort
to rectify this problem.

A

Factors behind the Diminished Capability to Create New Jobs
Labor-saving Industrial Structure
The primary reason for the diminished capability of the Korean economy to create new jobs involves transformation of its manufacturing and
export sectors, which served as the Korean economy’s engines of employment growth during the past developmental era. In particular, the industrial sector’s transformation into a structure characterized by a weakening
of labor-intensive industries amid a strengthening of capital and knowledge-intensive sectors has resulted in a downward trend for job creation.
As such, the restructuring of domestic industries, in general, and of the export sector centered around labor-saving IT-related industries, in particular, together with the contraction of labor-intensive light manufacturing industries, have contributed to a decline in employment opportunities. In
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addition, the labor-saving technological innovations adopted in the aftermath of Korea’s financial crisis of 1997-98 have served to further exacerbate this situation. Unfortunately, this recent trend is expected to continue
to intensify in the years ahead, while affecting the manufacturing sector
more than the service industry.
The employment-inducement coefficient (persons/1 billion won, based
on 2002 constant prices), calculated on the basis of the data provided by
the Bank of Korea, shows that the number of jobs created for each 1 billion won of investment decreased noticeably from 28.8 in 1990 to 19.9 in
2000.This indicates that the Korean economy has incurred a reduced capability to create new jobs of 3 percentage points annually since 1990.
Conversely, this means that the Korean economy would somehow have to
expand by an additional 3 percentage points in order to maintain its current job creation capability. Of course, a higher rate of growth is required
to further boost employment growth.This also signifies that, due to the
rapid aging of Korean society and the increase in women’s participation
in economic activities, realizing actual economic growth that is equal to
potential economic growth is all the more essential to maintaining the
current level of new job creation.
An examination of the extent of growth of added-value’s contribution to
job creation reveals that the export sector’s contributions have decreased
more rapidly since 1990 than has been the case with consumption or investment.The employment-inducement coefficient for consumption decreased by 9, from 33 in 1990 to 24 in 2000, while that for investment decreased by 4.8, from 20.2 in 1990 to 15.4 in 2000. Meanwhile, in the case
of exports,the slide was from 31.9 in 1990 to 15.7 in 2000,a sharp decline
of more than 50 percent. Of notable significance, the employment-inducement coefficient of the export-related manufacturing sector declined dramatically from 19.6 in 1990 to 6.6 in 2000, thereby losing 66.7 percent of
its capability to create new jobs in a matter of just one decade.
The decrease in employment opportunities despite steady growth in exports of 3.1 percent in 2003 was the result of a structural deficiency of the
Korean economy, in terms of its capability to create new jobs and over-dependency on exports as the driver of economic growth. In particular, declines in private sector consumption and facility investment have
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emerged as the major causes for the inability to increase employment opportunities. From a microeconomic perspective, it is expected that a gradually declining trend in the potential growth rates of the Korean economy
will pose a serious obstacle to the creation of new jobs in the future.
Table 1. Changes in Employment-inducement Coefficient
(unit: persons/1 billion won)
1990
28.81
6.19
9.14
3.52
1.45
0.62
13.48

All industries
Agriculture, fishery, mining
Manufacturing (overall)
Textiles, leather goods
Electrical/electronics
Transportation equipment
Services

1995
24.80
3.43
7.01
1.71
1.21
0.62
14.37

2000
19.87
2.68
3.65
0.61
0.67
0.37
11.75

Source: Bank of Korea, Input/Output Table, 2000
Note: Based on 2000 constant prices

Table 2. Changes in Employment-inducement Coefficient,
by Sector
(units: persons/1 billion won)
Average total demand
Manufacturing
Services
Consumption
Manufacturing
Services
Investment
Manufacturing
Services
Exports
Manufacturing
Services

1990
28.80
9.14
13.47
32.97
6.63
15.02
20.20
6.20
12.31
31.94
19.60
8.83

1995
24.80
7.00
14.37
27.67
4.96
16.11
21.28
6.60
14.03
22.32
12.85
7.84

2000
19.87
3.65
11.75
24.03
2.31
13.53
16.10
3.62
11.00
15.66
6.47
6.97

Sources: Bank of Korea, Input/Output Table, 2000
Note: Based on 2000 constant prices
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Relocation of Manufacturing Facilities Overseas
Another factor behind the decrease in domestic employment growth
has been the relocation of manufacturing facilities abroad in order to
take advantage of lower labor costs, which has been especially prevalent in the labor-intensive manufacturing sector. In concert with the
economic liberalization and globalization trends, Korea’s investment
abroad has increased by 10.4 percent annually on average since 1990.
These relocating firms, which have in large part come from the Seoul
metropolitan area, have primarily involved labor-intensive small and
mid-sized enterprises.
A look at the trends of Korea’s direct foreign investment indicates
that Korea’s investment in 2003 was concentrated in the Asian region, including China and Vietnam. Moreover, this trend has since accelerated. In terms of investment by industrial sector in 2003, it has
been found that investment by high labor-intensive small and midsize
enterprises and privately owned firms increased by 8.2 percent and
55.5 percent, respectively, while investment by big-business corporations decreased by 29.4 percent. Of note, investment by small and
midsize enterprises and privately owned firms accounted for 71.1
percent of Korea’s total foreign direct investment, amounting to some
$1.78 billion during this period. In general, Korea’s foreign direct investment has been focused on manufacturing and labor-intensive industries, along with a recent deepening of this trend. In addition, the
relocation of IT-related assembly facilities has been at the forefront
of the foreign direct investment trends within the manufacturing
sector.
Inflexibility of the Labor Market
Korean businesses are known for their high degree of flexibility, when it
comes to hiring new employees, as well as their inflexibility in regard to
the firing or laying off of workers. However, continuous increases in labor
costs have made it especially difficult for Korean businesses to hire new
employees.
According to studies conducted by the World Bank, International
Institute for Management Development, and the OECD, Korea’s labor marKorea’s Job-creation Policy Measures and Related Tasks
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ket has been found to be less flexible than not only the labor markets of
advanced countries but those of many developing countries as well.A survey conducted by the World Bank in January 2003, to assess such matters
as layoffs, employment conditions, and hiring practices in 133 countries,
indicated that Korea’s lack of overall flexibility in its labor market has
reached a point to where it can now be compared to Germany and
France, two countries that are notorious, among advanced nations, for
their lack of labor market flexibility.
Table 3. Labor Market Flexibility in Major OECD Countries

United States
U.K.
Japan
Australia
Canada
New Zealand
France
Korea
Germany

Firing

Hiring

5
9
9
13
16
20
26
32
45

33
33
39
33
33
33
63
33
63

Conditions of
Employment
29
42
64
61
52
43
61
88
46

Average
22
28
37
36
34
32
50
51
51

Source:World Bank, Hiring and Firing Workers, 2003
Note: Based on a range of 1 to 100 (1= highest labor market flexibility, 100=lowest labor
market flexibility)

Table 4. Labor Market Flexibility of Major World Countries
Denmark Singapore Hong Kong Malaysia
7.79
7.76
7.72
7.21
(1)
(2)
(3)
(6)

U.S.
6.37
(10)

Taiwan
6.14
(12)

Japan England Korea
5.62
4.74
3.17
(17)
(26)
(44)

Source: International Institute for Management Development, World Competitiveness
Yearbook, 2004
Notes:
Based on a range of 1 to 10 (1=lowest labor market flexibility, 10=highest labor market
flexibility)
Numbers in the parentheses indicate the ranking of labor market flexibility among 60
major countries.
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Table 5. EPL Enforcement in OECD countries
United States
England
Canada
Switzerland
Ireland
Australia
Denmark
New Zealand
Hungary
Poland
Japan
Slovakia
Italy
Czech Republic
Austria
Finland
Korea
The Netherlands
Sweden
Germany
Belgium
Norway
Greece
France
Spain
Mexico
Poland
Turkey

All workers
0.2 (28)
0.7 (27)
0.8 (26)
1.1 (25)
1.1 (24)
1.2 (23)
1.4 (22)
1.5 (21)
1.5 (20)
1.7 (19)
1.8 (18)
1.9 (17)
1.9 (16)
1.9 (15)
1.9 (17)
2.0 (13)
2.0 (12)
2.1 (11)
2.2 (10)
2.2 (9)
2.2 (8)
2.6 (7)
2.8 (6)
3.0 (5)
3.1 (4)
3.1 (3)
3.5 (2)
3.7 (1)

Regular workers
0.2 (28)
1.1 (27)
1.3 (25)
1.2 (26)
1.6 (22)
1.5 (23)
1.5 (24)
1.7 (21)
1.9 (18)
2.2 (17)
2.4 (12)
3.5 (2)
1.8 (19)
3.3 (3)
2.4 (10)
2.2 (16)
2.4 (13)
3.1 (4)
2.9 (5)
2.7 (6)
1.7 (20)
2.3 (15)
2.4 (11)
2.5 (9)
2.6 (7)
2.3 (14)
4.3 (1)
2.6 (8)

Temporary workers
0.3 (28)
0.4 (26)
0.3 (27)
1.1 (21)
0.6 (23)
0.9 (22)
1.4 (15)
1.3 (17)
1.1 (20)
1.3 (18)
1.3 (16)
0.4 (25)
2.1 (9)
0.5 (24)
1.5 (14)
1.9 (10)
1.7 (12)
1.2 (19)
1.6 (13)
1.8 (11)
2.6 (8)
2.9 (6)
3.3 (5)
3.6 (3)
3.5 (4)
4.0 (2)
2.8 (7)
4.9 (1)

Source: OECD, Employment Outlook, 2004
Notes:
EPL: Employment Protection Legislation
The lower the number, the lower the impact of EPL
Numbers in the parentheses indicate the ranking in terms of the impact of EPL

Meanwhile, according to a study on labor market flexibility conducted by
the International Institute for Management Development (IMD) in 2004,
which included such variables as hiring and firing flexibility, and minimum
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wage levels, Korea ranked 44th among the 60 countries surveyed: Korea’s
labor market flexibility index stood at 3.17 (out of a maximum of 10
points), as compared to advanced economies such as the United States
(6.37), Japan (5.62), and the U.K. (4.74). In addition, Korea lagged behind
Singapore (7.76),Hong Kong (7.72),and Malaysia (7.21) as well.
The OECD also performed an evaluation of the labor market flexibility
of 28 of its 30 member states in an effort to measure the impact of
Employment Protection Legislation (EPL).This particular study revealed
that EPL exerted a relatively significant impact in Korea in 2003.When
the influence of EPL is significant, this can prove detrimental to the
adoption of innovation and constrain the flexibility of enterprises to adjust to the changes resulting from new technology and globalization
trends. In addition, an overemphasis of EPL serves to reduce labor market
flexibility and decrease employment opportunities, thereby prolonging
the unemployment period of jobseekers.
Of note, the study found that large-size corporations maintained higher
wage levels and more strictly enforced EPL as compared to small and midsize enterprises.According to a survey conducted in November 2003 by
Korea’s Ministry of Labor, the wages of large firms, with more than 500
employees, rose by 13.7 percent, as compared to an industry average of
9.7 percent, while the wage levels of small and midsize firms, with less
than 300 workers, rose by only 6.2 percent. Furthermore, the disparity between the wage levels of big-business corporations, with more than 500
employees, and small enterprises, with less than 10 workers, has also been
widening,from 1.68 times in 2001 to 1.78 times in 2002,and 1.92 times in
2003.
On the other hand, there are those who argue that Korea’s labor market
has become too flexible. In this regard, labor unions claim that today more
than one-half of all employees are irregular workers who are not protected by EPL, in addition to contending that Korea’s labor market is now
overly flexible,the rate of employment adjustment in Korea’s labor market
has been relatively rapid, and the complaints of labor market inflexibility
are increasingly less credible, given the substantial progress that has been
seen in labor-related legal mechanisms, including the revision of the Labor
Standards Law and the introduction of a new pension system.
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Changes in Hiring Practices and Labor Supply-Demand Imbalance
Private sector employment has declined as a result of the changes in the
employment patterns and practices of business enterprises in the aftermath
of the so-called IMF crisis of 1997-98. Since this financial crisis, Korean corporations have been aggressively transforming themselves into high valueadded enterprises by selling off marginal business lines and restructuring
their management systems, along with promoting automation, informatization, and outsourcing. Prominent features of recent hiring practices include
the use of an unofficial hiring system, recruitment of irregular workers, and
the employment of experienced workers.As such,the ratio of hiring experienced workers at Korea’s 30 largest corporations increased from 41 percent in 1997 to 82 percent in 2002.In the meantime,the number of regular
positions within these companies has decreased to 326,000 as a result of
early-retirement programs and corporate restructuring.
The mismatch between demand and supply within the labor market has
also made it more difficult to create meaningful new job opportunities.A
shortage of manpower qualified to adequately satisfy industrial demand
has been a common characteristic of late. In addition, the number of college graduates has risen steadily, while preferences for work at leading corporations and high-paying jobs have distorted labor market mechanisms
and created acute manpower shortages among small and midsize businesses.The annual number of college graduates in Korea has more than
doubled over a 20-year-period, from 215,000 in 1985 to 505,000 in 2004,
thus further worsening the employment outlook for those who seek the
most highly sought-after employment opportunities. In addition, the social
costs associated with the extended waiting period of college graduates,before they can find suitable work, due to shortcomings of the labor market
infrastructure, are on the rise as well.
Measures to Create New Employment Opportunities
As previously indicated, economic growth is not necessarily accompanied by the creation of new employment opportunities when an economy enters a mature stage of development. However, the ability of individuals to secure employment is just as important as economic growth.As
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such, the provision of employment opportunities to all persons who are
willing to work has become a top priority of the Korean government and
a key challenge for the Korean economy.
Since employment opportunities are influenced by cyclical economic
conditions as well as structural factors, the government’s policy vis-à-vis
the creation of jobs needs to include long-term as well as short-term measures.Accordingly, both cyclical and structural measures are essential in
order to increase employment opportunities.
Invigoration of the Economy
Economic recovery is a necessary condition to ensure continuous employment growth, but not necessarily sufficient in itself.An economic recovery does not automatically lead to an increase in employment; however, it is a critical policy objective as it creates the foundation for a potential increase in employment opportunity. In order to invigorate the economy, the business environment must be improved. In particular, a
favorable business environment is required to encourage entrepreneurs
to undertake investment, which is necessary to create new job opportunities. However, under the current circumstances, entrepreneurs are reluctant to invest due to such negative factors as widespread anti-business
sentiments and the instability of labor-management relations.
In addition, in order for enterprises to better capitalize on labor as a factor of production, labor costs need to be effectively reduced and labor
market flexibility enhanced.The excessive protection of regular workers
and wage hikes that exceed productivity gains have to be avoided so that
labor-management relations can be normalized, along with steps being
taken to assure that Korea’s labor costs remain competitive on an international basis. Furthermore, flexibility of the labor market will have to be improved so that the serious youth unemployment problem can be alleviated. In addition, undue anti-business sentiments should be eradicated and
an economic environment created in which the entrepreneurial spirit is
both respected and encouraged.
At the same time, the uncertainty surrounding the government’s industrial policy needs to be eliminated in order to create business conditions
conducive to entrepreneurial innovation, while the investment environ122
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ment should be improved through the streamlining of related laws and
government regulations.
Avoidance of Moral Hazard
In order to address the structural factors of unemployment and create
additional employment opportunities, policy measures are required at
the microeconomic level and to revitalize the labor market. In this regard, there is a need to emphasize such efforts as the implementation of
retraining programs for workers, employment subsidies, public-works
programs, and employment counseling. Indeed, we are living in an era
characterized by lifetime career development, not lifelong employment.
Even for people who become unemployed, they will be able find work if
they possess the requisite occupational training and capabilities.
Accordingly, an accumulation of human capital is desirable as a means of
reinforcing national competitiveness.
However, there is a pitfall that should be avoided:“moral hazard.” In particular, an unemployment assistance program is prone to create moral hazard such as a widespread affliction of the “European disease,” in which
most people who receive unemployment benefits simply give up looking
for work.
Of course, it is important to adopt remedial measures to overcome the
unemployment problem. But even more critical is the matter of assuring
the effectiveness and efficiency of these initiatives.Therefore, there is a
need to closely monitor the progress and actual results of administrative
policy measures designed to help alleviate unemployment problems. In
particular, the results of the government implementation efforts should
be systematically input into an evaluation process to develop follow-up
measures and any program adjustments.
Reform of the Education System
The reform of the education system can help to mitigate the fundamental unemployment problem by upgrading competitiveness and cultivating
highly skilled human resources.
Expectations for high-paying employment opportunities are great
among the rapidly increasing number of highly educated people.
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However, the contention that colleges and universities need to reform
their education systems to better accommodate the demands of employers has been supported by the fact that the number of unemployed and
those who have simply given up searching for work has been steadily increasing as the result of a gap between the abilities of jobseekers and the
needs of employers. In particular, the especially high level of youth unemployment is attributed to this situation. Moreover, colleges and universities
are required to implement reforms which will allow them to focus more
intently on research activities through reinforcement of their basic research functions, promotion of closer cooperation between private industry and academia, and adoption of measures designed to prioritize science
and engineering education.
More efficient operation of the education system has for long been identified as the most essential long-term objective that needs to be fulfilled in
order to facilitate sustained employment growth.As the transformation to
a knowledge-based economy has been accompanied by rapid changes in
the nature of knowledge and its applications, the education system needs
to be reformed in an effective and flexible manner in order to properly
satisfy today’s demands for qualified human resources.
In recognition of the importance of proper reform of the education system, advanced countries have constantly sought to refine their educational systems and to fortify their policy efforts on the development of
technology. In this regard, the “OECD’s strategy for the creation of employment opportunities”includes various recommendations on how countries
might strengthen their education and technology activities.
In particular, the seriousness of the youth unemployment problem has
resulted in the formulation and implementation of a variety of measures
related to high school and college education that have been designed to
assure a “smooth transition from the school to the workplace.”There
have also been calls for the application of user-benefit principles and
reinforcement of the business-oriented curricula at the college level.
In various countries in which education is mainly financed through
public expenditures, such measures as increasing the financial burden of
individual students and reducing the education period have been recommended in order to prevent an “excessive education” situation from tak124
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ing root. In addition, efforts have also been undertaken in these countries to reinforce business-oriented education programs and facilitate
close industry-academia cooperation.
Korea is among those countries that have invested heavily in education
as well as science and technology.The ratio of Korea’s public expenditures
for education to GDP is lower than the OECD average; however, it ranks
first among OECD member states when private expenditures for education are also considered.And of note, Korea’s ratio of investment in research and development to GDP is now comparable to that of the United
States, ranking among the highest tier of the OECD in this regard.
However, the actual results of Korea’s investment in education and technological development have fallen somewhat short of expectations. Korea
ranks below the OECD average when the effectiveness of educational investment is evaluated based on a comparison of the math and science test
scores of students worldwide, and in terms of its ratio of educational investment to GDP. Furthermore, according to the IMF’s national competitiveness indicators, Korea is lagging far behind major advanced countries
in terms of knowledge transfers, as well as the development of technology
and its applications.
Following its accession to the OECD, Korea received recommendations
from the OECD on how it might seek to adopt the “OECD’s strategy for
the creation of employment opportunities,” which in particular stressed
the need to promote policy efforts related to the development of technology.Thereafter, Korea has made notable strides in such areas as increasing the amount of public expenditures allocated to R&D in order to
create an environment conducive to technological innovation, reinforcing basic and long-term research activities, and promoting venture enterprises that utilize new technologies.As a result, the economic environment related to knowledge-based technological development has improved considerably over the past decade, even surpassing the pace of
development of the majority of OECD member states in this field.
On the other hand,there is a broad consensus that the education system
should be reformed in ways in which creativity and adaptability can be
encouraged more, in line with the economy’s further development of
knowledge-based activities. During its past developmental era, Korea inKorea’s Job-creation Policy Measures and Related Tasks
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vested much more heavily in education than other countries at a similar
stage of development.As a result, Korea’s education level was substantially
upgraded across the board, thus contributing to an accumulation of human capital, which provided a strong impetus for its rapid economic
growth. However, under the new knowledge-based economic system, it is
difficult to accommodate manpower demands simply through an expansion of the workforce scale. Over the past decade, there has been extensive discussion on how to realize educational reform;however,it is still unclear how much has actually been achieved thus far.Therefore, it is incumbent upon Korea to accelerate its efforts to develop a more effective and
flexible education system that is conducive to the creation of new knowledge and technology, while helping to enhance its ability to adapt to the
new economic environment.
Deregulation of the Service Industry
It is essential to reinforce the correlation between production and employment in order to overcome today’s “jobless growth” or “growth without additional employment.”As such, it is necessary for the growth of a
particular sector or expansion of exports to contribute more to an increase in production and employment. In order to reduce the dependence on imports and increase the availability of basic raw materials and
components and the domestic supply of IT-related products, the importsubstitution effect and production-employment correlation need to be
strengthened through government support for undertaking the related basic research. In addition, foreign direct investment also needs to be attracted into industrial sectors with a high degree of interdependence in
order to counter the global trends of outsourcing labor and production.
The recovery of domestic consumption and the creation of employment opportunities in the service sector are also critical to promote balanced economic development and employment growth overall. Further
development of the service sector can be seen as an alternative means of
compensating for the reduction of available jobs in the manufacturing sector.The government should thus devise and apply a differentiated system
to the service sector and actively implement deregulation measures.
Meanwhile, the high-end service sector should be fostered in order to ab126
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sorb manpower losses of the manufacturing sector as a result of labor-saving technology development and productivity gains. In particular, the government should come up with measures to maximize the financial sector’s ability to create new employment opportunities through such means
as the administration’s current initiative of developing Korea into a
Northeast Asian financial hub, which includes the potential to contribute
to the creation of high-paying jobs in the financial services sector.
Furthermore, the government should strive to develop next-generation
growth industries as well as to encourage enterprises to create additional
employment opportunities by integrating the manufacturing sector with
high-added-value service sectors, such as R&D, logistics, distribution, financial services, IT industry, and consulting services, together with developing a system that enables manpower to be supplied in a timely manner. In
addition, the culture and tourism sector, which has been widely regarded
as another next-generation growth industry and with strong potential for
job creation, should be actively fostered as part of the strategy to boost
employment opportunities.
<National Assembly Budget Office,
Economic Issue Briefing, No.3>
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y far, the external factor that has exerted the greatest impact on
Korean society since the 1990s is undoubtedly “globalization.”After
having reached full stride in the early 1990s, globalization’s
influences have effectively compelled Korea to join such multilateral groups
as the UR,WTO, and OECD. Moreover, it has also led Korea to liberalize and
open up its agricultural, fisheries, financial, and service markets. The full
power of this phenomenon was made painfully evident during the financial
crisis that roiled Korea in 1997-98. Globalization has since influenced every
aspect of life in Korea,including the political and economic spheres,as well
as every segment of society and everyday matters.On the other hand, these
factors have contributed to an increase in Korean emigration, growing
demands from overseas Koreans for dual citizenship, heavy inflow of
foreigners from Third-World countries, and growing numbers of Koreans
getting married to foreign nationals, which have all had a noticeable impact
on the traditional notion of what constitutes a Korean.
This paper seeks to identify the changes that the Korean national identity has
undergone during this globalization era, along with the factors behind this
transformation.Although the issue of identity can be approached from various
perspectives,including the individual,societal,or state level,this paper is centered on the changes which have occurred in national identity at the state level.

B

Characteristics of the Korean National Identity
The concept of an ethnic identity generally emerges following the sud128
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den collapse of “traditional structures,”such as the family, religion, community, or blood relations during the transition toward an industrialized society. Offering a well-defined course, goals, and objectives, this notion provides individuals with the emotional stability they desire amidst such uncertainty and instability. In the modern era, as the nation has become a
“home”from where an individual’s sense of self and personal identity can
be developed, most people have come to identify themselves with the
broader notion of a nation.The link between individuals and the nation in
Korea is evident in the following passage from the Charter of National
Education:“We were born in this country with the historical task of restoring
our nation.”
Various factors are involved with the forging of an individual’s identity,
including gender, age, occupation, class, state, religion, and the interest
groups to which they belong. However, one’s national identity is determined solely by the state to which a person belongs.The current world order is based on a nation-state system, with the majority of countries being
multiethnic states that encompass two or more ethnic groups.Therefore,
most countries tend to emphasize a national identity of their citizens as involving members of a political community in pursuit of common goals,
rather than ethnic identities based on blood relationships or a shared culture. Moreover, such legal provisions as citizenship and nationality are also
utilized to define a state’s nationals.Therefore,under today’s global system,
people’s identity is determined by their national identity, which is based
on such concepts as citizenship and nationality.
However, unlike the situation that prevails in multiethnic states, the notions of national identity and ethnic identity are largely perceived as being
one and the same in Korea.The Korean people do not distinguish a national, meaning a member of a political community, from the nation, which
is perceived as a community of those with common blood ties or a shared
culture, and therefore consider ethnic Koreans and the Korean nationality
to be inseparable from one another.This is the first major characteristic of
the Korean identity.
Of note, this phenomenon has its origins in the “concept of a unitary
nation,”which is rooted in a belief that the Korean people have maintained their homogeneity as an ethnic group since the beginning of
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history. Moreover, this view has been reinforced by Korea’s pre-modern
experiences.
First, the homogenization of proto-nationalist elements,such as language
and culture, has been facilitated by the fact that those who resided on the
Korean peninsula belonged to a single political community and were under centralized governance from the early stages of the Joseon Dynasty
and thereafter.As the ruling ideology of Joseon, Confucianism, and especially its fundamental concept of a patrilineal, patriarchal system, played a
key role in cementing the concept of a unitary nation.
Second,while the downgrading of Joseon (Korea) to the status of a mere
Japanese colony, which in essence meant the loss of statehood, did not allow the people of Joseon to maintain a national identity, it had the effect
of transforming ethnic identity, understood as consisting of common
blood ties and a shared culture, into the essential factor behind Korean nationalism.As the term “national”during the Japanese colonial era carried
with it a connotation of being a “subject”of Japan, the people of Joseon
created their own identity so as to distinguish themselves from Japanese
nationals. Behind the scenes, Korean nationalists sought to identify and
disseminate shared ethnic and cultural characteristics, such as blood ties
and a common language and customs, which were thought to represent
the traits that comprised the identity of ethnic Koreans.
Third, the fact that no other nation or ethnic group has inhabited the
Korean peninsula since the early Joseon years has also served to bolster
the concept of a unitary nation. Although large numbers of Japanese
resided on the Korean peninsula during the colonial era, they came as
rulers, and as such did not have a lasting impact on the unitary-nation concept.There have also been ethnic Chinese who have resided in Korea
since the first half of the 20th century, but their numbers are relatively insignificant. Moreover, these individuals have lived as outsiders because of
Korea’s discriminatory practices, including government policy that effectively precluded their assimilation into Korean society.This kind of behavior serves to demonstrate Koreans’ exclusionist attitude toward foreigners,
as well as a negative aspect of the Korean identity that is rooted in the
notion of a unitary nation.
The above-mentioned historical experiences have resulted in the Korean
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people naturally coming to think of themselves as belonging to a “unitary
nation.”Although belonging to a unitary nation, the “first principle”of nationalism, that of “one nation, one state,”did not apply to the Korean people
following their liberation from Japanese colonial rule, due to the fact that
the Korean peninsula was divided by foreign powers, which led to the
eventual establishment of two mutually hostile nation-states backed by diametrically opposed ideologies.While the two entities can be said to have
been only partial states during the early stages, the Korean War and ensuing
nation-building efforts had the effect of solidifying both sides as separate
and independent nation-states.
Over time, the citizens of North and South Korea gradually came to possess a dualistic identity, which involved both a national identity, with loyalty to their respective state, and an ethnic identity, with loyalty to the
Korean nation.The deep-rooted influences of the unitary-nation concept
within the Korean psyche resulted in both Koreas competing to justify
their national identity by claiming that they were the legitimate heirs of
the Korean nation.In other words, they used their ethnic identity to justify
their national identity.As such, subjugation of the national identity to the
ethnic identity is another aspect of the Korean identity.
To summarize this section, the concept of a unitary nation is at the core
of the Korean identity, in addition to serving as a source for other Korean
characteristics, such as identification of ethnic identity with national identity, subjugation of national identity to ethnic identity, and exclusionist attitudes toward foreigners.The following section delves into how these characteristics have been reflected in Korea’s related laws and politics, and the
changes that have occurred over time.
National Identity in the Global Era: Laws and Policies
To understand the changes in national identity that have occurred over
time, it is necessary to be familiar with the relevant laws and policies before and after the revision of the Korean Nationality Act in the late 1990s.
The initial period, from the establishment of the Republic of Korea to the
mid-1990s, has been referred to as a time when an “exclusive national
identity”prevailed as one’s national identity was based on such notions as
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a shared territory, language, culture, and blood ties.The subsequent period
has been labeled as a timeframe with an “inclusive national identity,”in
which a more open-minded attitude emerged.
Period of Exclusive National Identity (1948 to mid-1990s)
National Identity-Related Laws:The Korean Nationality Act is clear evidence of the fact that the state-based national identity is considered to be
integral to ethnic identity, which is based on blood ties and a common culture in Korea. First, in the Korean Nationality Act, enacted on December
20, 1948, Clause 1-1 of Article 2 states that to be recognized as a Korean
national at birth an individual shall be born of a father of Korean nationality.Although there is an exception in Clause 1-3 of Article 2, under which
those born of a mother of Korean nationality are also granted Korean nationality when the identity of the father is unclear, the Korean Nationality
Act is clearly based on a principle of patrilineal jus sanguinis, in which
one inherits the father’s nationality.
Second, this principle of patrilinial jus sanguinis is also applied in the
case of foreigners who acquire Korean nationality through marriage, and
their children. In Clause 1 of Article 3, the act stipulates that the wife of a
Korean national is entitled to Korean citizenship. On the other hand,
Clause 2 of Article 6 states that marriage to a Korean national shall not automatically result in the granting of Korean citizenship to a foreign male;
rather,in order to become a naturalized Korean,such individuals shall seek
approval from the Ministry of Justice, which can be granted only to those
males of age 20 and older who have resided continuously in Korea for at
least three years. In addition, while children born to a Korean father and a
foreign mother are automatically granted Korean citizenship, the same
does not hold true for those born to a foreign father and a Korean mother.
Third, the Act’s extreme emphasis of the principle of patrilineal jus sanguinis means there is little room to consider the principles of jus soli or
jus domicili, making it all the more difficult for foreigners to obtain
Korean citizenship. Even the offspring of second- or third-generation immigrants are not automatically granted Korean citizenship at birth.Article
5 of the Korean Nationality Act states that in order to be eligible to become a naturalized Korean, foreigners must: 1) have continuously resided
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in Korea for at least five years, 2) be at least 20 years of age and deemed
capable under the laws of their home country, 3) demonstrate proper behavior, and 4) possess the resources or capabilities needed to maintain a
self-sufficient livelihood.
In addition, according to the Ministry of Justice guidelines on nationality-related matters, those applying for naturalization are entitled to Korean
nationality only after they are deemed to be qualified based on a process
which involves the passing of interviews and written tests designed to assess basic skills, such as Korean-language proficiency and understanding
of Korean customs.
This extreme emphasis of the principle of patrilineal jus sanguinis in
the Korean Nationality Act has its origins in the patriarchal Confucian
structure, which is rooted in the notion of patrilineal bloodlines, and reflects a desire to preserve a patrilineal unitary-nation state.As such, the
Korean Nationality Act, a legal expression of Korean national identity, is
based on an ethnic identity that is forged in accordance with the notions
of blood ties and a common culture.
However, the principle of jus sanguinis, as outlined in the Act, is not
without its limitations.According to Article 12-4, those Korean nationals
who have voluntarily acquired the citizenship of another country shall automatically forfeit their Korean nationality. In addition,Articles 3, 5-5, and
12-7 state that foreigners who have acquired Korean citizenship must
abandon their previous nationality within six months after obtaining
Korean citizenship. Under the Act, failure to do so will automatically result
in the loss of their Korean citizenship.This is clear proof of the fact that
the principle of a single nationality under the Korean Nationality Act,
which does not allow for dual citizenship, in effect serves to restrict the
principle of jus sanguinis.
The Korean Nationality Act also contains various ambiguities in regard
to the principle of patrilineal jus sanguinis.The Act does not contain any
specific provisions to deal with those who for whatever reason emigrated
from the Korean peninsula or its territorial islands to neighboring countries, such as China or the former Soviet Union, prior to the establishment
of the Republic of Korea, or those born in North Korea before establishment of the Republic of Korea who defected to China or Russia and have
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since resided there. Moreover, the Act also does not contain any provisions
to address the issue of the nationality of those who possess North Korean
citizenship or reside in North Korea.
The lack of such provisions in the Korean Nationality Act emerged as a
problem during the 1990s, following the arrival of ethnic Koreans from
China in Korea.These new arrivals, mainly consisting of individuals with
North Korean citizenship who had registered as overseas North Koreans
at the North Korean Embassy in China, demanded that they be granted
South Korean nationality and be allowed to establish a family registry.
Moreover, a large number of North Korean defectors in China and Russia
began to demand the right to enter South Korea and to have their status
recognized.
The Act’s prohibition against dual nationality and lack of provisions of
how to deal with ethnic Koreans of the same ancestry and culture, but
with foreign citizenship, show that the principle of jus domicili, in which
Korean nationality is determined by one’s residence in the South, has also
been at work in the Korean case.Accordingly,under the Korean Nationality
Act in place prior to 1997, the Korean national identity was based on the
concept of patrilineal jus sanguinis, or ethnic identity; however, the scope
of application of this concept was mitigated by the concurrent existence
of the concept of jus domicili.
Discriminatory Policy toward Foreigners
While the concept of a unitary nation does contain various positive aspects,such as promoting a sense of unity among the populace,it also lends
itself to the formation of exclusionist tendencies toward other nations.The
widespread discrimination against the ethnic Chinese residing in Korea,
who in effect are the only ethnic minority group in the South, represents a
vivid example of the dark side of this concept.These individuals are for the
most part the descendents of the Chinese who began to arrive in Korea in
the early 20th century, and ended up being forced to remain here following the communization of mainland China in 1949. However, the Korean
government has not only refused to grant Korean citizenship to these
Chinese, but also has openly discriminated against them.
First,Korea’s stringent naturalization procedures greatly complicated the
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ability of these ethnic Chinese to legally change their status as foreigners.
Even those ethnic Chinese who were born in Korea were forced to satisfy
the naturalization qualifications set forth in Article 5 of the Korean
Nationality Act, in order to become a naturalized Korean citizen.Moreover,
the blatant gender discrimination of the Korean Nationality Act made it
such that ethnic Chinese males who married Korean women were
granted no relief in their quest to obtain Korean nationality.
Second, the Korean government imposed an added burden on ethnic
Chinese in the form of economic sanctions.At the time of Korea’s liberation from Japanese colonial rule,many Chinese residing in Korea had accumulated considerable wealth through their trading activities. However, a
number of these traders were forced into bankruptcy as a result of property seizures and the enforcement of foreign exchange regulations in the
1950s,and the subsequent imposition of currency reforms and prohibition
of foreigners from owning real property in Korea in 1961.
Third,the Korean government’s laissez-faire policy toward the education
of ethnic Chinese in Korea,which did contribute to a preservation of their
Chinese identity, limited the opportunity for these Chinese to develop
close friendships with Koreans, who highly value school ties, and thus undermined their ability to assimilate into Korean society as well.As a result
of these discriminatory policies, the ethnic Chinese found themselves to
be an isolated ethnic group within Korean society, which eventually led to
their steady exodus from Korea from the mid-1970s.
Korea’s exclusionist attitude toward ethnic Chinese again came to the
surface in the 1990s. Meanwhile, Korea began to experience a massive inflow of foreigners, mainly from Third-World countries, following the Seoul
Summer Olympics in 1998.These foreign nationals entered Korea through
legal channels, such as the “industrial trainee system,”or simply overstayed
their tourist visas and remained here as illegal aliens.While such a significant pool of foreign workers was helpful to a Korean economy, which had
been suffering from a serious shortage of labor in the so-called “3D industries”(dirty, difficult, and dangerous), this also caused Korea’s exclusionist
tendencies toward foreigners to again rear its ugly head.
First, the industrial trainee system, since its introduction in 1991, has
been repeatedly terminated by the government and then resumed at the
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behest of Korea’s small-business manufacturers. Moreover, the foreign
workers under this program were not provided with the equal rights and
benefits of Korean workers.As such, while these foreign industrial trainees
provided their labor, their rights as “workers,”as specified in the Labor
Standards Act, were not duly provided.
Second, illegal alien workers were also excluded from the administrative
protections provided by domestic law, related to labor conditions and the
workplace environment, ostensibly because of their illegal status. In addition, as these workers were forced to endure such difficult circumstances
as low wages, poor work environment, industrial accidents, and abusive
employers, their basic human rights were often violated as well.
Period of Inclusive National Identity (after the late 1990s)
The insular and exclusionist laws and policies mentioned above were
comprehensively revised during the late 1990s.The Korean Nationality Act
was thoroughly amended, along with a new law on overseas Koreans being enacted and the discriminatory regulations toward foreigners being
eased.
Sweeping Revision of the Korean Nationality Act: The Korean
Nationality Act, the legal embodiment of the Korean national identity, was
comprehensively revised in 1997.The emphasis of this amendment involved a replacement of the patrilineal concept of jus sanguinis with a bilineal form of jus sanguinis.Article 2 of the revised Korean Nationality Act
states that any child born to a Korean national shall be automatically
granted Korean nationality.Thus, the scope of the Korean national identity
concept, which had previously been limited by the application of patrilineal jus sanguinis, was broadened through the adoption of a bilineal jus
sanguinis.
Second, gender discrimination related to the acquisition of nationality
through marriage was eliminated in the amended version of the Korean
Nationality Act.The revised Act does not automatically grant Korean citizenship to those foreigners who married Korean nationals, but it does allow both male and female foreign spouses to acquire Korean nationality
by obtaining approval from the Justice Ministry, once the basic requirement of having resided in Korea for at least a two-year period had been
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satisfied.As compared to the previous provisions, the length of stay required for foreign female spouses had been increased somewhat, but reduced for male spouses.The revised Act extends the principle of jus sanguinis to women, and adopts the concept of jus domicili in regard to the
acquisition of nationality.This revision has reduced, though not to a significant extent, the exclusionist bias toward foreigners of the law’s previous
provisions.As a result of this amendment,an increasing number of foreigners
have obtained Korean nationality since 1997.
Third, the revised Korean Nationality Act has served to provide more
equal treatment to foreigners married to Koreans. Under the previous
Korean Nationality Act, less stringent requirements were applied to foreigners from economically advanced countries as compared to their counterparts from Third-World countries, in terms of their eligibility for the acquisition Korean nationality.The amended Act sought to end this kind of
discrimination between foreigners, at least formally, by easing the length
of stay and economic requirements that must be satisfied to obtain Korean
citizenship.
Fourth, in Article 20 of the revised Act, the “citizenship determination
system”was included as part of the existing “authorization to restore the
citizenship system,”on the grounds that determination of an individual’s
citizenship would now be based on a review process whenever there
was uncertainty about a particular person’s acquisition or possession of
Korean nationality.As a result, for those ethnic Koreans whose nationality
was unclear, the specified procedures would be applied to determine
their relevant nationality. In particular, this mechanism provided a means
to address the thorny issues related to the citizenship of North Korean
nationals or residents who desire South Korean nationality.
Consequently, the amended Korean Nationality Act presented an opportunity to separate national identity from an ethnic identity, based on
blood ties and a common culture, by lowering the obstacles for foreigners to obtain Korean nationality. Moreover, it also helped to rectify discrepancies which might exist between the notions of ethnic identity and
national identity by resolving the complex problem of the nationality of
North Korean nationals and residents. Nevertheless, this also confirms
that ethnic identity remains a fundamental criterion when it comes to
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the determination of one’s nationality under the revised Korean
Nationality Act.
Act on the Immigration and Legal Status of Overseas Koreans
In 1998, the Korean government revised the Immigration Control Act,
Enforcement Decree of the Immigration Control Act, and Enforcement
Regulation of the Immigration Control Act, along with establishing a new
F-4 visa category for overseas Koreans. In large part, these measures were
in response to the growing numbers of ethnic Koreans from China and the
former Soviet Union who began to relocate to Korea from the early 1990s.
In particular, ethnic Korean foreigners who were eligible for F-4 visas were
allowed to stay in Korea for one year, together with the procedures being
simplified for their entry and departure from Korea and their ability to engage in various activities here. However, they still were not able to seek
regular employment and their legal status was unclear in certain regards.
The treatment of overseas Koreans was more fundamentally addressed
in the Act on the Immigration and Legal Status of Overseas Koreans (hereafter referred to as the Act on Overseas Koreans) promulgated on
September 2, 1999. Under this Act, overseas Koreans are defined as
“Korean nationals residing abroad”and “ethnic Koreans of foreign nationality.”Korean nationals residing abroad included citizens of Korea who have
obtained permanent resident status in a foreign country or are currently
living in a foreign country with the intention of obtaining permanent residency. On the other hand, ethnic Koreans of foreign nationality are defined as those who are former holders of Korean nationality, or their descendants who possess a foreign nationality, in accordance with a
Presidential decree.Thus, ethnic Koreans of foreign nationality are regarded as foreigners under international law, but can enter and remain in
Korea by obtaining an “overseas Korean visa,”as authorized by the
Immigration Control Act.
Pursuant to the Act on Overseas Koreans, ethnic Koreans of foreign nationality are now allowed to: remain in Korea for up to two years; be gainfully employed and engage in economic activities; acquire, own, use, and
sell real property in Korea; enjoy equal rights as Korean nationals in regard
to the services of domestic financial institutions; and receive medical insurance coverage, when their stay is for 90 days or longer.The Act enables
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ethnic Koreans of foreign nationality to engage in practically all the activities that are allowed for Korean nationals, and as compared to non-Korean
foreign nationals, they are provided with preferential treatment in terms
of immigration and their legal status.
However, Article 2 of the Act on Overseas Koreans excludes ethnic
Koreans from China and the CIS from its definition of ethnic Koreans of foreign nationality.The reason for this exclusion is that most of these individuals emigrated to other countries before the formal establishment of the
Republic of Korea, and therefore are regarded as never having obtained
Korean nationality.Accordingly, under the Act, foreign nationals are divided
into non-Korean foreigners and ethnic Korean foreigners, who are further
segregated into Korean Japanese/Americans and Korean Chinese/Russians.
Because of this, the Act on Overseas Koreans has been criticized for
discriminating among overseas Koreans, according to their nationality.
In this regard, in November 2001, the Constitutional Court ruled that
provisions of the Act on Overseas Koreans were unconstitutional, which
led the National Assembly to amend the Act, on February 9, 2004, in order
to include ethnic Koreans who emigrated to other countries before the establishment of the Republic of Korea in the “ethnic Koreans residing
abroad”category. However, with no amended version of the enforcement
decree having been promulgated as of January 2005, this has created a
paradoxical situation in which ethnic Koreans from China and the CIS are
legally defined as overseas Koreans; however, their entry and departure
procedures, as well as their legal status as overseas Koreans, have yet to be
clarified.
By providing overseas Koreans who are not specified in the Korean
Nationality Act with preferential treatment, as compared to other foreigners, the Act on Overseas Koreans effectively sanctions a form of dual citizenship.Again, this is clear evidence of the continued significance of ethnic identity in the definition of Korea’s national identity.
Easing of Discrimination against Foreigners
In the late 1990s, a notable change was undertaken to improve the
status of foreigners in Korea through the revision of Korea’s heretofore
exclusionist policies.
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First,Article 6 of the Korean Nationality Act, which was amended in
1997, made it relatively less difficult for foreigners to obtain Korean nationality.This change proved to be especially beneficial for ethnic Chinese
residents, who represented the largest group of foreigners residing in
Korea.As most marriages between ethnic Chinese and Koreans involved a
Chinese husband and a Korean wife, the relaxed provisions made it easier
for these ethnic Chinese husbands to obtain Korean citizenship.
Second, the amendment of the Immigration Control Act approved in
1998 significantly improved the legal status of those foreigners who have
resided in Korea for an extended period of time.Under the revised Act,the
allowable term of stay for those foreigners who resided in Korea on a
long-term basis with an F-2 visa was increased from three to five years.
This measure was also beneficial to the ethnic Chinese living in Korea. In
addition, a “Special Measure for Ethnic Chinese in Korea”was promulgated, under which residency was granted to ethnic Chinese in Korea
whose direct family members had lost their nationality due to inevitable
circumstances.
Third, the “Foreigners’ Land Acquisition Act,”which became effective in
June 1988, abolished restrictions against the ownership of land by foreigners.This change was primarily intended to attract foreign investment into
Korea, but it was also beneficial to the ethnic Chinese in Korea who had
long been denied the right to own real property.
In addition, the Korean government rectified the previous practices
that discriminated against ethnic Chinese in Korea through such efforts
as upgrading the status of the schools for ethnic Chinese from “voluntary
organizations”to “individual school units”in 2002.
Therefore, these efforts undertaken in the late 1990s to rectify the discriminatory policies imposed against foreigners were especially beneficial
to the ethnic Chinese residing in Korea, along with providing an opportunity to noticeably erode the negative exclusionist aspects of the Korean
national identity.
In addition, from the late 1990s, improvement was seen, albeit gradual,
in the treatment of foreign workers in Korea, whose human rights had
previously been neglected and who did not receive adequate protection
under the law.
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In this regard, the most significant change adopted by the Korean government was a partial revision of the “Foreign Industrial Trainee
System”and the subsequent implementation of the “Training and
Employment System for Foreigners”in 1998. Under the new system, foreign workers who passed an eligibility test after a two-year training period
were allowed to remain and work in Korea for another year (in 2002, this
was revised to a two-year employment period following one year of training), while being entitled to equal treatment as domestic workers under
applicable labor-related laws.
In addition, since the mid-1990s, a number of court decisions on matters
related to foreign nationals have also resulted in bringing about dramatic
improvement in the previously unfair treatment of foreign workers. For
example, the court ruled that even foreign workers who had overstayed
their visa are entitled to receive industrial accident compensation and severance allowance payment. In making it clear from a legal standpoint that
they are bona fide “workers,”the court decision served as a turning point
in assuring the application of the Labor Standards Act to documented as
well as undocumented workers from October 15, 1998.
Such measures have not completely rooted out all discrimination against
foreign workers in either a legal or practical sense, but they have nevertheless served to focus public attention on the problems caused by the exclusionist nature of the Korean national identity, and thereby have contributed
to the taking of steps in the right direction for eventually rectifying these
shortcomings.
Factors Behind Changing National Identity in the Global Era
Universal Human Rights and Activities of Civic Groups
The following factors were instrumental in bringing about changes in
the laws and systems related to the Korean national identity in the 1990s.
First, the public campaigns undertaken to rectify the gender inequality between men and women.The previous Korean Nationality Act contained a
variety of unequal gender provisions which women’s circles had for long
insisted on the revision of.The provisions dealing with matters related to
gender equality in the “Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
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Discrimination against Women,”“International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights,”and “Convention on the Rights of the Child”also provided
momentum for revision of the male-oriented provisions of the previous
Korean Nationality Act.
Second, the activities of the civic organizations, which emerged in the
aftermath of the democratization of Korea in 1987, were another impetus
that led to relevant changes in the late 1990s.These civic groups sought to
do away with the vestiges of authoritarianism in every sector of society
and to reform structures that were deemed to be contrary to the promotion of human rights.The dedicated efforts of these organizations led the
government to revise the related laws and policies. In addition, women’s
organizations demanded the amendment of patriarchal and male-oriented legal provisions, while groups related to overseas Koreans pushed
for the adoption of measures designed to eliminate discrimination
against ethnic Koreans living abroad.These civic organizations, whose activities and influence rose dramatically since 1987, were a driving force
behind the changes that have since been undertaken in terms of national
identity-related laws and policies.
Heavy Inflow of Overseas Koreans
Another major factor that led to the enactment of laws related to ethnic
Koreans living abroad in the late 1990s was the increasing numbers of
overseas Koreans returning to Korea from the late 1980s. From the early
1990s, a significant number of ethnic Koreans from China and the CIS, in
the aftermath of Korea’s establishment of diplomatic relations with these
countries, began to arrive and remain in Korea for extended periods of
time, either through legal or illegal means. In response to this, the Korean
government moved to impose entry controls and conform labor-related
regulations with those applied to foreign workers.
For their part, these ethnic Koreans clamored that since they were the
descendants of the people of Joseon, who had emigrated to other countries for various reasons before the establishment of the Republic of
Korea, they at least deserved to receive preferential treatment as compared to regular foreign workers.Swayed by the persuasiveness of their argument, public sentiments in the mid 1990s began to strongly support the
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passage of laws related to overseas Koreans, including ethnic Koreans
from China.The government eventually relented in 1998 by revising the
Immigration Control Act, Enforcement Decree of the Immigration Control
Act, and Enforcement Regulation of the Immigration Control Act, which
included the creation of the new F-4 visa category for overseas Koreans.
Meanwhile,an increasing number of “reverse emigration”cases,in which
overseas Koreans of foreign nationality (especially Korean-Americans) returned to Korea, began to be seen in the 1990s.These individuals were
critical of the government for treating them like regular foreigners and for
refusing to grant them special legal status.In addition, they also demanded
the right to maintain dual citizenship.Although the Korean government
did not agree to recognize dual citizenship, it did ease restrictions on their
entry and departure, as well as the length of their stay and the allowable
activities while in their homeland.
In the end, the revision of the Immigration Control Act and the adoption
of the Act on Overseas Koreans in the late 1990s, both of which changed
the parameters of the Korean national identity, were the result of a “globalization of migration”trend, which included a heavy inflow of ethnic
Koreans from former socialist bloc countries and the reverse emigration
of overseas Koreans.
Flood of Foreign Workers
Another factor that directly impacted Korean national identity-related
laws and policies during the 1990s was the steady inflow of foreign workers, which began from the second half of the 1980s. Korea’s robust economic growth at that time was a major factor behind this onrush of foreign workers.While the high-tech industry, for which only a minimal workforce is required, emerged as the main engine of the Korean economy in
the late 1980s,there remained several industries,such as construction,agriculture and fisheries, services, and steel, which still required significant
numbers of workers. Foreign workers were thus perceived as a useful
means of alleviating the acute shortage of labor for the “3D jobs”of small
manufacturers, at a time when Koreans increasingly shunned this kind of
menial work.Accordingly, the Korean government established an industrial
trainee program, under which foreigners were invited to work in Korea.
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Meanwhile, along with a fast-growing number of foreigners in Korea
who became illegal aliens by overstaying their visas, the number of cases
of foreign men living together with Korean women increased as well,such
that the nationality of their children emerged as a social issue.The difficulty faced by the foreign husbands of Korean women and their children
in obtaining Korean citizenship brought to light the gender discrimination
and exclusionist aspects of the Korean Nationality Act.
The globalization of migration,which began in the 1990s,led to sharp increases in the flow of Koreans and foreigners arriving and departing from
Korea, the number of marriages between Korean nationals and foreigners,
and demands for the acquisition or change of nationality, which highlighted a need to adjust the procedures related to the acquisition or
change of nationality. In response to these developments, the Korean government adopted comprehensive revisions to the Korean Nationality Act
in 1997.In large part,these government revisions have been attributed to a
social atmosphere that was supportive of an elimination of gender discrimination, the efforts of women’s organizations, and respect for international
law. However, the growing presence of foreign workers, who remained
outside the Korean national identity,was another factor that contributed to
this change.
Need for Foreign Investment Due to Financial Crisis
The need to attract foreign capital as a result of the financial crisis of
1997-98 also played a notable role in easing Korea’s discriminatory policies toward foreigners in the 1990s.The ethnic Chinese in Korea emerged
as a relevant issue in the aftermath of the financial crisis as the government struggled to come up with ways to boost the inflow of foreign
investment into Korea.
While this attention to the ethnic Chinese residing in Korea was based
on both practical and political considerations, the related practical aspects, including potential economic benefits, became the primary focus.
While interest in the creation of an atmosphere favorable to ethnic
Chinese expanded appreciably following the establishment of diplomatic
relations with China in 1992,amidst a deepening of the influences of globalization, Korea’s intensified interest in the ethnic Chinese residing in
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Korea was in large part borne out of a desperate need to attract foreign
capital.As such, the need for foreign investment prompted the Korean
people to pay more attention to the ethnic Chinese in Korea, who were
regarded as a link to the Chinese capital circulating in Southeast Asia.
Meanwhile, the local autonomy system that was launched in Korea in
the mid-1990s led to the consideration of various methods to bolster regional economies. As local governments in various regions, including
Incheon, Jeju and Busan, began to move forward with plans to develop
their own Chinatown districts, as a means of drawing in tourists from the
vast Chinese market,increased attention came to be focused on the ethnic
Chinese community in Korea.
The heightened interest in the ethnic Chinese residing in Korea during
the 1990s, along with growing attention of the need to promote universal
human rights, led Korea to reconsider its discriminatory policies toward
the ethnic Chinese in Korea.The emergence of mounting public demands
for the revision of Korea’s backward policies toward foreigners, in order
to keep pace with the globalization era, resulted in a significant easing of
the previous discriminatory practices imposed against foreigners.
Conclusion
This paper has discussed the changes in the laws and policies related to
the Korean national identity since the 1990s and the factors underlying
this process.These changes included a comprehensive revision of the
Korean Nationality Act, adoption of the Act on the Immigration and Legal
Status of Overseas Koreans, and implementation of measures designed to
reduce discrimination against foreigners.
In general, these changes have been attributed to the influences of globalization, and more specifically to the heavy inflow of foreign workers,
growing numbers of overseas Koreans returning to Korea, and need to attract foreign investment in the aftermath of the financial crisis of 1997-98.
Other contributing factors included the mounting demands for the protection of universal human rights, growing influence and activities of civic
organizations, and heightened attention to diplomatic considerations, in
response to the Chinese government’s announcement of its opposition to
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certain provisions of the Act on the Immigration and Legal Status of
Overseas Koreans.
One important aspect of changes in the perception of national identity
that occurred in the 1990s has been a declining significance of the concept of ethnic identity, which nevertheless remains an important principle, from a legal standpoint, in the determination of the Korean national
identity. Of course, ethnic identity was not the only factor used to determine national identity in the previous Korean Nationality Act, as shown in
the preferential treatment granted to ethnic Koreans of other nationalities,
in accordance with the principles of a unitary nation and jus domicili.
Nevertheless, in cases when the principles of patrilineal jus sanguinis
and jus domicili were satisfied, ethnic identity became the predominant
factor for determining national identity.
However, the growing influence of globalization and other factors during the 1990s was accompanied by a concurrent decline, from a legal perspective, in the significance of ethnic identity in determining national
identity. Most notably, the revised version of the Korean Nationality Act,
promulgated in 1997, made it easier for non-Korean foreigners to obtain
Korean citizenship. Nevertheless, ethnic identity remained an important
factor in determining national identity in the Act on the Immigration and
Legal Status of Overseas Koreans, which provided ethnic Koreans of foreign nationalities with a legal status similar to that of regular Korean citizens. However, the fact that ethnic Koreans in China were excluded from
the definition of overseas Koreans, because of opposition from the
Chinese government, shows that ethnic identity cannot be applied as an
absolute criterion for determining national identity.
Ethnic identity remains the most fundamental factor for determining
the Korean identity in this globalized era; however, the significance of
other factors, such as human rights, the migration of labor, economic
needs, and political considerations, have steadily expanded.Thus, national
identity is now being influenced and shaped by various factors, and not
ethnic identity alone.
<New Asia Research Institute,
Quarterly New Asia,Vol.12, No.1, Spring 2005>
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Chronology of Major Events
June 1, 2005 –– July 31, 2005
June 2. Patrol boats from Korea and
Japan engage in a tug-of-war on the
open seas, with coast guard ships from
both sides moored to a Korean fishing
vessel accused of violating Japan’s
economic zone. Later in the afternoon,
Japan agrees to withdraw its patrol boats
in exchange for a written statement
from the skipper of the fishing vessel
that he infringed on Japan’s EEZ,refused
inspection, and fled.
• Incheon City Mayor Ahn Sang-soo
announces that the two Koreas have
agreed to submit a joint bid to host the
Asian Games in 2014. “Incheon and
Pyeongyang have agreed to launch a
joint bid to co-host the 2014 Asian
Games,” Ahn states upon his arrival at
Incheon International Airport after a
visit to North Korea.
• Constitutional Court Justice Lee
Sang-kyung submits his resignation after
allegations surfaced that he had evaded
taxes owed for real estate rental income.
June 3. Trade ministers of the Asia
Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)
forum end two days of talks at
Seogwipo, following by their release of
a joint statement calling for expanded
free trade and intensified efforts to get
the Doha Development Agenda (DDA)
back on track.
June 4. Korea and the United States
agree in Singapore to “improve and
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develop” a Washington-proposed
measure that calls for joint military
action in the event of internal turmoil in
North Korea.
June 7.South and North Korea reach a
tentative agreement to cutback the
number of South Korean delegates to
Pyeongyang to 300 for the joint
celebration being held to commemorate
the 5th anniversary of the historic interKorean summit of June 2000.
June 8.Seven North Koreans,including
five members of a family, barge into the
Thai embassy in Vietnam in an apparent
asylum bid.
June 10. Korean President Roh Moohyun and U.S. President George W. Bush
meet at the White House for about two
hours to discuss North Korea and the
decades-old Seoul-Washington alliance,
which some believe is showing signs of
growing discord. Dismissing reports of
policy differences between the two
sides, both leaders state that they still
believe that the long-running
controversy over North Korea’s nuclear
weapons program can be resolved
through diplomacy.
June 14. Four days of celebrations to
mark the 5th anniversary of the historic
inter-Korean summit kick off in
Pyeongyang, with 40 South Korean
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government delegates,led by Unification
Minister Chung Dong-young, along
with 295 civilian representatives in
attendance.
June 17. North Korean leader Kim
Jong-il meets with South Korean
Unification Minister Chung Dong-young
in Pyeongyang, amid the international
standoff over the North’s pursuit of
nuclear weapons, thus raising hopes of
a possible breakthrough in the crisis.
Kim Jong-il expresses his willingness to
rejoin the six-party nuclear talks in July
if the United States “recognizes and
respects” the North’s sovereignty, while
saying his country has no reason to
possess nuclear weapons.
June 19. A South Korean soldier
engages in a shooting rampage at a
frontline Army unit, killing eight fellow
soldiers and injuring four others. The
incident takes place nearby Yeoncheon,
a town in the central region of the
demilitarized zone dividing the two
Koreas.

return to the six-party talks aimed at
ending its nuclear weapons program.
Visiting South Korean Prime Minister
Lee Hae-chan and his Chinese
counterpart Wen Jiabao state that
denuclearization of the Korean
peninsula is critical for regional peace
and stability.
June 22. Chinese President Hu Jintao
agrees to actively cooperate with South
Korea to resume the stalled six-party
talks on North Korea’s nuclear weapons
program.Hu makes this pledge to South
Korean Prime Minister Lee Hae-chan
during their meeting in Beijing.
• Park Ji-sung becomes the first
Korean player in the English Premier
league as a result of his transfer to
Manchester United. The Netherlands’
PSV Eindhoven and the English league
club reach a deal in which the transfer
fee for Park is set at 6 million euros
($7.3 million).

June 20. Korean President Roh Moohyun and Japanese Prime Minister
Koizumi Junichiro hold a summit
meeting in Seoul but fail to narrow
differences over the history-related
disputes that have plummeted bilateral
relations to the lowest point in recent
years. However, they did agree to
pursue a peaceful resolution to the
North Korean nuclear issue through
diplomatic means.

June 23.South and North Korea agree
to take “substantial steps” to peacefully
resolve the dispute over Pyeongyang’s
nuclear arms program through dialogue,
but fail to set a date for the resumption
of nuclear talks. In a 12-point joint
statement wrapping up the Seoul
ministerial talks,the two sides also agree
to restore various dialogue channels.
• Korea’s Ministry of Gender Equality
is renamed the Ministry of Gender
Equality and Family after assuming
responsibility for overseeing family
affairs from another government agency.

June 21. South Korea and China
reaffirm their commitment to concerted
efforts to persuade Pyeongyang to

June 24. Korea finalizes an ambitious
plan to relocate the headquarters of
state enterprises outside of the Seoul
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metropolitan area, as a measure
designed to boost economic
opportunities for regional areas and
promote more balanced national
development. The relocation plans,
designed to decentralize the capital
area, has been one of the top policy
priorities of the Roh administration
since taking office in February 2003.
June 26. Korean Kim Ju-yun wins the
U.S.Women’s Open, becoming the third
Korean golfer on the LPGA tour to claim
a major title.The 23-year-old, who uses
the name Birdie Kim abroad, finishes
with a three-over-par 287 for a twostroke victory at Cherry Hills Country
Club in Colorado.
June 28. President Roh Moo-hyun
replaces his administration’s justice and
environment ministers. Roh appoints
Rep. Chun Jung-bae, former floor leader
of the ruling Uri Party,as the new justice
minister, and former environmental
activist Lee Jae-yong as the new
environment minister.
June 30.The National Assembly votes
down an opposition bid to oust Defense
Minister Yoon Kwang Ung from his
cabinet post to take responsibility for
the deaths of eight soldiers in a shooting
rampage at a frontline military unit.
• Five of the seven asylum-seeking
North Koreans who barged into the
Thai Embassy in Vietnam on June 8 are
allowed entry into South Korea.
July 1. Korea’s Unification Minister
Chung Dong-young meets with U.S.Vice
President Dick Cheney in Washington.
South Korea and the United States agree
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to coordinate the two countries’
proposals to convince North Korea to
abandon its nuclear weapons program.
July 6. The National Assembly
approves the appointment of Cho Daehyen as a justice of the Constitutional
Court. Legislators vote 146-103 in a
secret ballot to endorse the ruling party
nominee’s placement on the
Constitutional Court.
• Kim Seung-kew, a former justice
minister and a known conservative,
assumes leadership of the National
Intelligence Service, as the National
Assembly
confirmation
hearing
committee submits the results of its
hearing to a plenary session. Kim does
not require parliamentary approval
since President Roh is authorized to
appoint the NIS chief.
July 8.The government designates the
four regions of Muan, Chungju, Wonju
and Muju as areas to be developed as
“corporate cities” on a trial basis. The
corporate city committee, chaired by
Prime Minister Lee Hae-chan, selected
the four regions out of the eight
candidate areas that had applied for
consideration.
July 9. North Korea agrees with the
U.S. request to resume the stalled sixparty nuclear talks on Pyeongyang’s
nuclear arms program in the last week
of July. The diplomatic breakthrough
comes during a meeting between North
Korea’s Vice Foreign Minister Kim Kye
Gwan and U.S. Assistant Secretary of
State Christopher Hill, Washington’s
chief delegate to the nuclear talks, in
Beijing.
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July 10. U.S. Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice meets with Chinese
President Hu Jintao, Premier Wen
Jiabao, and her Chinese counterpart, Li
Zhaoxing. She thanks the Chinese
government for its “efforts that led to
the resumption of the six-way talks on
Pyeongyang’s nuclear arms program.”
July 12.South Korea announces that it
has promised to supply North Korea
with large-scale electricity assistance if
the North agrees to completely
dismantle its nuclear weapons program.
The direct energy aid represents the
“important proposal” that South Korea
has said it would formally present to the
North at the upcoming round of the sixparty talks, Unification Minister Chung
Dong-young says.
• South Korea agrees to provide North
Korea with 500,000 tons of food aid and
to expand cross-border economic
cooperation. The agreement is reached
during inter-Korean economic talks,
which concluded today in Seoul.
• Korea and the European Free Trade
Association (EFTA) conclude a bilateral
free trade agreement (FTA), which will
provide domestic enterprises with a
beachhead into the European market.
The free trade deal will be effective
from the middle of 2006, after being
ratified by Korea’s President and
National Assembly. The EFTA, a fournation free trade bloc, is comprised of
Switzerland, Norway, Iceland, and
Liechtenstein.
July 13. President Roh Moo-hyun
meets with U.S. Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice to exchange views on
recent developments. Rice calls Korea’s
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so-called “important proposal” to
Pyeongyang “very creative and useful,”
noting that it could be a way of
addressing the North’s energy needs
while doing away with nuclear
proliferation concerns.
• North Korea and China reaffirm
their commitment to closer cooperation
on a broad range of issues,including the
nuclear crisis standoff. The common
front between the two sides comes
during a Pyeongyang meeting between
North Korean Premier Pak Bong-ju and
China’s state councilor and former
foreign minister Tang Jiaxuan.
• Two South Korean jetfighters crash
in waters off the South and West Seas in
separate incidents.
July 14. South Korea, the United
States, and Japan agree on the need to
restructure the format of the six-party
talks on North Korea’s nuclear weapons
program to facilitate the progress of the
sensitive negotiations. The agreement
comes during a Seoul meeting between
the chief nuclear negotiators of the
three countries aimed at coordinating
their strategic efforts at the talks. They
also agree to push forward with the
South Korea’s electricity aid package at
the six-party talks.
July 16.Lee Ku,the only son of the last
crown prince of the Joseon Dynasty
(1392-1910), was found dead in a
Japanese hotel. Lee, 74, is believed to
have died of heart failure.
July 17. Hyundai Group chairwoman
Hyun Jeong-eun says she has agreed
with North Korean leader Kim Jong-il to
develop Mt. Baekdu, on the border
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between North Korea and China, and
the North Korean city of Gaesong as
tourist destinations for South Korean
visitors.
• Korea’s Asiana Airlines is forced to
cancel or delay several domestic and
international flights due to a strike by its
unionized pilots.
July 18. South and North Korea
establish fiber-optic cable transmission
service across the Cold War’s last
frontier, a historic linkage that serves to
deepen inter-Korean reconciliation and
cooperation. The project is part of an
effort to enable families separated by
the Korean War (1950-53) to hold “video
reunions” on and around August 15,
when the two Koreas mark the 60th
anniversary of the peninsula’s liberation
from Japanese colonial rule.
• Korean rookie Lee Meena clinches
the Canadian Open in Nova Scotia with
a one-stroke victory to capture her first
LPGA title after two near- misses earlier
in the season.
July 20. Ryu Gwang-seon of the
government-affiliated Electronics and
Telecommunications Research Institute
(ETRI), announces that his team has
developed a new prototype flexible
solar cell,which is said to be the world’s
most efficient at this time.
July 21.A Seoul court partially accepts
a request by Korea’s ambassador to the
United States to block the broadcast of
a report that might be detrimental to his
reputation. However, KBS reports that
the tape includes a conversation
between a business group executive
and a high-level newspaper official
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about the provision of billions of won of
slush funds to candidates in the 1997
presidential election. The major
candidates at that time were Lee Hoichang of the ruling party and Kim Daejung, the opposition candidate.
• China’s central bank announces it
will allow the yuan to float against a
basket of foreign currencies instead of
its previous practice of pegging its value
to the U.S. dollar. Under the longawaited decision,the Chinese currency’s
value is revalued at 8.11 yuan per U.S.
dollar, as compared with the previous
level of 8.28 per dollar.
July 22. South Korea opens a direct
private phone line with North Korea for
the first time in 60 years as part of
preparations for video reunions of
separated families in August. KT Corp.,
South Korea’s primary fixed-line and
broadband Internet operator, says the
phone line links Seoul with the North
Korean capital of Pyeongyang. A fax
machine line connecting the two
capitals is also installed.
July 26.In an apparent policy shift,the
United States says that it is prepared to
proceed simultaneously with “words for
words and actions for actions” if North
Korea agrees to give up its nuclear
ambitions.The U.S. stance, presented at
the start of the six-nation nuclear talks,
which opened in Beijing, appears to be
a departure from its past policy of
requiring North Korea to dismantle its
nuclear program before receiving any
benefits.
• Korea’s Ambassador to the United
States Hong Seok-hyun offers his
resignation in the face of mounting
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criticism over his alleged involvement
in an illegal fund-raising scheme during
the 1997 presidential election.President
Roh Moo-hyun decides to accept the
resignation although he will allow Hong
to stay on for the time being, in all
likelihood until a replacement is named.
•A former official who apparently led
the spy agency’s special wiretapping
unit attempted to kill himself at his
residence in Bundang, south of Seoul.
Kong Un-yong, 58, who stabbed himself
in the abdomen, was taken to a nearby
hospital.
July 27. South and North Korea agree
to designate a joint fishery zone in the
West Sea in an effort to prevent naval
skirmishes between the two sides.
Wrapping up three days of talks on
fishery cooperation in Gaesong,a North
Korean border town, working-level
officials from the two Koreas sign a sixpoint agreement highlighting their
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commitment to promote
maritime cooperation.

closer

July 29.The prosecution secures 274
tapes believed to contain illegally
wiretapped conversations by the
country’s spy agency at the home of a
former official of the National
Intelligence Service.
July 31. South and North Korea agree
to officially open rail and road links
around late October, the Unification
Ministry announces. Along the 248kilometer-long Demilitarized Zone
separating North and South Korea, the
two sides have already established the
western Gyeongui Line, connecting
Seoul with Pyeongyang, and the eastern
Donghae Line leading to North Korea’s
scenic Mt. Geumgang. There are also
cross-border roads running alongside
the railway lines.
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